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Abstract 
 

Large-Scale Brain Network Mechanics  
 

By 
 

Maxwell Arthur Bertolero 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor Mark D’Esposito, Chair 
 
The brain of any species can be modeled as a network of regions and connections 
between those regions. Here, I analyze the brain’s large-scale network mechanics. I 
show that the brain can be divided into subnetworks, each with a discrete function. I 
provide evidence that the each subnetwork’s processing is mostly modular; however, 
certain regions exist that perform integrative functions. I characterize this integrative set 
of regions in depth and discover that this set of regions exists across various species’ 
brains and even in man-made networks. I also identify an optimal network structure for 
cognitive processing. Finally, I demonstrate one mechanism for why the brain’s network 
structure was selected by evolution. 
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Introduction 
While Plato and Hippocrates were the first to claim that the mind is what the brain does, 
Galen of Pergamon was perhaps the first to assign specific functions to specific 
anatomical locations in the body (1, 2). Galen proposed that each organ had a specific 
function, even mental functions. He claimed that there is no distinction between the 
mental and the physical world. While he accurately attributed the rational aspect of 
Plato’s tripartite soul–what we would call the mind–to the brain, he fallaciously attributed 
the spiritual and the appetitive aspects to the heart and the liver, respectively. 1400 
years and a dark age later, the more empirically driven Andreas Vesalius countered that 
claim with the idea that the brain and the nervous system are responsible for all mental 
processes(3). While Galen made the mistake of attributing mental processes to the 
heart and the liver, he made the interesting claim that interactions among those organs 
give rise to mental processes. Vesalius too, believed that proper analysis of the 
components of a system could only be understood in relation to the whole(4).  
 
A focus on the localization of mental functions in the brain, not interactions among 
different aspects of the brain, is what persisted. And not without good reason. While the 
phrenologist Franz Joseph Gall’s claims regarding the shape of the skull and what 
mental functions existed (e.g., the literary function) were extremely misguided, his focus 
on localization was founded in the correct belief that the brain is not a homogenous unit 
(5) The brain is a collection of components, each with a different function. The first real 
localization of a cognitive function involved language. Why language? Not being able to 
speak is a very acute and obvious deficit that brings one to the neurologist rather 
quickly. Different aspects of language are well-localized in Broca’s and Wernicke’s 
areas. Ludwig Lichtheim did claim that connections between brain regions were critical 
for language(6), which has been verified(7). However, one-to-one mappings between a 
localized brain lesion and a cognitive deficit dominated the field, likely due to how 
accurate these models are despite their simplicity. Moreover, it is difficult to understand 
how the components of a system function together before one understands what the 
components of the system are.  
 
The advent of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) opened the floodgates for 
localization. While Broca and Wernicke had to wait until their patients died to examine 
their brains, MRI allows neurologists to see, immediately, where damage had occurred 
and correlate this damage with the patient’s cognitive deficit. Furthermore, using 
functional MRI (fMRI), one can have a healthy subject do a particular cognitive task, and 
locate an area or set of areas for which neural activity increased. Thus, so it seems, 
whatever cognitive functions that are isolated by that task are localized to that region or 
set of regions.  
 
We are still trying to carve nature at its joints. Cognitive neuroscience is still largely 
steeped in localization. If you ask someone in cognitive neuroscience what they study, 
many will respond that they seek to understand how the brain executes a particular 
cognitive function. However, many of their answers predominately state where in the 
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brain a particular cognitive function seems to occurs, or where a particular type of 
information (e.g., sensory stimuli, semantic information, or the value of a reward) is 
represented, not how the brain executes the function. This is true even of very 
distinguished, resplendent, and highly technical work(8). But to what explanatory end? 
Imagine obtaining a complete dictionary of every cognitive function, and where in the 
brain it is localized. Do you now understand how the brain works? Even if you think you 
do, you do not. This dictionary, a priori, cannot be accurate. First, the terms. We cannot 
be certain we have carved cognitive functions at their joints. Is vision, like water, a 
natural kind(9)? If our terms are fallacious, which many of them certainly are, then the 
definitions are meaningless. In 50 years, we might look back at our current ontology of 
cognitive functions the same way we look at Gall’s. Second, the relationship between 
the mind (the terms) and brain (the definitions) is, to put it mildly, ambiguous. There is 
little reason to believe that any cognitive function–say, vision–maps in any clean and 
simple way to a location in the brain. More technically, mental kinds like vision are not 
identical with neurophysiological kinds. Vision is not simply occipital lobe activity like 
water is h20 (10). However, the history of neurology and the relative success of 
localization with fMRI does suggest that specialized and localized functioning occurs in 
the brain(11). An accurate dictionary of which functions exists and where each function 
is located in the brain is necessary, not sufficient, for understanding the brain.  
 
Cognitive neuroscience, particularly in the past 10 years, has begun to move away from 
the simple localization paradigm towards neural mechanisms. While the term ‘neural 
mechanism’ is often abused and underdefined, it actually has a very clear and precise 
meaning: a neural mechanism describes how, not merely where. For example, take the 
neural mechanics of the hippocampus. The hippocampus contains “place cells” that fire 
when an animal enters a particular location in space, and this network of neurons 
represents the animal’s current environment(12, 13). This likely aides in spatial 
awareness and navigation. This goes beyond spatial awareness and navigation being 
localized to the hippocampus to the neural mechanism of representing space via a 
particular neural pattern. Other research has shown that the formation of memories in 
the hippocampus is related to the particular covariance structure of distributed neural 
activity during the experience of the event being maintained after the event(14). To 
remember an event, you have to neurally replay that event after it happens. That is a 
mechanism. The neural mechanics of other cognitive functions have also been 
elucidated. The dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex potentially maintains information (i.e., 
working memory) by directing attention to internal representations of sensory stimuli and 
motor plans that are stored in other regions of the cortex(15). Working memory has 
actually defied localization and is dependent on activity in sensory, parietal, and 
prefrontal brain regions(16). Finally, asking how the brain represents and calculates 
temporal information, instead of finding “the time area”, has led to elegant systems level 
explanations of different ways in which the brain represents time(17) and the underlying 
neural mechanisms that contribute to each type of representation, like which ones 
require the cerebellum(18).  
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Critically, many scientists have begun to elucidate how brain regions interact. For 
example, coupling between brain rhythms coordinates activity in distributed cortical 
areas, and different cognitive tasks evoke distinct patterns of coupling across the cortex 
(19-21). Moreover, mathematical tools from statistical physics have been co-opted to 
analyze the entirety of interactions between brain regions, treating the brain as a large 
scale network(22). I want to know what the general principles and mechanics of these 
interactions are. I want to know why the brain works that way, and not some other way. 
Functional MRI, despite its historical connection to localization, actually presents a 
unique opportunity–one can observe, albeit with low resolution, the neural activity of the 
entire human brain. More recently, whole brain imaging of smaller animals has been 
executed with far greater temporal and spatial resolution(23). This allows us to ask very 
different questions than ever before, going both beyond localization and beyond 
studying the neural mechanics of individual structures or even a small set of structures. 
We can ask what principles explain how the brain’s constituent parts function together 
as a complex network.  
 
The answer, I believe, will enhance all the work done in cognitive neuroscience. 
Understanding the brain’s network mechanics will further elucidate precisely how the 
constituent parts function. For example, how does spatial information in the 
hippocampus get routed to other regions of the brain that must utilize that information? 
How does the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex interact with the rest of cortex? Semantic 
information is coherently tiled across the cortex(8); how does language processing 
access all of that information? How is any of this done in a computationally tractable 
manner? Can we find network structures and mechanisms that explain all of these 
processes? Answering these network questions will undoubtedly also give us more 
insight into how those individual structures and processes function. Defining vision in 
the same way we define water as h20 requires understanding occipital lobe activity in 
the context of the brain as a large scale network. Moreover, general artificial intelligence 
(i.e., artificial intelligence that can solve multiple novel problems(24)) requires this 
network level understanding of the brain.  
 
More pointedly, my research has focused on the brain’s functional network architecture 
and mechanics. How modular or “informationally encapsulated” is the brain’s 
processing(25). Can we really think of the brain as a collection of components, each 
with a discrete function? How can we best identify these components and their 
functions? How do these components interact? Are there areas that integrate across 
these functions? How can we best identify these areas? Are there network features that 
exists across species’ brains, and even in man-made networks? What is the least and 
most optimal network architecture for cognitive processing? Why did the brain evolve to 
have the particular network architecture that it does? These are the questions I address 
here.
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Modularity 
Is Holism A Problem For Inductive Inference? A Computational Analysis 

Maxwell A. Bertolero & Thomas L. Griffiths 
 
Fodor (26) claims that, while processes like vision can function adaptively almost purely 
based on sensory input from the eyes, central cognitive processes like decision-making 
only function adaptively if they integrate every bit of relevant information (i.e., if every 
variable is connected). Fodor argues that this holism—that everything we experience is 
potentially relevant to every conclusion we might want to draw—makes inductive 
inference intractable. This argument revisits Hume’s (27) observation that there are no 
rules of induction—one cannot know a priori what variables to evaluate for evidence of a 
belief, as every variable is potentially relevant to the belief in question. This seems to 
make inductive inference intractable, as one must do an exhaustive analysis of every 
connected variable during inductive inference.  
 
If the intractability of inductive inference was not sufficiently concerning by itself, 
Fodor(25) raises the stakes by arguing that holism may also make cognitive science a 
futile effort. If central cognitive processes involve inductive inference, then they are 
potentially holistic. Science carves nature at its joints, dividing and conquering. 
However, holistic systems have no joints, so Fodor argues that scientists should give up 
studying central cognitive processes, like decision making, where holism is an issue. He 
recommends focusing on non-holistic processes like vision.  
 
Concerns about the impact of holism are based on the idea that all human concepts are 
connected; more precisely, that any one proposition involving particular concepts could 
bear on the confirmation of any other proposition, even ones involving different 
concepts. However, research in statistical machine learning has shown that variables 
being connected is not intrinsically a problem for inductive inference. Work on Bayesian 
networks shows that the complexity of probabilistic inference increases as a (potentially 
exponential) function of the size of the largest “clique” (i.e., fully connected set of nodes) 
in the graph of dependencies between variables(28). Thus, the connectivity structure of 
our concepts might not render inductive inference intractable if the size of the largest 
clique only increases slowly as the network grows.  
 
This presents an interesting framework. We examine whether the connectivity structure 
of human concepts supports efficient probabilistic inference, providing a potential 
response to concerns about holism. We analyze a large network of concepts intended 
to capture human commonsense knowledge by using tools from graph theory and 
results concerning the computational complexity of inference in Bayesian networks. By 
examining the rate at which the largest clique grows—and the factors that contribute to 
the growth—we determine whether probabilistic inference could be conducted efficiently 
over human concepts. In essence, does computational complexity increase 
logarithmically as the size of the network increases? Similar functions has been 
observed for the small-world property of networks. In many networks, from social 
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networks to the world wide web, the average path length between two nodes only 
increases logarithmically with the size of the network (29). Thus, even as a network 
becomes very large, there are short path lengths between all the nodes. However, this 
presents a problem; the number of nodes within k edges from a node increases 
exponentially as the network grows, as k only increasing logarithmically with the number 
of nodes in the graph. This means that the number of potentially relevant concepts 
increased exponentially as the network grows. Thus, how does the computational 
complexity of a network scale with the size of the network?  
 
Bayesian Networks and Holism  
A graph is a mathematical model that represents a network. This model represents the 
network’s entities as nodes, and connections between entities as edges that connect 
the nodes (see Figure 1). A Bayesian network is probabilistic graphical model that 
represents a set of variables as nodes and the dependencies between those variables 
as edges in a graph(30). The graph structure can be used to support probabilistic 
inference, calculating the probability distribution over the variables given the observed 
values of a subset of those variables.  
 
Concerns about holism are based on the fact that all human concepts seem potentially 
related, and, as stated above, many networks contain a small-world structure in which 
every node is a small number of edges from every other node. If we imagine these 
concepts being arranged as the nodes in a graph, with edges indicating relationships, 
then we might be concerned about holism if the graph is connected—if we can find a 
sequence of edges that links any pair of nodes. 
 
The fundamental concern is about the tractability of inductive inference—whether it is 
possible to make inductive inferences under these circumstances. In computer science, 
problems are considered intractable if the amount of time taken to solve the problem 
increases exponentially in the size of the problem. This establishes a basic criterion for 
determining whether holism is a challenge for inductive inference: determining whether 
the time taken to perform probabilistic inference in a Bayesian network that captures the 
dependency structure of human concepts increases exponentially as the network 
grows.  
 
Probabilistic inference in Bayesian networks is #P-hard, and the (worst-case) 
computational complexity of known exact (e.g.(28)) and approximate algorithms 
(e.g.,(31, 32)) for solving this problem is exponential with the size of the largest clique in 
the moralized and triangulated version of the graph. In other words, the size of the 
largest clique determines the computational complexity of inference across the entire 
network. Maximum clique size is simply the size of the largest set of fully connected 
nodes, where every node has an edge to every other node in the set. When we 
moralize the graph, we connect any two nodes that have edges that point to a common 
node, and then we drop the directionality of edges. When we triangulate the graph, we 
make it “chordal,” in that there is always an edge between nodes in loops greater than 
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three. Thus, there are no chordless loops (loops without edges across nodes) greater 
than three in the graph. Figure 1 shows the progression from a directed graph to a 
moralized graph to a triangulated graph.  
Using these results, we can formally define the criterion for holism to present an 
obstacle to inductive inference. Measuring clique size as the graph grows makes it 
possible to extrapolate about the computational complexity of probabilistic inference for 
graphs approaching the scale of human knowledge: if the largest clique grows near 
linearly as nodes are added to the graph, then holism is a real concern; if it grows 
sublinearly, then connections between concepts might not pose a real challenge for 
inductive inference, as the time required to calculate relevant probabilities would 
increase subexponentially. In the remainder of the paper we explore which of these 
regimes characterizes the properties of a graph based on human concepts.  
 
Methods  
Constructing a Graph of Human Concepts  
To execute our analyses, we needed a network that represents human conceptual 
knowledge. We chose the Concept-Net database, which contains 280,000 facts, such 
as “eating is motivated by survival,” contributed by a large online community (33). This 
database was made to support common sense reasoning in artificial intelligence, but it 
can also potentially provide clues about aspects of cognition and the connectivity 
structure of our concepts.  
 
We constructed a graph from the ConceptNet database. We took concepts to be nodes, 
and relationships between concepts to be edges. While a node is clearly a different 
notion of a concept than is assumed by Fodor, it is a working assumption that allows us 
to begin a quantitative exploration of these issues. There are 27 different types of 
relationships in ConceptNet; we treated all relationships as equal. For example, “eating” 
and “survival” are nodes, and “is motivated by” is an edge from “eating” to “survival”. 
ConceptNet relations are judged by an online community, which allowed us to only use 
the highly rated relationships between concepts. This results in a directed and 
unweighted graph with 25,561 nodes and 33,768 edges that represents the network of 
human concepts.  
 
We reduced the graph in this way for two reasons: accuracy and computational limits. 
ConceptNet contains many relationships that simply are not valid, so we wanted to 
make use of the ratings that the online community gave the relationships between 
concepts. Moreover, some measurements, like triangulation and clique finding, become 
highly computationally expensive on networks much larger than 10,000 nodes.  
 
Growth Models  
We used two different methods to simulate the growth of knowledge, allowing us to 
examine the properties of the resulting graph as it increased in size. One method 
randomly  
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added nodes, the other method randomly added edges. We used these two different 
growth methods as they reflect different assumptions about learning. Both methods 
keep the graph connected during growth.  

 
Figure 1: Graphs. (a) A directed graph, with nodes indicating concepts and edges 
indicating relationships. (b) The moralized graph. (c) The triangulated graph, largest 
clique nodes outlined in red.  
 
Node Sampling. In the node sampling growth method, we randomly select a node to 
initialize the graph. Next, we randomly select one edge that connects to this first initial 
node, and add the node at the other end of the edge to the graph. The graph is now 
initialized. After this, we randomly select a node that already exists in the graph, and 
then randomly select one of that node’s edges to find a new node that is not in the 
graph yet. We add the new node that was found at the end of the randomly selected 
node’s edge, along with any edges the new node has to nodes that exist in the graph. 
Thus, at each step, one node is added, and at least one edge is added. This growth 
method reflects a learning model in which we learn a concept, and we acquire all its 
relations to concepts we already know.  
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Edge Sampling. In the edge sampling growth method, we randomly select an edge to 
initialize the graph. Both nodes get added to the graph. The graph is now initialized. 
After this, we randomly sample from all the edges that connect to nodes that exist in the 
graph. If an edge is picked that connects two nodes that already exist in the graph, only 
the edge is added. If an edge is picked that is between a node that exists in the graph 
and a node that has not been added to the graph yet, both the new edge and the node 
that does not exist in the graph yet are added. Thus, at each step, one edge is added, 
and either zero or one node is added. This growth method reflects a learning model in 
which we sequentially learn relationships between concepts, acquiring concepts when 
we learn a relation from a known concept to an unknown concept.  
 
Graph-Theoretic Analyses  
Clique Size. We measured the largest clique size in a moralized and triangulated 
version of the graph. As described above, moralizing the graph first creates edges 
between nodes with edges that direct to the same target node, and then drops the 
directionality of edges, resulting in an undirected graph. Triangulating the graph ensures 
that there are no loops greater than three. Triangulation can be performed by selecting 
an ordering of the nodes, then proceeding through these nodes in turn, adding 
connections between all nodes to which they are connected. The ordering influences 
the size of the resulting cliques, and finding the ordering that minimizes the size of the 
largest clique is NP-hard. Consequently, we used the heuristic of starting with the nodes 
with the fewest edges, which is standard in the Bayesian network literature (28).  
Degree. The degree of a node is the number of edges that connect to it. We were 
primarily interested in degree measurements of the graph as it grows, but we also 
measured the degree distribution of the entire graph. Moreover, we wanted to know 
when higher degree nodes are added to the graph. Thus, when a node is added, we 
recorded its degree in the full ConceptNet graph.  
Modularity. The graph-theoretic notion of modularity measures how decomposable a 
network is. Many different networks, from metabolic networks(34) to the world wide web 
(35), exhibit a modular structure, which means that the network’s nodes can be grouped 
into smaller communities such that within-community edges are denser than between-
community edges. Modularity quantifies the ability of the network to decompose into 
separable communities, and is an essential property found in many complex networks 
that allows the network to easily evolve, develop, and engage in flexible and dynamic 
behaviors (36). We measured modularity using Newman’s Q (37), which is the fraction 
of the edges in the network that connect nodes from within the same (automatically-
identified, as described below) communities minus the expected value of the same 
quantity in a network with the same community divisions but random connections 
between the nodes. If the fraction of within-community edges to between-community 
edges is no better than random, we will get a Q value of 0. The Q value increases as 
that fraction becomes greater than random. Q values approaching 1, which is the 
maximum, indicate a very modular structure. Modular networks identified in the previous 
research mentioned above exhibit Q values from 0.3 to 0.7.  
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Community Detection. For many networks, including our conceptual network, the 
partition of the network into communities is not known. Thus, we extract the 
communities of the graph by using Louvain heuristics (Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte, & 
Lefebvre, 2008) until modularity (Q) is maximized. First, we assign a different 
community to each node of the network, so the initial partition contains as many 
communities as nodes. We then iterate through two steps. Step 1: for each node x, we 
consider the neighbors y of x, and we evaluate the modularity score gain of removing x 
from its community and by placing it in the community of y. The node x is then placed in 
the community that maximizes the gain in modularity, but only if this gain is positive. If 
no positive gain is possible, x stays in its original community. This process is applied 
until modularity is maximized, such that no nodes can be moved to increase modularity. 
Step 2: each community is treated as a node, and Step 1 is repeated. The algorithm 
stops once invoking Step 2 does not increase modularity. The output is a modularity 
value of the network and a hierarchical partition of the network into communities. This 
process has been validated by applying it to networks that have a known community 
structure, with the percentage of correctly grouped nodes at 0.98(38). 
  
Results  
Our primary focus was on the growth of the largest clique, but we used the additional 
graph theory analyses as a source of insight into the patterns of clique growth. We will 
thus present these analyses in turn. Results were very similar across the two growth 
models, so they are presented together. 
 
Clique Size Growth  
In both growth models, we found that the largest clique initially grew roughly linearly, but 
the rate of growth decreased significantly as the number of nodes in the graph 
increased (see Figure 2). The increase in clique size is thus sub-linear, and the increase 
in the computational cost of probabilistic inference is sub-exponential. In the remainder 
of this section we consider the factors that contributed to this growth pattern.  
 
Degree  
Our analysis of the degree of nodes included evaluating the overall degree distribution 
in ConceptNet, and looking at the role that degree played in the growth of the graphs.  
Overall Degree Distribution Taking the full ConceptNet graph, we found that the overall 
degree distribution is heavy-tailed (consistent with a power-law or log-normal 
distribution), as shown in Figure 3. This is consistent with the degree distribution 
observed in other graphs based on human semantic knowledge (39), and is a common 
observation in other complex networks (40). It indicates that while many nodes have low 
degree, a few nodes have very large degree, forming connections with a large number 
of other nodes. 
 
Degree of Nodes added to Graph. We observed that, despite the random sampling 
process behind both of our growth methods, high degree nodes were added to the 
graph early (see Figure 4). If nodes are sampled randomly, the nodes with the most 
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edges are most likely to be found and added to the graph early. If edges are sampled 
randomly, the nodes with the highest degree are more likely to be added to the graph, 
as they have the most edges. This result is a priori predictable, assuming a heavy tailed 
degree distribution, which we observed. As high-degree nodes are added early, the 
average degree of the network is higher while the graph is small. As the graph grows, 
and lower degree nodes are added, the average degree begins to shrink. As soon as 
the average degree begins to shrink, clique size growth slows. The observation that 
high-degree nodes are added early provides some validation for the assumptions 
behind our growth models. Previous models (39) have made predictions about the time 
course of semantic acquisition. These models show that the order in which concepts are 
acquired is crucial in determining their connectivity—concepts that enter the network 
early are expected to show higher degree. This has been verified against age of 
acquisition norms (41), which show that high degree concepts are learned early. In this 
growing network model, the degree of a node decreases as a function of the time since 
it was first connected to the network. We observed this same phenomenon—as the 
graph grew, the degree of nodes added to the graph decreased.  

 
Figure 2: Size of the largest clique as a function of the number of nodes in the graph, for 
both growth methods.  
 
Communities  
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Figure 3: Overall degree distribution for ConceptNet, plot- ted on log-log axes. The 
near-linear relationship is consistent with a heavy-tailed distribution.  
 
The community-finding analysis identified clear partitions of the graph into subsets that 
had many internal connections but few external connections (see Figure 5). We also 
observed a linear growth trend in the number of communities in the graph, suggesting 
the dynamic ability of the network of concepts to form new, more specific communities 
as more concepts are added, which ensures that modularity stays stable or increases. 
More specific communities allows for more efficient searches of what connected 
variables are critical for an inference, which is required as the graph grows. For 
example, an early, small version of the graph might contain the following nodes in one 
community: “horse”, “President Obama”, “Richard Feynman”, “redwood”, “dog”, “Carl 
Sagan”, “cactus”. All of these concepts can coherently exist in one community, as they 
are all living organisms. However, as more concepts are added, three new communities 
might be created, each only containing plants, animals, or humans, or even a further 
division of humans into politicians and scientists. Thus, the search space for important 
connected variables remains constant, even though the number of variables in the 
graph continues to grow.  
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Figure 4: Degree of nodes during growth, shown in order of addition to the graph under 
both growth models. High-degree nodes tend to be added early.  
 
Modularity  
The modularity of the full ConceptNet graph is very high (Q = 0.75). During the initial 
stages of growth, we observed that modularity decreased as the clique size grew. After 
this initial growth, modularity stabilized, and clique size growth slowed (see Figures 2 & 
6). This suggests a relationship between modularity and clique size growth. A modular 
network will have smaller cliques than a non-modular network, as edges between 
modules are limited in a modular network, which results in many small cliques, 
assuming the sizes of the communities stay stable during growth. In a non-modular 
network, there are no decomposable entities, resulting in one large clique. We 
speculate that, as long as network growth does not lead to decreases in modularity, 
clique size will continue to increase slowly as nodes are added beyond the range that 
we considered in our analysis.  
 
Moreover, the observed increase of modularity of the network as the size of the network 
grows is precisely in line with previous computational studies of the efficiency of 
networks. Modular networks are less efficient than non-modular networks when 
networks are small, but modular networks become more efficient as the size of the 
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network increases. Thus, if our growth-model is capturing the important aspects of 
concept learning, modularity should increase as the network becomes larger, as a more 
modular network is required to keep the network efficient.  

 
Figure 5: Adjacency matrix during growth under the node sampling growth model, with 
500 Nodes. Black indicates where edges exist, white where edges do not exist. The red 
boxes represent communities. The graph is highly modular, with few connections 
outside communities.  
 
To more rigorously test the relationship between modularity and clique size growth, we 
ran two additional analyses; first, we constructed 1000 graphs with a heavy-tailed 
degree distribution, and only varied the modularity of the graph. The correlation 
between the modularity of the graph and the size of the largest clique was r = 0.95, 
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p=1e-216. This suggests a very strong relationship between the modularity of a graph 
and the computational complexity of the graph. Next, we built 1000 graphs and varied 
how heavy-tailed the degree distribution is. Here, there was no relationship between 
how heavy tailed the degree distribution was and the size of the largest clique. We also 
modified the original ConceptNet graph by looping through edges in the graph, and, if 
that edge can be moved to decrease modularity while keeping the in-degree, out-
degree, and total degree distribution perfectly equal, then it is moved. When this is 
done, we were able to decrease the modularity of the graph to 0.70; despite only a 0.05 
decrease in modularity, the size of the largest clique increased nearly 10 percent; 
however, the growth is still logarithmic, further suggesting that a heavy tailed degree 
distrubtion allows for logarithimic growth. Finally, we built a synthetic graph with a 
heavier tailed degree distribution than the original ConceptNet graph (it is a scale free 
network), but with even lower modularity than the previous two graphs, at 0.65. Despite 
0.65 still being very high modularity score, the 0.1 dip in modularity increased the size of 
the largest clique almost 50 percent, even though growth was logarithmic. These growth 
patterns are shown in Figure 7). Together, these results suggest that, while a heavy-
tailed degree distribution might contribute to logarithmic growth of the largest clique in 
the network, modularity is what keeps the largest clique size small.  

 
Figure 6: Modularity as a function of the number of nodes in the graph, for both growth 
methods. 
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Figure 7: Blue, original ConceptNet; Green, less modular version of ConceptNet; Red, 
less modular synthetic graph. Final clique size, but not growth, is modulated by 
modularity.  
 
Discussion  
Hume’s solution to the problem of induction was that Nature builds in the proper 
connections between concepts, claiming that “Nature, by an absolute and uncontrollable 
necessity has determined us to judge as well as to breathe and feel”. Hume was on the 
right track. Holism does not present a problem for inductive inference, as the nature of 
the acquisition of our concepts and the modular nature of the connections between 
them, as well as the heavy tailed degree distribution, lead to sub-linear growth in clique 
size, meaning that efficient probabilistic inference is potentially possible.  
We observed that, because our conceptual network has a heavy tailed degree 
distribution, high-degree nodes are added early. While these nodes are added, 
modularity decreases, and clique size growth is linear. However, when lower-degree 
nodes are added to the graph, modularity stabilizes and slowly increases (in part by 
increasing the number of communities), and clique size growth slows. This suggests 
that the time-course of semantic acquisition and the degree distribution and modular 
structure of our conceptual network makes inductive inference tractable. In other words, 
the connectivity of a variable (i.e., a concept) constrains what variables one must 
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observe to form a belief regarding that variable, as the connectivity structure of our 
conceptual network is modular, which limits the size of cliques. Thus, it is not the case 
that one must do an exhaustive search of every connected variable.  
Fodor claimed that, because our central processing capacities, like reasoning and 
decision making, potentially require the truth of any proposition to provide confirmation 
to any other, inductive inference is intractable. Perhaps worse, the holistic nature of our 
conceptual network makes the study of central processing capacities a futile effort, as 
one can not tease apart holistic systems. However, we found evidence that the 
assumptions of Fodor’s claims are false. We found that, while our conceptual network is 
holistic, in that it is connected, this does not present a theoretical problem for inductive 
inference or the study of central processes, as this network is modular in the 
mathematical sense. While it might not be informationally encapsulated—the criterion 
that Fodor believes makes analysis of certain psychological faculties possible—this 
does not mean that it is not decomposable. Finally, Fodor differentiates two aspects of 
holism: confirmation is isotropic, in that any proposition can in principle bear on any 
other, and also “Quinean”, in that the confirmation of a proposition could depend on 
properties determined by the entire belief system, such as its simplicity. While our 
analysis has focused on this isotropic aspect of holism, Quinean concerns are 
dependent on the network being isotropic; thus, we suspect that the modular structure 
of human knowledge may also address the Quinean aspect of holism, as global 
properties like simplicity might not be as global as Fodor assumes.  
Holism is a significant challenge, and the present work just represents a first step 
towards evaluating its seriousness. One concern for proponents of inductive inference is 
that, while the size of the largest clique grows sub-linearly, the largest clique remains 
large enough to pose a significant computational challenge. Understanding how this 
continues to scale will require analyzing larger graphs. Future analyses should also 
include null growth models, as well as models that vary modularity, community growth, 
and degree distribution. This will allow us to make stronger claims as to what drives 
sub-linear growth in clique sizes. For example, a heavy tailed degree distribution and 
modularity might actually be independent but necessary attributes of sub-linear growth, 
or the heavy tailed degree distribution might determine the modular structure, which in 
turn limits clique size growth. Moreover, future analyses should use different knowledge 
networks and inference algorithms, as the theoretical significance of the current analysis 
depends on how well Bayesian networks capture inference, and on how well 
ConceptNet serves as an approximation of knowledge.  
 
More broadly, most graph theory analyses focus on describing properties of graphs, 
rather than considering algorithmic processes that occur in graphs. The approach taken 
in this paper demonstrates the utility of going beyond investigating the “descriptive 
statistics” of complex networks, and asking questions about network structure motivated 
by algorithmic properties. We asked, giving the structure of this network, what 
algorithms are computationally possible? While we used Bayesian inference, there 
might be other, similar questions about algorithms and representations that scientists 
can ask that go beyond the traditional “complex network” approach. In particular, a 
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similar algorithmically-motivated analysis could be applied to network analysis of the 
human brain. 
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Abstract  
 
Network based analyses of brain imaging data consistently reveal distinct modules and 
connector nodes with diverse global connectivity across the modules. How discrete the 
functions of modules are, how dependent the computational load of each module is to 
the other modules’ processing, and what the precise role of connector nodes is for 
between module communication remains underspecified. Here, we employ a network 
model of the brain derived from resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) data, and 
investigate the modular functional architecture of the human brain by analyzing activity 
at different types of nodes in the network across 9,208 experiments of 77 cognitive 
tasks in the BrainMap database. Using an author-topic model of cognitive functions, we 
find a strong spatial correspondence between the cognitive functions and the network’s 
modules, suggesting that each module performs a discrete cognitive function. Crucially, 
activity at local nodes within the modules does not increase in tasks that require more 
cognitive functions, demonstrating the autonomy of modules’ functions. However, 
connector nodes do exhibit increased activity when more cognitive functions are 
engaged in a task. Moreover, connector nodes are located where brain activity is 
associated with many different cognitive functions. Connector nodes potentially play a 
role in between module communication that maintains the modular function of the brain. 
Together, these findings provide a network account of the brain’s modular yet integrated 
implementation of cognitive functions. 
 
Significance Statement 
 
Many complex networks are modular—they are composed of mostly autonomous and 
discrete units or modules that form an interconnected network. We sought to elucidate 
the nature of the brain’s modular function by testing the autonomy of the brain’s 
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modules and the potential mechanisms underlying their interactions. By studying the 
brain as a large-scale complex network and measuring activity across the network 
during 77 cognitive tasks, we demonstrate that, despite connectivity between modules, 
each module appears to execute a discrete cognitive function relatively autonomously 
from the other modules. Moreover, brain regions with diverse connectivity across the 
modules appear to play a role in enabling modules to interact while remaining mostly 
autonomous. This generates the counterintuitive idea that regions with diverse 
connectivity across modules might be necessary for modular biological networks. 
 
The principle of modularity, in which a system or process is mostly decomposable into 
distinct units or modules, explains the architecture of many complex systems. Biological 
systems, including the human brain, are particularly well explained by the principle of 
modularity (36, 42-47). For example, gene expression in the brain is modular; the 
transcriptomes of human brain regions are robustly organized into modules of 
coexpressed genes that reflect the underlying cellular composition of brain tissue (48) 
and the spatial topography of cortex is also strongly reflected in its genetic 
topography—the closer two cortical regions, the more similar their transcriptomes (49). 
Moreover, these genetic divisions corresponded largely to meaningful structural and 
functional divisions (50, 51). This suggests a modular evolution of the brain, as 
functions that are adjusted modularly require modular genetic bases (44). Brain regions 
also exhibit cytoarchitectonic differences (52). A modular structural wiring network (i.e., 
white matter tracts), with dense connectivity within modules and weak connectivity 
between modules, has also been consistently found in human brain imaging data (46, 
47, 53, 54). Finally, the brain’s functional architecture—how the brain’s modules interact 
to produce cognition—appears modular (36, 55-57). 
 
One of the most powerful mathematical frameworks for studying the functional 
architecture of the human brain is the network science (i.e., graph theory) approach (22, 
46, 58-60). Network models represent the brain as a graph with a set of nodes, usually 
around 101 to 105 areas of the brain, with edges (i.e., connections) between nodes. 
Here, edges represent the strength of the correlation between the nodes’ time-series of 
spontaneous neural activity (usually derived from “resting-state” fMRI (rs-fMRI) data 
where the subject is not administered a cognitive task). These edges represent 
“functional connections”, which are not a direct proxy for anatomical connectivity but are 
largely constrained by anatomical connectivity (53, 61-64). A functional connection 
between two nodes represents the phase-locking of the two nodes’ low frequency 
oscillations, which is associated with the transfer of information between two nodes or 
the modulation of activity in one node by another node (65, 66). While not every node 
and functional connection in the brain is identical, modeling all of the functional 
connections in the brain as edges between nodes in a network allows for the study of 
global properties of brain, such as modularity. This level of analysis complements 
analyses that measure activity magnitudes within particular brain regions, not 
connectivity between all regions. These two approaches are not redundant; a brain 
region can decrease in activity, but increase in connectivity with other brain regions 
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(67). Thus, in this study, we employ both types of analyses. 
 
Nodes can be divided into modules by grouping the nodes that are most tightly 
connected to each other into a single module. When applied to spontaneous neural 
activity in humans measured via rs-fMRI, this procedure reveals a modular network 
architecture, in that a large fraction of the edges fall within the modules compared to the 
expected fraction if edges were distributed at random (36, 56). These modules reflect 
the underlying structural connectivity architecture of the brain, in that a large number of 
the functional connections in a module reflect direct anatomical connections (61, 68, 
69). Moreover, the spatial organization of these modules also corresponds to regions 
that have more highly correlated gene expression than expected by chance (51). 
Importantly, the brain’s network architecture during task performance is shaped 
primarily by the network architecture present during resting-state (i.e., spontaneous 
neural activity), as spontaneous neural activity is likely a prior or constraint on task 
activity (70, 71). This has been demonstrated in humans using fMRI (21, 72-75), in 
monkeys using multi-electrode recordings (76), and in the zebrafish using two-photon 
Ca2+ imaging (77). Thus, predictions regarding the brain’s network structure—and 
potentially nodes’ activity magnitudes—during tasks can be made based on the brain’s 
network structure during spontaneous neural activity. 
 
Given a division of nodes into modules, each node’s topological role in the network can 
be characterized by graph theory metrics that measure the node’s connectivity within its 
own module and to other modules. A metric called the participation coefficient measures 
how evenly distributed a node’s edges are across modules, dividing nodes into two 
classes—connector nodes with many global edges across modules, and local nodes 
with mostly within-module edges. Connector nodes are thought to have access to 
information among different modules and thus potentially integrate information across or 
coordinate connectivity between the modules, while local nodes support the specialized 
function of individual modules (20, 78). A second metric, called the within-module-
degree z-score, measures how well connected a node is to nodes in its own module. 
Thus, connector nodes are further subdivided into “connector hubs” and “satellite 
connectors” that both have high participation coefficients, but only connector hubs have 
high within-module-degree z-scores. Local nodes are further subdivided into “provincial 
hubs” and “peripheral nodes” that both have low participation coefficients, but only 
provincial hubs have high within-module-degree z-scores (79-81). These two metrics 
capture the topological roles of nodes in many large-scale complex networks, such as 
the mouse brain (82), the cat brain, the macaque brain (40), the Internet, air 
transportation networks, A. thaliana, the protein interactome of C. elegans, and 
metabolic networks (81). Moreover, in the macaque brain, a brain region’s participation 
coefficient is positively correlated with its dendritic tree size, spine count, spine 
density, and layer III pyramidal soma size, suggesting a relationship between a brain 
region’s topological position in the macroscale brain network and the region’s  
cytoarchitecture (83). In humans, regions with high participation coefficients are 
implicated in a diverse range of tasks (20, 84, 85) and located where many modules are 
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within close physical proximity (78). 
 
The brain’s modular, yet integrated, functional architecture could potentially involve 
each module executing a discrete cognitive function mostly autonomously or 
informationally encapsulated from the other modules (25, 44, 86-88), where the 
computational load in one module is not heavily influenced by processing in the other 
modules. How discrete the functions of modules are, how dependent the computational 
load of each module is to the other modules’ processing, and what the precise role of 
connector nodes is for between module communication is underspecified. Here, to 
specify the brain’s modular functional architecture and the role of connector nodes, we 
measure each node’s connectivity in the network during spontaneous neural activity 
(measured with rs-fMRI), and then make predications about those nodes’ activity 
magnitude probabilities across 9,208 experiments of 77 tasks in the BrainMap database 
(89). Moreover, we employ a highly principled model of cognitive functions—an author-
topic (i.e., hierarchical Bayesian) model of the BrainMap database (85)—that provides 
an ontology of cognitive functions, which are each represented by their probability of 
engagement in each task in the BrainMap database and the probabilistic spatial 
distribution of the cognitive function’s activity across the brain. Thus, the model allows 
for a precise estimate of the number of cognitive functions engaged in each BrainMap 
task. We refer to the cognitive functions estimated via the author-topic model as 
cognitive components. In the context of this approach and the large array of cognitive 
tasks in the BrainMap database, a modular functional architecture with connector nodes 
makes very specific testable predictions (illustrated in Figure 1). First, if each module is 
dedicated to a discrete cognitive function, the cognitive components and modules 
should exhibit similar spatial distributions in the brain and show similar engagement in 
each BrainMap task. Second, when more cognitive functions (in our analyses, cognitive 
components or potentially modules) are engaged in a particular task, more discrete 
information is generated across the entire brain network and transferred between 
modules. If the modules’ processing is relatively autonomous (i.e., modular), local 
nodes (i.e., nodes with mostly within-module connections) will not be required to 
process more information when more cognitive functions are engaged. Thus, activity at 
local nodes in each module should not increase during the performance of tasks that 
engage more cognitive functions. Third, during tasks in which more cognitive functions 
are engaged, connector nodes will increase activity to maintain modularity while 
additional information is generated and transferred across the brain, perhaps by 
integrating information across modules or coordinating the connections between those 
modules. Finally, connector nodes, in order to execute the function suggested by the 
third prediction, should be located where brain activity is associated with many different 
cognitive components.  
 
Results 
 
Overview. To test the predictions of the brain’s modular functional architecture with 
connector nodes, we built a network model of the brain by measuring spontaneous 
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neural activity with rs-fMRI and correlated the activity probabilities during each 
BrainMap task (i.e., how often a region’s BOLD activation magnitude was high enough 
to be reported active across BrainMap experiments for the task) at the four types of 
nodes in the network with the number of modules or cognitive components engaged in 
that task. We also compared the spatial distribution of the cognitive components 
(derived from BrainMap) to the modules (derived from rs-fMRI of spontaneous neural 
activity), as well as their engagement across BrainMap tasks. 
 
Network Model of the Brain. Our network model of the brain was built from 24 healthy 
human subjects. We recorded six separate ten minute blocks of whole-brain 
spontaneous neural activity with rs-fMRI in each subject (2,610 time points per subject). 
As there is no agreement regarding the optimal brain atlas to parcellate the brain into 
nodes in the network, we used four different brain atlases, which we refer to by the 
name of the first author of the publication. We also validated our results with a publicly 
available spontaneous neural activity (measured via rs-fMRI) correlation matrix that 
utilized a fifth brain atlas (74). Thus, we built five different networks—four with our data 
using four different atlases to define the nodes in the network (which we refer to as the 
Shen (90), Power (56), Gordon (91), and Craddock (92) networks), and one with the 
publicly available data and a fifth brain atlas, which we refer to as the Crossley network. 
For ease of presentation, only results from the Shen network are presented in Figure 2 
and 3. We chose the Shen network because it has extensive brain coverage, and the 
number of nodes is common for graph theory analyses of rs-fMRI in humans (56, 91). 
 
In each network, two nodes are connected by a weighted edge, with the weight being 
the Fisher transformed Pearson correlation value (z) between the time series of activity 
in the two nodes, if z survives cost thresholding, where a cost of 0.15 retains the 
strongest 15 percent of possible edges and their edge weights (i.e., z values) in the 
network. This cost is reported in the main results. Figure 4, Figure 5, and Supplemental 
Figure 2 show results from analyses of costs from 0.05 to 0.2 in 0.01 steps, and 
Supplemental Tables 1, 3, and 4 show results based on the average of each nodes’ 
participation coefficient and within-module-degree z-score across those costs (93). 
Modules were identified via consensus clustering (94) based on individual subjects’ 
networks and the InfoMap algorithm, which decomposes the network into modules 
based on the probabilistic flow of information through the network. We leveraged 
individual subjects’ module organization, as group-level averaging often does not 
accurately represent the topological properties of individuals’ networks (95). For each 
subject, a consensus matrix (a value of 1 where the two nodes are in the same module 
and a value of 0 elsewhere) was created by implementing the InfoMap algorithm on the 
subject’s network. The average of these matrices was used to form a weighted network, 
to which the InfoMap algorithm was applied. Because individual data is not available for 
the Crossley network, we ran the InfoMap algorithm on the group-level network. Using 
this procedure, eleven modules were identified in the Shen network (Figure 2a, 
Supplemental Figure 1). This division of nodes into modules was then applied to a 
group level network, where the edge weights were the average of subjects’ Fisher 
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transformed correlation matrices, only keeping edges (and their weight values) that 
survive cost thresholding. Participation coefficients and within-module-degree z-scores 
were then computed for each node. These two metrics were then used to identify the 
four types of nodes previously defined. Other community detection approaches, the 
Louvain algorithm, and using motion scrubbed (96) time-series yielded similar results 
(see Supplemental Table 1). 
 
Author-Topic Model of Cognitive Functions. To derive an ontology of cognitive 
functions in the human brain and estimate the number of cognitive functions engaged in 
each BrainMap task, we used an author-topic (i.e., hierarchal Bayesian) model of the 
BrainMap database originally built and then validated in an independent dataset (85). 
Unlike previous attempts to derive an ontology of cognitive functions by applying 
Independent Component Analysis to the BrainMap database and then mapping the 
components to tasks post-hoc (72, 73), the approach we implemented jointly models 
the association between brain activation and tasks under the appropriate premise that 
each task requires a unique number and set of discrete cognitive functions, with each 
cognitive function being executed by a distinct, but possibly partially overlapping, set of 
brain regions. In the current model, cognitive functions (referred to as cognitive 
components) were modeled as latent variables, explaining the relationship between 77 
BrainMap tasks and corresponding brain activity. A cognitive component is a cognitive 
function that generates discrete information (e.g., visual representations of objects, 
motor movements, attentional biases) required to complete a task. We use the term 
“cognitive” in this broad sense. Figure 2b and Supplemental Figure 1 show that different 
cognitive components are executed by different sets of brain regions, and that these 
cognitive components have a spatial distribution that is qualitatively similar to the 
modules identified from a network analysis of spontaneous neural activity (Figure 2b). 
 
The author-topic model of cognitive components provides information crucial for our 
subsequent analyses that previous models of BrainMap data (72-74) were unable to 
provide. Each BrainMap task has a precise probability of each cognitive component 
being engaged in that task. This distribution allows for the quantification of the number 
of cognitive components (i.e., cognitive functions) engaged in each BrainMap task (see 
Methods). This allows for an examination across BrainMap tasks of how task activity 
probabilities at different types of nodes in the network model of the brain are modulated 
by the number of cognitive functions engaged in the task. Moreover, each brain region 
has a probability value for each cognitive component, which allows us to compare the 
spatial distribution of the cognitive components to the modules derived from network 
analysis of spontaneous neural activity (Figure 2, Supplemental Figure 1). Also, we 
could identify brain regions where the probability values are high (> 1e-5) for multiple 
cognitive components, which means that activity at that region is associated with 
multiple cognitive components. We reasoned that these regions, similar to connector 
nodes, likely interact with and have access to information from many cognitive 
functions. Thus, their spatial distribution was compared to brain areas identified as 
connector nodes. 
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Spatial Distribution and Engagement of Cognitive Components and Network 
Modules. We first compared the spontaneous neural activity based network model to 
the BrainMap based author-topic model. If each network module executes a discrete 
cognitive function, then the spatial distribution of the modules derived via network 
analysis of rs-fMRI of spontaneous neural activity should be similar to the author-topic 
cognitive components model derived from BrainMap task data. Also, there should be a 
linear relationship between the number of modules and cognitive components engaged 
in each BrainMap task, in that, as more cognitive components are engaged in a task, 
more modules are also engaged. 
 
We quantified the similarity of the spatial distribution of modules and cognitive 
components with Normalized Mutual Information (NMI, (97)). To compute this, we 
assigned each node to the cognitive component that had the highest average probability 
at the voxels in the node. Thus, we have two divisions of the nodes, one based on the 
network analysis of spontaneous neural activity, and one based on the author-topic 
model of BrainMap. If the two divisions are identical, NMI is 1, whereas NMI is 0 if they 
are completely dissimilar. If NMI is low or there is not a linear relationship between the 
number of modules and cognitive components engaged in each task, this suggests that 
modules are not performing discrete cognitive functions. In all networks, we found a 
high level of NMI between the modules and the cognitive components, suggesting that 
they share a similar spatial distribution (Shen Network NMI=0.523; Power Network NMI: 
0.603; Gordon Network NMI=0.542; Craddock Network NMI=.410; Crossley Network 
NMI = 0.410; p<1e-323 in every network, see Supplemental Information for p-value 
calculation). Figure 2 and Supplemental Figure 1 illustrate this finding. For a relative 
comparison of NMI values for brain networks, the mean NMI between individual subject 
partitions and the group partition was 0.41, which is equal to or less than the NMI 
between the modules and cognitive components in every network. We also verified 
these results with the z-score of the Rand coefficient (Supplemental Table 2), which can 
be interpreted statistically. 
 
We then quantified the number of modules engaged by a BrainMap task. Given the 
significant amount of smoothing in the activation images, we considered a module 
engaged if the activity probability at any voxel in the module was greater than the mean 
of activity probabilities in all active brain nodes engaged by the task. There was a strong 
correlation between the number of cognitive components and modules engaged in each 
task in every network (Figure 2c; Shen: r=0.722, p=1.3e-13; Power: r=0.577, p=3.8e-8; 
Gordon: r=0.807, p=8.2e-19; Craddock: r=0.693, p=2.9e-12; Crossley: r=0.598, p=9.5e-
9; df=75). Together, these results suggest that each module executes a discrete 
cognitive function. 
 
The Relationship of Nodal Activity Probabilities to Engagement of Cognitive 
Components and Modules. The author-topic model allows us to precisely quantify the 
number of cognitive components engaged in each BrainMap task. With each activation 
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map for each BrainMap task, we quantified the number of modules engaged in each 
task, as well as activity probabilities at the four different types of nodes. This allows us 
to test our predictions regarding the modules’ autonomy (Figure 1) by examining how 
different types of nodes’ activity probabilities in a task are modulated by the number of 
cognitive functions (i.e., cognitive components or modules) engaged in the task. For 
each BrainMap task, we quantified a type of node’s activity probability during the task as 
the mean of activity probabilities at the active nodes of that type divided by the mean of 
activity probabilities throughout all active brain nodes during the BrainMap task. Then, 
across all tasks, we correlated activity probabilities at each type of node in each task 
with the number of cognitive components or modules engaged in the task. 
 
Consistent with predictions from a modular functional brain architecture, we did not 
observe a positive correlation in any network between provincial hub activity 
probabilities and the number of cognitive components or modules engaged in a task 
(Figure 3a, cognitive components: Shen Network: r=-0.395, p=0.0004; Power Network: 
r=-0.570, p=6.6e-08; Gordon Network: r=-0.530, p=7.1e-07; Craddock r=-0.407, p = 
0.0002; Crossley Network: r=-0.571, p=5.8e-08; df=75; Figure 3b, modules: Shen 
Network: r=-0.384, p=0.0006; Power Network: r=-0.489, p=6.2e-6; Gordon Network: r=-
0.644, p=2.6e-10; Craddock Network: r=-0.415, p=0.0001; Crossley Network: r=-0.374, 
p=0.0007; df=75). We also did not observe a positive correlation in any network 
between peripheral node activity probabilities and the number of cognitive components 
or modules engaged in a task (Figure 3a, cognitive components: Shen Network: r=-
0.451, 3.9e-5; Power Network: r=-0.461, p=2.4e-5; Gordon Network: r=-0.356, p=0.002; 
Craddock Network: r=-0.567, p=7.7e-8; Crossley Network: r=-0.423, p=0.0001; df=75; 
Figure 3b, modules: Shen Network: r=-0.354, p=0.002; Power Network: r=-0.379, 
p=0.0007; Gordon Network: r=-0.343, p=0.002; Craddock Network: r=-0.328,p=0.003; 
Crossley Network: r=-0.116, p=0.316; df=75). 
 
In contrast, but consistent with the modular functional brain architecture predictions, in 
all networks, we observed a positive correlation between connector hub activity 
probabilities and the number of cognitive components or modules engaged in a task 
(Figure 3c, cognitive components: Shen Network: r=0.600, p=8.3e-9; Power Network: 
r=0.536, p=5.1e-7; Gordon Network: r=0.569, p=6.8e-8; Craddock Network: r=0.512, 
p=1.9e-6; Crossley Network: r=0.641, p=3.2e-10; df=75; Figure 3d, modules: Shen, 
r=0.528, p=7.9e-7; Power Network: r=0.409, p=0.0002; Gordon Network: r=0.616, 
p=2.5e-9; Craddock Network: r=0.398, p=0.0003; Crossley Network: r=0.337, p=0.002; 
df=75). Significant positive correlations between satellite connector activity probabilities 
and the number of cognitive components or modules engaged in a task were also 
observed (Figure 3c, cognitive components: Shen Network: r=0.309, p=0.006; Power 
Network: r=0.514, p=1.7e-6; Gordon Network: r=0.488, p=6.6e-6; Craddock Network: 
r=0.593, p=2.8e-12; Crossley Network: r=0.615, p=2.7e-09; df=75; Figure 3d, modules: 
Shen Network, r=0.364, p=0.001; Power Network: r=0.393, p=0.0004; Gordon Network: 
r=0.627, p=1.1e-9; Craddock Network: r=0.527, p=8.1e-7; Crossley Network: r=0.447, 
p=4.5e-05; df=75)  
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While a cost threshold of 0.15 was used in these analyses, to test for the effect of cost 
thresholds, we ran the same analyses at costs from 0.2 to 0.05. All results were similar 
and significant across costs (see Supplemental Figure 2). We also averaged 
participation coefficients and within-module-degree z-scores for nodes across these 
costs, and results were similar and significant (Supplemental Table 1). Moreover, nodal 
participation coefficient values are publicly available for the Power Network from 
another cohort of subjects (56, 78). With this data, we found a negative correlation 
between activity probabilities at local nodes (nodes with low participation coefficients) 
and the number of cognitive components (r=-0.572, p=5e-08; df=75) or modules (r=-
0.436, p=7e-05; df=75) engaged in a task. We also found a positive correlation between 
activity probabilities at connector nodes (nodes with high participation coefficients) and 
the number of cognitive components (r=0.651, p=1e-10; df=75) or modules (r=0.489, 
p=6e-06; df=75) engaged in a task. For calculating the number of modules engaged in 
each task in these correlations, we used the division of nodes into modules originally 
published with the Power atlas and used to derive these participation coefficient values, 
which are often referred to as the “Power Networks” (56). These modules also have a 
high NMI with the cognitive components (NMI=0.520). 
 
Individual Subject Analyses. While the modular functional brain architecture 
predictions were confirmed in the group level networks, we sought to ensure that the 
network structure of individual subjects’ networks also showed the above pattern of 
correlations, such that only connector nodes increase activity probabilities in tasks that 
engage more cognitive functions. Thus, for each subject, for each network (except for 
the Crossley Network, because individual subject data is not available) and cost 
threshold (0.05 to 0.2), we used the group level module division (for example, for the 
Shen network, the modules in Figure 2a and Supplemental Figure 1), but the edges 
between nodes in the network were defined by the subject’s Fisher transformed 
correlation matrix. We then calculated activity probabilities at the four types of nodes in 
the network in the BrainMap tasks. Thus, each subject had 60 data points for each type 
of node; 15 data points for each of the four networks, representing the 15 different cost 
thresholds. Across subjects, on average, we observed a negative correlation between 
activity probabilities at local nodes and the number of cognitive components or modules 
engaged in a task. Across subjects, on average, we also observed a positive correlation 
between activity probabilities at connector nodes and the number of cognitive 
components or modules engaged in a task. In Figure 4, these results are plotted as 
kernel density estimations with the median and the 25th and 75th percentile of Pearson 
r values across subjects and costs shown for the particular type of node in that 
particular network. 
 
Alternative Analyses of Nodal Activity. While we did observe a seemingly counter-
intuitive decrease of activity at local nodes in tasks where more cognitive functions are 
engaged, follow-up analyses suggest that activity is not decreasing at these nodes, but 
is only increasing at connector nodes. We measured “hub weighted activity” by 
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calculating, for each task, the sum of [each voxel’s activity probability multiplied by that 
voxel’s participation coefficient or within-module-degree z-score score], divided by the 
sum of all voxels’ activity probabilities. These calculations only consistently find a strong 
correlation between participation coefficient weighted activity probabilities and the 
number of components or modules engaged in the task (cognitive components: Shen: 
r=0.571, p=6e-8; Power: r=0.330, p=0.003; Gordon: r=0.503, p=3e-6; Craddock: 
r=0.498, p=3.9e-6; Crossley: r=0.595, p=1e-8; df=75; modules: Shen: r=0.659, p=7.3e-
11; Power: r=0.290, p=0.01; Gordon: r=0.675, p=1.6e-11; Craddock: r=0.457, p=2.8e-5; 
Crossley: r=0.444, p=5.2e-5; df=75). The relationship between within-module-degree z-
score weighted activity probabilities and the number of cognitive components or 
modules engaged in the task were, overall, very weak (cognitive components: Shen: r=-
0.093, p=0.419; Power: r=-0.163, p=0.156; Gordon: r=-0.196, p=0.088; Craddock: r=-
0.190, p=0.09; Crossley: r=-0.275, p=0.015; df=75; modules: Shen: r= -0.226, p=0.05; 
Power: r=-0.224, p=0.05; Gordon: r=-0.317, p=0.005; Craddock: r= -0.417, p=0.0001; 
Crossley: r=-0.457, p=2.8e-5; df=75). 
 
We also measured activity by computing a Spearman r between task-active voxels’ 
activity probabilities and the active voxels’ participation coefficients or within-module-
degree z-scores, and then correlated these r values with the number of cognitive 
components or modules engaged in the task. This calculation led to similar results. We 
observed positive correlations between r values of participation coefficients and task 
activity probabilities and the number of cognitive components or modules engaged in 
the task (cognitive components: Shen: r=0.524, p=1e-6; Power: r=0.581, p=3e-8; 
Gordon: r=0.555, p=1e-7; Craddock: r=0.591, p=1.5e-8; Crossley: r=0.592, p=1e-8; 
df=75; modules: Shen: r=0.480, p=9.9e-06; Power: r=0.385, p=0.0006; Gordon: 
r=0.660, p=6e-11; Craddock: r=0.439, p= 6.5e-5; Crossley: r= 0.402, p=0.0003; df=75). 
The correlations between r values of within-module-degree z-score and task activity 
probabilities and the number of cognitive components or modules engaged in the task 
were, overall, very weak (cognitive components: Shen: r=-0.114, p=0.323; Power: 
r=0.184, p=0.109; Gordon: r=-0.190, p=0.1; Craddock: r=-0.067, p=0.559; Crossley: r=-
0.025, p=0.827; df=75; modules: Shen: r=-0.113, p=0.328; Power, r= 0.071, p=0.540; 
Gordon: r=-0.253, p=0.027; Craddock: r=-0.165, p=0.150; Crossley: r=-0.347, p=0.002; 
df=75). 
 
These secondary analyses demonstrate that activity probabilities are not systematically 
shifting from local nodes to connector nodes, but that, in tasks that require more 
cognitive components or modules, there is greater activity probabilities at connector 
nodes. The decrease in activity probabilities at local nodes in tasks that require more 
cognitive components or modules observed in our main calculation is likely due to an 
increase in activity probabilities at connector nodes, which increases the mean of 
activity probabilities in the task relative to local nodes. This suggests that the brain does 
not obey the law of conservation of energy in network terms, as the total energy of the 
system does not appear constant. 
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Location of Connector Nodes and Convergence of Cognitive Components. If 
connector nodes are integrating information and coordinating connectivity across 
modules, and modules are each executing a discrete cognitive function (as evidenced 
by the above results), then connector nodes should reside in brain areas where activity 
is associated with many different cognitive components. This location would allow for 
them to simultaneously interact with brain regions dedicated to multiple cognitive 
functions with minimal additional wiring costs. Qualitatively, we found that connector 
nodes reside in brain areas where activity is associated with many different cognitive 
components (Figure 5 and Supplemental Figure 3). Quantitatively, the number of 
cognitive components that activity is associated with at a given brain area at greater 
than a probability of 1e-5 is greater at connector nodes than local nodes (Shen, 
t=29.121, p=7.1e-186, df=150,520; Power, t=60.059, p≈0.0, df=21,383; Gordon: t=43.4, 
p≈0.0, df=56251; Craddock: t=71.317, p≈0.0, df=142,999; Crossley: t=44.006, p≈0.0, 
df=160,159). While we previously showed that the modules and cognitive components 
share a similar spatial distribution, this finding demonstrates that the spatial distribution 
of areas that interact with many modules or cognitive components is also very similar. 
 
Discussion 
 
The Modular Brain. A detailed argument for the modular function of the brain was first 
presented over 30 years ago (25), with many versions of the concept presented since 
then (22, 56, 58, 98-109). A specific account of modularity with empirical support is 
massive modularity (56, 101, 103). Under this view, the brain consists of many modules 
that each executes a discrete cognitive function relatively autonomously from the other 
modules. Proponents of massive modularity (e.g.,(103)) argue that cognitive 
adaptations to the environment that have evolved are just as likely to have been specific 
solutions as any other physical adaptation. That is, a discrete module for visual 
processing is just as likely to have been naturally selected as an opposable thumb is for 
grabbing. Moreover, proponents argue that a biological system that is composed of 
mostly autonomous modules with discrete functions will perform more effectively, more 
efficiently, and adapt faster than a system with a few general functions; thus, a modular 
functional network architecture is most probable from an evolutionary perspective. 
Several lines of evidence support this evolutionary argument and the discrete and 
autonomous nature of modules. 
 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the genetic basis of each module is significantly 
specialized, a necessary condition for each module to have a discrete function that was 
shaped modularly by natural selection (44). Moreover, there is a strong spatial 
correspondence between modules derived from spontaneous neural activity obtained 
with rs-fMRI and the task-evoked activity in the BrainMap database, and these modules 
can be linked to broad behavioral domains or to specific groups of related tasks (72-74), 
suggesting that these modules might be dedicated to discrete cognitive functions. 
However, these analyses did not empirically derive discrete cognitive functions from the 
data in BrainMap that could be linked to specific regions in the brain. Here, we observed 
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a strong correspondence between the spatial distribution of the cognitive components 
derived from the data in Brainmap and modules derived from rs-fMRI of spontaneous 
neural activity. Given that the cognitive components represent a highly principled model 
of cognitive functions, our results support the hypothesis that each module executes a 
discrete cognitive function. 
 
Computational studies have demonstrated that selecting networks based on 
performance, but not wiring costs (i.e., the number of connections between nodes in the 
network) produces non-modular networks that are slow to adapt to new environments. 
However, adding a selective pressure to minimize wiring costs, or varying the goals of 
the network, leads to the evolution of modular networks that quickly adapt to new 
environments (110, 111). Moreover, modular neural networks can be trained to solve 
problems with less connections than non-modular networks (112). Thus, when the costs 
of adding connections is significant in the overall energy budget of an organism, as is 
likely for the brain, modular networks with weaker connectivity between modules than 
within the modules are superior to non-modular networks, as they function as well and 
adapt faster without consuming as much energy. Moreover, a double dissociation was 
found between two modules, such that, for both modules, damage to a node in one 
module only caused dysfunction (i.e., a decrease in functional connectivity) in the 
damaged module, suggesting their autonomy (113). Finally, empirical functional 
connectivity studies have shown that modules are weakly functionally connected to 
each other, likely because their computations are predominantly distinct, suggesting 
modular function (21, 36, 47, 56, 114). However, connections do occur between 
modules that transfer information between the modules and influence local activity in 
the modules, potentially increasing the modules’ computational loads (21, 36, 47, 56, 
66, 67, 115-118). Thus, to validate the autonomous nature of modules, it is necessary to 
demonstrate that, as more modules are engaged simultaneously and more information 
is generated across the network and transferred between the modules, the modules’ 
computational loads do not increase (25, 86, 87) (Figure 1). Here, we used activity 
magnitude probabilities at the local nodes in each module to measure the computational 
load on each module—when more information needs to be computed, activity 
probabilities increase. Given that activity can dissociate from connectivity (67) and no 
previous analysis has quantified connectivity changes in relation to the number of 
modules engaged in a task, this type of evidence is not present in previous analyses of 
connectivity data. If the additional information that is generated and transferred between 
the modules when more modules are simultaneously engaged does not increase the 
modules’ computational load, the modules’ local nodes’ activity will not increase. This 
would suggest that each module, regardless of the information present across the 
network or transferred to it from other modules, executes a distinct function without an 
increased computational load (i.e., it is relatively autonomous). On the contrary, if 
activity does increase, this would suggest important computational dependencies 
between the modules, and thereby that brain function is potentially not modular (25, 86). 
We observed the former, demonstrating a decisive characteristic (25, 86, 87) of the 
human brain’s modular nature. 
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The Role of Connector Nodes in a Modular Network. Brain function is often 
conceptualized as a balance between modular and integrative processing (22, 54, 86, 
99, 106-109, 114, 119, 120). The previous results generate an important question 
regarding this balance—how does the modules’ functioning remain autonomous despite 
connectivity between the modules and the need for information to be integrated across 
the modules? One possible mechanism is to have brain regions that integrate across 
the modules and coordinate connectivity between the modules, keeping the modules’ 
function mostly autonomous. For example, understanding syntax is likely a discrete 
cognitive function, supported by a dedicated brain module, whereas getting the gist of a 
sentence is likely a distributed cognitive process, requiring a combination and 
integration of various discrete cognitive functions (e.g. vision, attention, semantics, 
syntax) and processing in multiple modules. Undoubtedly, even a seemingly simple 
cognitive process likely arises from the simultaneous engagement of multiple modules, 
which could be orchestrated by connector nodes. 
 
In support of this notion, we found that connector nodes are located where activity is 
associated with many different cognitive components, and, crucially, activity increases 
at connector nodes as the number of cognitive functions engaged in a task increases. 
Thus, unlike local nodes, connector nodes' increase in activity is proportional to the 
additional computational load required when many modules are engaged—when more 
information is generated across the brain that must be integrated and connectivity 
between many modules must be coordinated without sacrificing the autonomy of the 
modules’ function (i.e., modularity is maintained). Thus, connector nodes are potentially 
integrating information across the modules and coordinating connectivity between the 
modules (i.e., modulating direct connections between modules that are not routed 
through connector nodes) to ensure modular function, such that information generated 
in one module does not increase the computational load in the other modules, as we 
found. An alternative proposal regarding connector nodes is that they are flexible 
regions that are reused in various ways depending on the current task (84, 121). The 
connectivity of connector nodes is flexible, in that their connectivity changes based on 
the particular task demands and modules engaged in the task (20). However, if their 
function is not relatively fixed, it would be unlikely to observe a strong relationship 
between their computational load and the number of modules engaged in a task, as the 
interaction between computational load and the number of modules engaged in a task 
would be different based on the function they are executing in a given task. Thus, our 
evidence suggests that connector nodes have a relatively invariable function that 
becomes more demanding as more modules are engaged in a task. 
 
A wide range of evidence supports this conclusion. It has been proposed that 
integration across modules occurs via brain regions with strong connectivity across 
many modules (78, 105, 106). Connector node regions are engaged in a diverse range 
of tasks (84, 85), because many different tasks require multiple modules, and thus 
connector nodes’ function. Also, similar to our finding regarding cognitive components, 
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connector nodes are located where many modules are within close physical distance 
(78); this requires the least amount of physical wiring for maximal or simultaneous 
interactions across multiple modules. Along with being physically close to many 
modules, connector nodes appear to change membership to modules often, and this is 
associated with higher performance and modularity. For example, an fMRI study found 
that, when switching from a single task to a dual-task, nodes changing their module 
membership was related to both increases and deceases in performance. However, the 
membership changes of connector node regions (i.e., brain regions identified as 
connectors in our analysis) was only associated with an increase in performance. 
Moreover, the high performing subjects (i.e., subjects with connector nodes that 
changed module membership) had less connectivity between single-task modules (i.e., 
more modular) (118). Another fMRI study found that increased module membership 
changes of 11 regions, 7 of which are connector node regions in our analysis, predicted 
increased learning rates (122). Moreover, an fMRI study of learning across time showed 
that, while connectivity between motor and visual modules is broadly evident in all 
nodes within those modules (not just at connector nodes), motor and visual modules 
become less connected (i.e., more modular) to each other during learning, and this 
process appears to be driven by the temporo-parietal junction, and entorhinal cortex, 
and a fronto-cingulate network, all of which contain connector nodes in our analysis 
(67). Finally, an fMRI study of a visual attention task found that connectivity changes in 
visual cortex that led to smaller local modules were associated with stronger top-down 
directional influence from, and stronger connectivity between, the dorsal frontal eye 
field, the intraparietal sulcus, and the superior parietal lobule, which are all connector 
nodes in our analysis (71). Together these studies suggest that the connectivity of 
connector nodes allows for effective integration across modules and the coordination of 
between-module connectivity to maintain modularity, which improves performance. This 
generates the counterintuitive idea that nodes with diverse connectivity across modules 
might be necessary for modularity in biological networks.  
 
Connectivity changes (measured via fMRI) from spontaneous to task activity also 
support integrative and coordinative functions for connector nodes. In an analysis of 
changes in connectivity from spontaneous activity to a range of task evoked activity, 
most connections were maintained; however, connector node regions’ connectivity 
patterns varied as a function of the task (75). In a similar analysis of the connectivity 
changes from spontaneous activity to task-evoked activity across 64 tasks (21), the 
network architecture was modular, but there was decreased within-module connectivity 
during task performance (as compared to resting-state), with increased between-
module connectivity. It is possible that connector nodes are involved in coordinating 
some of these changes in connectivity. In another analysis of this data, the fronto-
parietal network had the highest mean participation coefficient of all of brain networks, 
exhibited the greatest changes in connectivity with the rest of the brain across tasks out 
of any network, and the whole-brain connectivity of the fronto-parietal network could 
predict which task the subject was engaged in. This finding was interpreted as 
suggesting that the fronto-parietal network can coordinate multiple modules that are 
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engaged in the task (20). 
 
Connector nodes integrating across or coordinating connectivity between task-relevant 
modules to maintain modular function is also consistent with observations of patients 
with brain pathology. For example, in patients with focal brain lesions, damage to 
connector nodes, but not local nodes, decreases the modularity of the global network 
structure (123). Moreover, TMS to connector regions in two different modules (fronto-
parietal and cingulate-opercular) increased global connectivity (likely decreasing 
modularity) (124). These results are precisely what one would expect if connector 
nodes’ function plays a role in global connectivity that maintains modularity. Moreover, 
patients with lesions damaging connector nodes exhibit widespread cognitive deficits, 
whereas damage to other brain regions (i.e., local nodes) causes specific cognitive 
deficits (125). Finally, connector node regions have been found to be metabolically 
demanding (126). Perhaps due to their crucial roles of integration and coordination and 
high biological cost (extensive wiring and metabolism), abnormal connector node 
function is associated with nine brain disorders, including Schizophrenia and 
Alzheimer’s disease (127). Thus, the effects of brain damage and dysfunction can be 
interpreted in the context of our findings derived from brain imaging data in healthy 
individuals. That is, damage to or dysfunction of local nodes, due to their role in discrete 
cognitive functions, causes specific impairments without a degradation of the brain’s 
modular structure, whereas damage to or dysfunction of connector nodes, likely due to 
their role in the integration and coordination across many modules, which maintains 
modularity, causes widespread cognitive deficits and a degradation of the brain’s 
modular structure. 
 
Connector nodes are a single facet of a large network of many complex interactions, 
and their function must be interpreted in this context. It is unlikely that all cognitive tasks 
require the engagement of connector nodes. For example, it has been shown that they 
are not recruited when a task is well learned (57, 67). Crucially, connector nodes are 
also not involved in all between-module connectivity. Non-connector node regions play 
a role as well (67, 118, 122, 128), and, as noted above, increased between-module 
connectivity that is not routed through connector nodes has been found during many 
different tasks, and differentiates task connectivity from resting-state connectivity (21). 
While the current and previous findings suggest that connector node regions coordinate 
some of these between module connections, it is likely that other mechanisms for 
between-module communication exist that are executed by non-connector nodes. In line 
with this, connector nodes are not the only nodes that change module membership 
during tasks (122, 128). For example, an fMRI study of a 2-back task showed that, while 
many connector node regions changed module membership and this predicted higher 
performance, the regions with the most module membership changes were in ventral-
prefrontal cortex, where no connector nodes were located in our analysis (128). Finally, 
while connector node regions all exhibit the graph theoretic property of a high 
participation coefficient, these regions do not all have identical cytoarchitecture and their 
connectivity profiles are to different modules. Thus, each connector node’s function 
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likely has unique properties that are not captured by our graph theory approach. 
Certainly, the precise type or types of computations that occur at connector nodes, how 
this varies based on the particular nodes involved in the task, the role of connector 
nodes’ computations in the global functioning of the brain, and the role of distributed 
and self-organizing processes that are independent of connector nodes (57) needs to 
be elucidated by future work. 
 
Methods 
 
At the time of analysis, the BrainMap database contained findings from 2194 journal 
articles, which contained 83 tasks and 10,449 experimental contrasts and their 
activation images. BrainMap data was processed identically to the original model’s 
application (85). For each BrainMap task, we use the average of binary activation 
reported. For example, if there were 100 experiments for a particular task, and 88 of the 
experiments reported activity at a voxel, that voxel would have an activity score of 0.88 
in our analyses. Thus, activity in our analyses is a probability of activation in a task. For 
our analyses, we only used tasks with more than 10 experiments, which reduced the 
number of tasks to 77. The author-topic model has the best cross-validation with 10-14 
cognitive components (the cognitive components are estimated based on a random 
95% subset of the BrainMap data, and the resulting generalization power is computed 
on the remaining 5% of the data). Thus, for our analyses, we used the 14 component 
model, as it has the finest-grained resolution while still obtaining strong cross-validation; 
however, models with other numbers of cognitive components led to similar results (See 
Supplemental Table 3 for full results from all calculations with the Shen Network). 
 
We calculated the number of cognitive components engaged in each BrainMap task as 
recommended by the original analysis (85). For each task, the probabilities of cognitive 
components engaged sums to 1. This probability distribution should be interpreted as 
the probability of a task recruiting a cognitive component for any activated voxel and not 
the probability of a task recruiting a cognitive component for the entire task. Thus, the 
probability (P) for a given cognitive component being engaged in a task is equal to 1 – 
(1 – X)^Z, where X is the cognitive component's probability for that task (using the 
probability from the distribution that sums to 1) and Z is the sum of voxel activity in the 
task (See (85) for a detailed discussion). We considered a cognitive component 
engaged in a task if it had at least a P of 0.9. We also used the original X values (which 
sum to 1) to quantify the number of cognitive components engaged in a task in three 
ways. Results were similar to those reported with these alternative calculations (See SI 
Text and SI Table 4 for full results from all calculations with the Shen Network).  
 
Spontaneous Neural Activity was measured in healthy human subjects with BOLD fMRI 
(see Supporting Information). Voxel time series were averaged within each node in the 
atlas. We note that, for the Craddock atlas, we used the 950 node version that, for each 
node, maximized the similarity of the each voxel’s whole-brain spatial correlation map 
and used the two-level averaging scheme in which the data of each participant were 
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clustered separately and the results were combined for a group level parcellation (92). 
The Shen, Power, Crossley, and Gordon networks had 278, 264, 638, and 333 nodes, 
respectively. Functional connectivity was assessed in each participant by computing 
time series Pearson correlations between all pairs of nodes, resulting in a correlation 
matrix for each participant, which was then Fisher transformed. This correlation matrix 
was then thresholded, which then served as the basis for defining a weighted, 
undirected graph. A graph is defined as a set of nodes that are connected by edges, 
which, in our analyses, represent Fisher z transformed correlation values between the 
nodes that survive the cost threshold. We use the term “network” to refer to a graph. 
 
To average individual networks into a group level network, we applied the InfoMap 
algorithm to each subject’s network. We chose to use the InfoMap algorithm, because, 
when compared to other algorithms on networks for which the true division of nodes into 
modules is known, it achieves the most accurate division of nodes into modules (129, 
130). Moreover, while most algorithms maximize modularity, InfoMap is based on the 
probabilistic flow of information through a network, making it principled for use in 
networks for which information is hypothesized to flow. For each subject, a consensus 
matrix (a value of 1 where the two nodes are in the same module and a value of 0 
elsewhere) was formed on the subject’s network, thresholded at 0.035 in an attempt to 
achieve a similar number of modules and cognitive components. The average of these 
matrices was thresholded at the higher cost of 0.07, as all edges in this matrix 
represented that those two nodes were grouped into the same module, allowing for a 
less stringent threshold than was applied to the individual subjects’ networks. InfoMap 
was run on this final matrix, forming a group level division of nodes into modules. In 
every iteration, InfoMap was run 5000 times, with the optimal division (i.e., minimal 
length of the InfoMap equation) chosen. For the Crossley Network, InfoMap was run on 
the full matrix, which had been previously thresholded based on multiple comparison 
correction, resulting in a cost of 0.0916 (74). Other clustering methods and algorithms 
were used (see Supplemental Information) and produced very similar results (See 
Supplemental Table 1). 
 
Edges in the group level network were based on the average of Fisher transformed 
Pearson correlations across subjects. Various cost thresholds were used for this 
network, and all led to similar results (see Figure 4, Supplemental Table 1, and 
Supplemental Figure 2). Results from a cost threshold of 0.15 are presented in the main 
text for our data, and 0.0916 for the Crossley data. Higher cost thresholds were used for 
the final networks than for the module detection, as module detection at higher cost 
thresholds often leads to only three or four large modules (56), and we aimed to 
compare the modules at the same level of resolution as the cognitive components (i.e., 
a similar number of modules and cognitive components). 
 
Each node’s topological role in the graph was characterized by measuring the node's 
participation coefficient and within-module-degree z-score (79). Edge weights were 
used in the calculation instead of a binary count of edges. While the mean of 
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participation coefficients was 0.52 (for the Shen Network at a cost of 0.15), other 
thresholds for the cutoff of a high participation coefficient (i.e., dividing nodes into 
connector nodes or local nodes) were tested as well. In the original paper (79), a 
participation coefficient of 0.62 was proposed—thresholds up to 0.80 also led to similar 
results (See Supplemental Information). Supplemental Table 1 shows the mean 
participation coefficients values for each atlas and clustering method. Results were also 
robust to variations in the cut off for the within-module-degree z-score (See 
Supplemental Information). 
 
Given the large variety of experimental and data processing procedures utilized across 
all of the studies in the BrainMap database, a direct comparison of activity scores 
across tasks is not justifiable. Thus, we calculated the activity in a particular type of 
node (e.g., connector hubs or provincial hubs) by calculating the mean activity of all 
voxels within the particular type of node divided by the mean of activity across all nodes. 
Only active voxels (voxels with non-zero activity scores) were used in this calculation. 
Thus, our main activity measure reflects the amount of activity at a type of node relative 
to whole brain activity for the task. We also used two secondary measures (described in 
the main text) that reflect how well activity aligns with participation coefficients and 
within-module-degree z-scores. 
 
Figures 

 

Figure 1 | Empirical Predictions of a Modular Functional Architecture with Connector 
Nodes. Each light green circle represents a set of nodes comprising a unique module. 
The four types of nodes are represented in different colors. Activity is shown from low 
activity in blue to high activity in dark red. From left to right, as the number of cognitive 
functions (measured in our analysis by modules and cognitive components) engaged in 
a task varies from 0 to 3, a modular functional architecture predicts that activity will 
increase at connector hubs and satellite connectors (i.e., connector nodes with high 
participation coefficients), but not at provincial hubs or peripheral nodes (i.e., local 
nodes with low participation coefficients). 
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Figure 2 | Spatial Distribution of Network Modules and Author-Topic Cognitive 
Components. A, left column, modules derived from spontaneous neural activity 
measured via rs-fMRI with graph theory. B, right column, cognitive components derived 
from the BrainMap database with an author-topic model. Each row comprises a unique 
module and the cognitive component with the highest probability of activity at voxels in 
the module. However, the module on the first two rows is a duplicate of the same 
module, as two different cognitive components had a high probability of activating 
voxels in it. The spatial distribution of network modules and cognitive components in 
subcortical regions are presented in Supplemental Figure 1. All modules with more than 
5 nodes are shown (10 cortical, 1 subcortical), with the cognitive component that has 
the highest probability of activating voxels in the module on the same row, to the 
right. As a default, the left hemisphere is plotted, unless the module or cognitive 
component was predominantly located in the right hemisphere. This figure illustrates the 
high level of shared spatial distribution between modules and cognitive components. 
Sub-Cortical results are shown in Supplemental Figure 1. C, lower, the correlation 
between cognitive components engaged and modules engaged in each BrainMap task. 
Each dot represents a BrainMap task. The number of modules and cognitive 
components engaged in each BrainMap task is strongly correlated. 
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Figure 3 | Activity Probabilities at Different Types of Network Nodes Across BrainMap 
Tasks Based on the Number of Modules or Cognitive Components Engaged. Each dot 
is the mean of activity probabilities in a BrainMap task at the active nodes of interest 
divided by the mean of activity probabilities across all active brain nodes in the task. In 
line with predictions from Figure 1, there is no increase in activity probability at 
provincial hubs and peripheral nodes (i.e., local nodes) in tasks that engage more 
components (A) or modules (B), but there is an increase at connector hubs and satellite 
connectors in tasks that engaged more cognitive components (C) or modules (D). 
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Figure 4 | Correlations Between Different Types of Network Nodes’ Activity Probability 
and the Number of Cognitive Components (A) or Modules (B) Engaged in the Task 
Across Atlases and Costs in Individual Subjects. A kernel density plot for each of the 
four brain networks and four types of nodes is presented. Each kernel represents all 
subjects at all cost thresholds in the given network for that type of node. The median 
and the 25th and 75th percentile of Pearson r values are shown in each kernel, with the 
median as the dashed line, and percentiles as a dotted line. 
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Figure 5 | Spatial Distribution of Connector Nodes and Areas Where Many Cognitive 
Components Have High Probability of Activity. A, left column, the mean of each voxel’s 
participation coefficient across costs for all networks (i.e., atlases) that had coverage at 
that voxel (i.e., the calculation ignores 0 values if the network did not have a node that 
covered the voxel). This data is derived from the network model of spontaneous neural 
activity measured with rs-fMRI. B, right column, the number of cognitive components 
that activity at the voxel is associated with above a probability greater than 1e-5. This 
data is derived from the author-topic model of BrainMap. The color bar is shown at the 
top. Values have been normalized to sum to 1 for an accurate comparison across 
models. Thus, darker red areas represent higher values for both metrics, with lower 
values in blue. The results from this analysis for subcortical regions is presented in 
Supplemental Figure 3. 
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Supplemental Information 
 
Spontaneous Neural Activity Measured with BOLD fMRI 
 
 24 healthy participants (age range = 18–37 years, mean age = 24 years, 12 male) were 
studied. All healthy participants were prescreened to exclude individuals with a history 
of neurologic or psychiatric conditions. Informed consent was obtained from participants 
in accordance with procedures approved by the Committees for Protection of Human 
Subjects at the University of California, Berkeley. Brain images were collected on a 3-T 
Siemens MAGNETOM Trio MRI scanner using a 12-channel head coil. Structural 
images were acquired using a T1-weighted MPRAGE (Magnetization Prepared Rapid 
Acquisition Gradient Echo; TR = 2,300 msec, TE = 2.98 msec, 9° flip angle, 1 × 1 × 1 
mm voxels). For each subject, 6 blocks of 10 minutes each of T2*-weighted BOLD 
sensitive gradient echo echo-planar imaging sequence data (EPI) were analyzed (2,610 
time points for each subject, TR = 1370 msec, TE = 26 msec, twenty-four 3.85mm thick 
axial slices, alt+z2 order (interleaved ascending, beginning at second slice), 2.344 x 
2.344 x 3.850 mm voxels, 62° flip angle, FoV =1125 x 1125, Percent Phase Field of 
View = 100, matrix = 96 x 96). All participants were instructed to simply stay awake with 
their eyes open. No other instructions were given. 
 
Construction of the Graph Theory (Network) Model of the Brain 
 
Image preprocessing was carried out in CPAC (Configurable Pipeline for the Analysis of 
Connectomes). Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS) was used to register the images 
to MNI152 (Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, QC, Canada). FSL/FAST were 
used to automatically segment brain images into white matter (pr=0.96), gray matter 
(pr=0.7), and cerebral spinal fluid (pr=0.96). Boundary-Based Registration was used to 
register the EPI values to the anatomical image. This uses the anatomical segmentation 
outputs to improve the co-registration of EPI images to the anatomical image. Slice 
timing was used to adjust the time course of voxels in each slice to account for the 
difference in time between the acquisition of the first and last slice. Volume realignment 
used the Friston 24-Parameter Model, which is the 6 motion parameters of the current 
volume and the preceding volume, plus each of these values squared. The motion 
parameters estimated in this set are then included in the General Linear Model to 
regress out motion-related artifacts (i.e. regression of motion parameters). The mean 
white matter and cerebral spinal fluid time series are calculated by averaging signal 
over all voxels within the white matter or cerebral spinal fluid masks for each time point. 
Mean white matter and cerebral spinal fluid time series are then used as temporal 
covariates and, along with linear and quadratic signals, are removed from the time 
series through linear regression. The time series is also bandpass filtered from 0.009–
0.08 Hz to remove physiological noise such as cardiac and respiratory artifacts. A 
5.5mm gaussian filter (i.e., smoothing kernal) is then applied to the image. While our 
main analyses do not include the usage of motion scrubbing, in order to ensure that 
none of our results are impacted by subject motion, analyses were performed after 
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motion scrubbing and average frame-wise displacement for each subject was not 
correlated with any of our measures of interest (see Supplemental Information and 
Supplemental Table 1). 
 
 
An Ontology of Cognitive Functions 
 
One common goal of cognitive neuroscience has been to localize cognitive functions. 
This has been a difficult goal to achieve for numerous reasons (131-138), foremost 
being the significant challenge of building an ontology of cognitive functions (139). As 
one scientist eloquently put the challenge: “for example, while we think that ‘‘working 
memory’’ is a unique function implemented in the brain, it may be the case that there is 
no such function implemented by the brain and that what we call working memory is in 
reality a combination of some other functions” (134). Deriving an ontology of the 
fundamental cognitive functions requires a principled analysis of brain activity across 
many different cognitive tasks under the appropriate assumptions that each cognitive 
function is recruited across a variety of cognitive tasks and multiple cognitive functions 
are recruited in each cognitive task. The author-topic model is the first mathematical 
model that formally takes into consideration those two assumptions, and it does not 
require any assumptions concerning the existence of any particular cognitive function or 
functions (e.g., “working memory”). The author-topic model was used to build an 
ontology of cognitive functions by jointly modeling the association between brain activity 
and 77 cognitive tasks, based on the two assumptions above, across over 9,000 
experiments (85). With this approach, the only parameter that must be set is the number 
of cognitive components; however, from 6-16 cognitive components, a nested ontology 
was found. For example, when changing the model from 11 to 12 components, one 
cognitive component divides into 2 cognitive components, while the other cognitive 
components remain unchanged. This suggests that each cognitive component is likely 
comprised of more specific, micro-level cognitive functions. While every micro-level 
cognitive function is certainly not differentiated by this model, the analyses in this study 
only depended on an accurate macro-level description of cognitive functions that are 
super sets of the micro-level cognitive functions (which is suggested by the observed 
nested ontology) and a quantification of how many of these macro-level cognitive 
functions were engaged in each BrainMap task. Thus, our results apply to a macro-level 
description of cognitive functions that are super sets of possible micro-level cognitive 
functions. Moreover, there is recent evidence that the principle of modularity governs 
micro-level functioning as well. For example, Aplysia locomotion has been found to be 
executed by 12 modules that each map onto physically discrete brain regions as well as 
a particular function during locomotion (55). Future work will bridge the gap between our 
macro and micro-level understanding of the modular functional architecture of the brain. 
 
Replications 
 
We chose to replicate our findings in a number of ways. We analyzed three different 
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and independent datasets of spontaneous neural activity measured with rs-fMRI. First, 
we used four different brain atlases to analyze our own dataset. Moreover, we tested 
our hypotheses at both the individual and group levels. Second, we analyzed a 
spontaneous neural activity (measured via rs-fMRI) correlation matrix from another 
group (74) using a fifth brain atlas. Third, we performed our analyses with published 
graph metrics for nodes, including a module division and participation coefficients from 
a dataset that averaged across two cohorts (56, 78). This variety of datasets, analyses, 
and processing pipelines assured that our results are robust and can be fully replicated 
by other researchers. 
 
Availability of Data and Code 
 
All efforts were made to make our experiment completely reproducible. Analysis, 
visualization, and plotting code was written in Python using igraph, numpy, scipy, scikit-
learn, igraph, nibabel, pycortex, and seaborn. The z-score of the Rand Coefficient code 
was executed by MATLAB Engine for Python and was download from NetWiki. Graph 
theory code and analysis code is available on GitHub upon request, and was reviewed 
in a collaborative code meeting at UC Berkeley. The cognitive component model is 
available via Freesurfer. The original unprocessed rs-fMRI data is available upon 
request. The rs-fMRI processing pipeline is fully detailed in the Methods, and can be 
used to exactly (or not exactly, if one wishes) recreate the data we used for the analysis 
via CPAC, which is also freely available. Thus, this entire analysis can be recreated by 
anyone with no software purchases or development required. 
 
Alternative Community Detection Methods and Algorithms 
 
To ensure that our results were not dependent on any particular cost, we executed two 
additional methods that make use of a wide range of costs. First, community detection 
was ran on each subject across a range of costs, from 0.01 to 0.1, in 0.001 steps. Each 
cost resulted in a consensus style matrix with 1’s between nodes in the same modules 
and 0’s elsewhere. These matrices are averaged (or, for the Crossley Network, we used 
the group average correlation matrix here), and then community detection is run from 
0.1(0.0916 for the Crossley Network) to 0.01 in 0.001 steps, storing a consensus style 
matrix for each run. The average of these matrices was left un-thresholded, and 
community detection was run 100 times. A consensus style matrix is stored for each 
run. If all 100 partitions are identical, the procedure ends. If any partitions are different, 
the 100 consensus style matrices are averaged and community detection is run again. 
This is the procedure described in (59). However, a second iteration was never 
required, because there was enough consensus from the previous community detection 
techniques to result in a matrix that always leads to the same solution. Results were 
dramatically similar to our main method. We refer to this as community detection across 
costs (see Supplemental Table 1; “InfoMap Across Costs”). 
 
Second, in order to further test our community detection procedure, for each subject, we 
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ran community detection at 0.1. A consensus style matrix is formed. The cost is then 
decreased by 0.001, and community detection is run again. The consensus style matrix 
is then updated for the new partition, except for rows and columns for which the node 
has no edges in the current version of the graph or the node is not in a community with 
at least 5 nodes. This procedure continues until the cost is equal to 0.01. Thus, for each 
subject, the consensus style matrix that is formed represents the community 
assignments for each pair of nodes at their sparsest level possible (i.e., before they 
become disconnected from the graph). This method is very similar to previous methods 
(16, 56). The average of these matrices was then clustered according to the method 
described above, the only difference being the original subject matrices were formed 
with this technique instead of averaging across costs. Results were dramatically similar 
to our main method. We refer to this as the recursive method (see Supplemental Table 
1). 
 
To make sure that our results were not dependent on the InfoMap algorithm we chose, 
we used the Louvain community detection in the community detection across costs 
method. Note, however, that the results form the Louvain community detection were 
very variable across subjects a lower costs (< 0.05), and led to a very large number of 
modules (> 30 in many cases) so we only included costs from .1 to 0.05. Again, results 
were dramatically similar to our main method (see Supplemental Table 1; “Louvain 
Across Costs”).  
 
Note that, in all of the Supplemental Tables, we report findings based on the average of 
each node’s participation coefficient and within-module-degree across the original range 
of costs (.2 to 0.05, in 0.01 steps). 
 
Comparison of Modules and Cognitive Components 
 
To calculate a p value, nodes were randomly reassigned to cognitive components and 
modules, and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) was recalculated. In this calculation, 
the number of nodes in each module and cognitive component were kept the same. For 
example, if module 1 contained 12 nodes, and cognitive component 1 contained 14 
nodes, we replaced module 1 with 12 random nodes and cognitive component 1 with 14 
random nodes. This was performed 1e8 times, calculating NMI at each iteration. A one 
sample t-test between the random partition normalized mutual information scores and 
the real score in every atlas is p<1e-323. 
 
We also note that the average NMI between individual subjects’ partitions and the group 
average partition was 0.41. This suggests that the group level partition is usually more 
similar to the cognitive component model than individual subjects are to the group level 
partition. 
 
Finally, we also used the z-score of the Rand coefficient to compare the modules to the 
cognitive component (see Supplemental Table 2). This offers a clear statistical 
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interpretation of the values. 
 
Sub-Cortical Views of Modules, Cognitive Components, Participation Coefficients and 
Areas Where Activity Is Associated with Multiple Cognitive Components 
 
Figure 2 and Figure 5 are surface rendered views of the cortex (i.e., values from the 
cortical surface and below the cortical surface are projected onto the cortical surface), 
which do not allow for a view of sub-cortical brain structures. Thus, Supplemental Figure 
1 shows the sub-cortical module (A) and the corresponding cognitive component (B). 
Supplemental Figure 3 shows axial views of the participation coefficients (A) and the 
areas where activity is associated with multiple cognitive components (B).  
 
Effects of Subject Head Motion 
 
While our main analyses do not include the usage of motion scrubbing, in order to 
ensure that none of our results are impacted by subject motion, we removed any frames 
with frame-wise displacement greater than .05, as well as the frame before and after. 
For every atlas, NMI between the scrubbed time-series partition and intact time-series 
partition was greater than 0.90. Participation Coefficients and Within-Module-Degree Z-
Scores in the scrubbed time-series partition and intact time-series partition all correlated 
at greater than r = 0.70. Modularity (i.e., Newman’s Q), average Participation 
Coefficients, and maximum Participation Coefficients and Within-Module-Degree Z-
Scores were not correlated with subject’s average frame-wise displacement (p > 0.25 in 
all cases). Moreover, we ran our main analyses on the scrubbed data using the InfoMap 
community detection across costs, and the results were very consistent with the un-
scrubbed data (see Supplemental Table 1; “Scrubbed”). 
 
Effects of Cost Thresholds 
 
Given that there is there is no ‘‘correct’’ cost threshold, activity was calculated for the 
four different types of nodes in the four networks at cost thresholds from 0.05 to 0.20 in 
0.01 steps (0.01 to 0.0916 for the Crossley Network). For every network we analyzed, 
across costs, there were positive correlations between activity at connector nodes and 
the number of cognitive components or modules engaged in a task, but a non-
significant or negative correlation between activity at local nodes and the number of 
cognitive components or modules engaged in a task. Supplemental Figure 2 shows 
these results plotted as kernel density estimations with the median and the 25th and 
75th percentile of Pearson r values across cost thresholds shown for the particular type 
of node in that particular network. This ensures that our findings are not sensitive to the 
specific definition of the network’s nodes or the densities of the networks constructed 
based on those nodes. Moreover, we averaged each node’s participation coefficients 
and within-module-degree z-scores across costs, and results were very similar (see 
Supplemental Table 1). 
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Effects of Cutoffs for Node Type  
 
The values we used were not arbitrary; as the within-module-degree is z-scored, the 
mean is 0.0. However, in the rare case that a node is not assigned to a module 
(mathematically, it is calculated as belonging to it’s own module, alone) within-module-
degree z-score of 0.0. Thus, to avoid classifying these nodes as provincial hubs or 
connector hubs, we set the threshold at 1e-5 instead of the mean of the values, as we 
did with the participation coefficients. However, results were not greatly impacted by 
changes. For example, with the threshold set to 1 for the Shen Atlas (Connector Hubs, 
Cognitive Components (r= 0.518, p=1.3e-06), Modules (r=0.494, p= 4.9e-06); Satellite 
Connectors, Cognitive Components (r=0.576, p= 4e-08), Modules (r= 0.530, p= 7e-07); 
Provincial Hubs, Cognitive Components (r= -0.151, p= 0.188), Modules (r= -0.201, p= 
0.079); Peripheral Nodes, Cognitive Components (r= -0.502, p= 3.2e-06), Modules (r= -
0.401, p= 0.0003)). Higher threshold resulted in less than 5 percent of nodes that were 
provincial or connector hubs. The same pattern was observed in the opposite direction; 
results were significant at -1 (Connector Hubs, Cognitive Components (r= 0.561, p= 
1.1e-07), Modules (r= 0.5033, p= 3e-06); Satellite Connectors, Cognitive Components 
(r= 0.499, p= 3.9e-06), Modules (r= 0.523, p= 1e-06); Provincial Hubs, Cognitive 
Components (r= -0.522, p= 1.1e-06), Modules (r= -0.455, p= 3.1e-05); Peripheral 
Nodes, Cognitive Components (r= 0.035, p= 0.761), Modules (r= 0.0084, p= 0.942)). 
Lower thresholds resulted in less than 5 percent of nodes that were satellite connectors 
or periphery nodes. 
 
Results were significant up a participation coefficient of 0.80 (Connector Hubs, 
Cognitive Components (r=0.592, p=1.4e-08), Modules (r=0.364, p=0.001); Satellite 
Connectors, Cognitive Components, (r =0.351, p=0.001), Modules (r=0.295, p=0.009); 
Provincial Hubs, Cognitive Components (r=-0.281 p=0.01), Modules (r=-0.22, p=0.04); 
Peripheral Nodes, Cognitive Components (r=-0.41, p=0.0002), Modules (r=0.22, 
p=0.05)). At higher cutoffs, less than 5 percent of nodes were characterized as 
connectors. 
 
Author-Topic Cognitive Component Model with Different Numbers of Cognitive 
Components 
 
The Author-Topic model can be applied to estimate a particular number of Cognitive 
Components. We insured that our results are replicable across Author-Topic models 
with different numbers of Cognitive Components by running our main analyses across 
the model with 10-13 cognitive components. These results are shown in Supplemental 
Table 3. 
 
Different Methods for Calculating the Number of Cognitive Components Engaged 
 
In addition to the method implemented in the main text, we also used the original 
probability (X) values (which sum to 1) to quantify the number of cognitive components 
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engaged in a task in three ways. In Supplemental Table 4, we present the results where 
we quantified the number of cognitive components engaged by the entropy of the 
distribution of X values (Column 1), 1 minus the variance of the distribution of X values 
(Column 2), and the number of cognitive components with an X value greater than 1/14 
(Column 3). These calculations were significantly correlated with our main method at r = 
0.817, r = 0.718, r = 0.439, respectively (4.6e-21 < p > 5e-5). 

 
Supplemental Figure 1 | Subcortical rs-fMRI Network Module (top) and BrainMap 
Author-Topic Cognitive Component (bottom). 
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Supplemental Figure 2 | Correlations Between Different Types of Network Nodes’ 
Activity and the Number of Cognitive Components (A) or Modules (B) Engaged in the 
Task Across Atlases and Datasets. A kernel density plot for each of the five brain 
networks and four types of nodes is presented. Each kernel represents results across 
cost thresholds, from 0.05 to 0.2 for the Shen, Power, and Gordon atlas networks and 
0.01 to 0.1 for the Craddock atlas network. The median and the 25th and 75th 
percentile of Pearson r values are shown in each kernel, with the median as the dashed 
line, and percentiles as a dotted line. 
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Supplemental Figure 3 | Subcortical Spatial Distribution of Participation Coefficients 
(Connector Nodes) (top) and Areas Where Many Cognitive Components Have High 
Probability of Activity (bottom). 
 
Supplemental Tables 
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The Diverse Club: The Integrative Core of Complex Networks 
M.A. Bertolero, B.T.T. Yeo, & M. D’Esposito 
 
A complex system can be represented and analyzed as a network, where nodes 
represent the units of the network and edges represent connections between those 
units. For example, a brain network represents neurons as nodes and axons between 
neurons as edges. In many networks, some nodes have a disproportionately high 
number of edges. These nodes also have many edges between each other, and are 
referred to as the rich club. In many different networks, the nodes of this club are 
assumed to support global network integration. However, another set of nodes 
potentially exhibits a connectivity structure that is more advantageous to global network 
integration. Here, in a myriad of different biological and man-made networks, we 
discover the diverse club—a set of nodes that have edges diversely distributed across 
the network. The diverse club exhibits, to a greater extent than the rich club, properties 
consistent with an integrative network function—these nodes are more highly 
interconnected and their edges are more critical for efficient global integration. 
Moreover, we present a generative evolutionary network model that produces networks 
with a diverse club but not a rich club, thus demonstrating that these two clubs 
potentially evolved via distinct selection pressures. Given the variety of different 
networks that we analyzed—the c. elegans, the macaque brain, the human brain, the 
United States power grid, and global air traffic—the diverse club appears to be 
ubiquitous in complex networks. These results warrant the distinction and analysis of 
two critical clubs of nodes in all complex systems. 
 

 
 
Many complex systems—neural, the power grid, and air traffic—can be analyzed as a 
network with graph theory, where units (e.g., neurons or airports) and connections (e.g., 
axons or flight routes) are treated as nodes and edges in a graph, respectively. These 
systems all exhibit a community structure—nodes cluster into communities such that 
nodes are more strongly connected to other members of their community than to 
members of other communities(43, 56, 140, 141). Each node within one of these 
communities can play a distinct role in the overall network topology. In many different 
systems, from brains to air traffic, applying two nodal role metrics—degree and 
participation coefficient—to the graph representing the system identifies nodes that 
have been proposed to be hubs that perform integrative or coordinative functions(40, 
54, 78-82, 127, 142-147). 
 
Degree is a nodal metric of how many edges the node has. While a node’s degree 
captures its magnitude of connectivity, it does not capture the diversity of the node’s 
connectivity across communities in the network. The participation coefficient is a nodal 
metric of the diversity of each node’s connections across the network’s communities 
(79, 81). A node’s participation coefficient is maximal if it has an equal number of edges 
to each community in the network. Mathematically, a node’s participation coefficient is 
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independent of the node’s degree, as it only measures the diversity of a node’s 
connections across communities. Empirically, across a wide range of networks, the 
participation coefficient is not correlated with degree, but nodes can be high in both 
degree and participation coefficient(78). 
 
Across various networks, nodes with a high degree are connected to each other at a 
rate greater than would be expected in a randomly organized graph(148). This subset of 
highly interconnected nodes is referred to as the “rich club”. The rich club is thought to 
be critical for global communication given that these nodes have a high betweenness 
centrality, in that, if the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes is found, many of 
these shortest paths involve rich club members(142, 149). Evidencing the rich club’s 
criticality, these brain regions are more likely to exhibit brain pathology than other brain 
regions in many neurological and psychiatric disorders(127). In line with this empirical 
finding, in silico “attacks” on networks demonstrate that, when edges between nodes in 
the rich club are removed, global efficiency is decreased (i.e., the sum of shortest paths 
between all nodes increases)(142). Given these characteristics, the rich club, which has 
been investigated in over 200 published reports to date, has been proposed to be an 
integrative and stable core of brain regions that coordinates the transmission of 
information across the network. 
 
However, as opposed to the high magnitude of connectivity that high degree nodes 
exhibit, nodes with a high participation coefficient exhibit diverse connectivity. This 
connectivity pattern places these nodes at the topological center of the network(106), 
ideal for integration and coordination. In the human brain, these nodes are also located 
where many communities are within close physical proximity(78), and appear to control 
or coordinate which regions are “functionally” connected during cognition, in that activity 
in these nodes predicts changes in the connectivity of other nodes(67, 71), particularly 
the connectivity between nodes in different communities during cognitive tasks(150). 
These nodes have also been implicated in a diverse range of tasks(20, 151). Moreover, 
damage to these brain regions causes a decrease in the modular architecture of the 
human brain network(152) and widespread cognitive deficits(125). Finally, a recent 
analysis showed that only these brain regions exhibit increased activity if more 
communities are engaged in a cognitive task, which suggests that they are involved in 
processes that are more demanding as more communities are engaged(140). A 
parsimonious explanation of these empirical findings is that nodes with high 
participation coefficients integrate information and coordinate connectivity between 
communities, which allows for modular local processing. 
 
Thus, nodes with both a high participation coefficient and a high degree have been 
proposed to perform integrative and coordinative functions. Here, we make a 
comprehensive distinction between high degree and high participation coefficient nodes. 
We demonstrate, with data from multiple systems, that networks contain a diverse 
club—a set of high participation coefficient nodes that are more highly interconnected 
than the rich club. We find that the two clubs are largely comprised of different nodes. 
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Moreover, we analyze the anatomical locations of these clubs in the human brain, the 
connectivity patterns of these clubs, the functional responses of both clubs in the human 
brain during cognitive tasks, and how damage to nodes in each club impacts the 
network’s efficiency. Finally, we present a generative evolutionary network model that 
generates graphs with a diverse club but not a rich club. From these analyses, we 
demonstrate that the diverse club exhibits, to a greater extent than the rich club, 
properties that are consistent with an integrative and coordinative function. Together, 
these results support the distinct roles of the diverse club and rich club in network 
communication. 
 
Clubness 
 
We analyzed structural and functional networks from multiple species—the c. elegans’ 
structural and functional networks, the macaque structural network, the human 
functional network, the United States power grid network, and the global air traffic 
network (see Methods for network construction details). We consider both structural and 
functional networks, as degree can be artificially inflated in functional (i.e., correlational) 
networks(78). Graph theory allows for the comparison of network organization among 
very different systems. While the c. elegans networks, the macaque network, and the 
human brain networks are clearly different networks, they are all biological neural 
networks that were shaped by evolution. Thus, we also investigated man-made 
networks to determine if they exhibit properties similar to the biological networks. 
 
The rich club is the set of high degree nodes in a graph; it is referred to as a club 
because these nodes are highly interconnected to each other. We refer to how 
interconnected a club is as “clubness”. We measure clubness with the normalized club 
coefficient, which is the number of intra-club edges the club has relative to the mean of 
that value in a large set (here, 1000) of random graphs. These random graphs are 
generated based on the original graph; all nodes maintain their degree, but the edges 
are randomly placed and the edge weights (in the c elegans functional networks, human 
functional networks, and air traffic network; other networks contain only binary edges) 
are shuffled between nodes with the same degree, which accounts for the contribution 
of both edge placement and edge weight to the normalized club coefficient(148). 
Results were very similar without shuffling edge weights, which only accounts for the 
contribution of edge placement (Extended Data Figures 1, 2). 
 
For every network, we defined the rich club and its clubness across different ranks. A 
rank defines the cutoff for which nodes are in the rich club. For example, in a network 
with 100 nodes, a rank of 85 contains nodes with a degree greater than or equal to the 
value of the node with the 15th highest degree. Here, weighted degree (sum of edge 
weights) was used if the network was weighted. In addition, for every network, we 
defined the diverse club—the club of high participation coefficient nodes—and its 
clubness at each rank. We then used a myriad of analyses to characterize, and make 
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distinctions between, the rich club (i.e. high degree nodes) and the diverse club (i.e. 
high participation coefficient nodes) in each network. 
 
Clubness of the rich club and the diverse club 
 
We sought to measure if the diverse club or the rich club is more interconnected than 
the other. For each network, we applied community detection using InfoMap(129) (e.g., 
Extended Data Figure 3). Next, we calculated the degree and participation coefficient of 
each node in every network. Using these values, for each network, we calculated the 
clubness for both clubs at every possible rank. For both clubs, for every network, as the 
rank increased, clubs with a clubness greater than 1 (i.e., 1 means equal to random) 
were detected (Figure 1, Extended Data Figures 1, 2, and 4). However, in every 
network, as the rank increased to only include those nodes with the highest degree or 
participation coefficient, the clubness of the diverse club was higher than that of the rich 
club. These results demonstrate that, across a range of networks, the club of high 
participation coefficient nodes (the diverse club) is more strongly interconnected than 
the club of high degree nodes (the rich club). 
 
Network topology of the rich club and the diverse club 
 
We further analyzed clubs at the rank that corresponds to the 80th percentile, as this is 
the rank, across networks, where the normalized club coefficient increased dramatically. 
For example, in the human brain networks, which contain 264 nodes, the clubs 
contained 53 nodes each. To visualize the spatial topology of the derived network 
communities, we used the ForceAtlas2(153) algorithm, which simulates a physical 
system in which nodes repel each other like charged particles and edges attract their 
nodes like springs, which results in nodes in the same community pulling together, and 
different communities pulling apart from one another. We labeled each node in the 
graph by their community affiliation and their membership in a rich or diverse club 
(Figure 2 shows the communities in c. elegans and human resting-state; Extended Data 
Figure 3 shows a non-biological network, e.g. air traffic). 
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Figure 1 | Clubness of the diverse and rich clubs. Normalized club coefficients 
(clubness) for the rich and diverse clubs in every network. For functional networks, the 
mean across network costs for the clubness is plotted, with 95 percent confidence 
intervals shaded. In every network, as the rank increased and only nodes with a high 
participation coefficient (red) or degree (blue) are included in the club, the diverse club 
is consistently higher in clubness than that of the rich club. 
 
Visual inspection of the c. elegans and human functional networks (Figure 2a,b) 
suggests that rich club nodes exist on periphery of the graph, whereas diverse club 
nodes are in the center. There are few nodes that are members of both clubs. 
Anatomically in the human brain resting-state network, the rich club and diverse club 
are differentially represented in different communities (Figure 2c,d). These analyses 
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demonstrate that the clubs exist at different anatomical locations in the human brain as 
well as different topological locations in the graph. 
 
We then quantified how similar the clubs are in each network, measuring the 
percentage of possible overlap. Zero percent represents that no nodes were members 
of both clubs, and 100 percent represents that the clubs are identical. In the human 
networks, across both resting-state and 6 task states, no more than 11 percent of nodes 
were in both clubs (Figure 3a). In the functional c. elegans networks, the overlap ranged 
from 11 to 35 percent (Extended Data Figure 5). The structural networks from c. 
elegans and macaque, and the air traffic and US power grid networks, showed the 
highest overlap, ranging from 37 to 50 percent (Extended Data Figure 5). These 
analyses demonstrate that the diverse and rich clubs are predominately comprised of 
different nodes.  
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Figure 2 | Topology of the diverse and rich clubs. a, Visualization of a single c. 
elegans functional network, labeled according to the community affiliation, the diverse 
club, and the rich club. Nodes in red represent the maximum value for the given metric, 
yellow is median, and blue is the minimum. Edges are colored by the mix between the 
two nodes each edge connects. b, Visualization of the human resting-state network 
labeled according to the community affiliation, the diverse club, and the rich club. In 
both networks, the diverse club clusters in the center of the layout, while the rich club 
forms clusters on the periphery. c, The rich club and the diverse club (human resting-
state), along with nodes that are members of both clubs, are shown on the cortical 
surface of the human brain. d, The mean number of club nodes (across costs and 
tasks) in each functional community identified in the human fMRI data. Community 
names and division from a previous publication(56). 
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Figure 3 | Distribution of nodes in clubs and communities. a, The percentage of 
nodes in human functional networks that are in both the rich and diverse clubs. Zero 
percent represents that no nodes were members of both clubs, and 100 percent 
represents that the clubs are identical. No larger than 11 percent overlap was found 
across costs (0.05-0.20) and networks. The percentage of communities that contain a 
node from the rich club (b) or the diverse club (c). 100 percent represents that every 
community contains at least one node from that club. 
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Given that the diverse club appears to be in the topological center of complex networks, 
and an integrative club of nodes should have members in many different communities, 
we tested how many communities has a member of each club. Across all networks, a 
higher percentage of communities contained a node in the diverse club than the rich 
club (Figure 3b,c, Extended Data Figure 6). 
 
We next tested if the betweenness centrality—the number of shortest paths between 
pairs of nodes that pass through a node—of the diverse club is higher than that of the 
rich club. Across all networks we analyzed, the betweenness centrality of the diverse 
club was either significantly higher than the rich club or there was no significant 
difference (Extended Data Figure 7). Betweenness centrality, however, does not 
capture if the network’s shortest paths traverse edges between nodes in the rich or 
diverse club. Thus, we measured the edge betweenness—how many shortest paths 
between pairs of nodes traverse a particular edge—of the edges between members of 
the rich club or the diverse club. With this calculation, in almost all networks, the edge 
betweenness was significantly higher for the diverse club than the rich club. It was not 
significantly higher in the structural c. elegans and macaque networks (Extended Data 
Figure 7). Moreover, in the air traffic network, until the clubs reached a size of 356 
airports (approximately 10 percent of all airports), the diverse club had more 
international airports in it than the rich club. Furthermore, flights between airports not in 
the diverse club are predominately domestic, while international flights were mainly 
between diverse club airports; this was not the case for the rich club and non-rich club 
airports (Extended Data Figure 3). These analyses demonstrate that, relative to the rich 
club, the diverse club is represented in more communities and more shortest paths 
between nodes pass through the diverse club. These are two properties that are likely 
critical for global network integration and communication. 
 
Diverse and rich club activity during cognitive tasks 
 
Previously, using the BrainMap database, we demonstrated that the diverse club (nodes 
with a high participation coefficient) exhibits increased activity in tasks that engaged 
more cognitive components or communities (see(140, 151) for detailed descriptions). 
Using the Human Connectome Database resting-state network studied here, we 
replicated these findings—increased activity of the diverse club was correlated with the 
number of cognitive components (r=0.41, p=0.0002) and communities (r=0.40, 
p=0.0003) a task engaged. For the rich club, nodes exhibited significantly decreased 
activity as more cognitive components (r=-0.53, p=1e-7) or communities were engaged 
in a task (r=-0.33, p=0.003). Thus, the diverse club, not the rich club, exhibits increased 
activity when more communities are engaged in a task, which likely occurs when more 
integration across and coordination between communities is required. 
 
Targeted attacks of intra-club connections 
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To further investigate the importance of the diverse and rich clubs for efficient global 
communication in a network, we simulated lesioning intra-club connections. For each 
network, in 10,000 iterations, we removed between (randomly) 50 and 90 percent of 
edges from either club (skipping edges that disconnected the graph into two sub-
graphs). We then calculated the increase in the sum of shortest paths, which indicates 
decreased global efficiency. In every network, removing edges between diverse club 
nodes increased the sum of shortest paths to a greater extent than removing edges 
between rich club nodes (Extended Data Figure 8). This demonstrates that the edges in 
the diverse club, rather than the rich club, are more critical to efficient global 
communication. 
 
A generative model of the diverse club 
 
Evolutionary pressures have selected networks with rich clubs and diverse clubs. Thus, 
the final distinction between the diverse club and the rich club we sought to make is if 
these clubs were potentially naturally selected for different reasons. One of the first 
observations in neuroscience—Cajal’s conservation principle—was that the brain is 
organized by an economic trade-off between minimizing the number of connections in 
the network and adaptive topological patterns(154). One topological pattern that might 
be adaptive is modularity, which is how sparse the connectivity is between communities 
relative to the connectivity within communities. Another potentially adaptive topological 
pattern is efficiency, which is the inverse of the sum of shortest paths between all 
nodes, and thus measures how efficiently signals can be integrated across the network. 
For example, in brain networks, efficiency is used as a measure of the overall capacity 
for parallel information transfer and integrated processing (106). Networks that are 
modular (i.e., exhibit high clustering) and efficient are described as “small world”(58). 
Thus, we asked the question: do evolutionary pressures that select high modularity and 
efficiency given a limited number of connections generate a network topology that 
contains a rich club or a diverse club? In other words, is one of the clubs nature’s 
solution to efficient integrative processing in a modular network? 
 
To answer this question, we developed a generative graph model that maximizes Q and 
efficiency. The model starts with a graph of 100 nodes that are randomly connected, 
with 5 percent of all possible edges (272 binary edges). To simulate natural selection of 
high Q and efficiency, we found edges that, when removed, increase Q and decrease 
efficiency the least. We remove these edges and then randomly place them back in the 
network, thus artificially selecting edges in the graph that maximize Q and efficiency. 
We also ran the same model, except we randomly selected the edges, removed them, 
and then randomly placed them in the network. This allowed us to decipher if the model 
selects a network with a diverse club that is more highly interconnected than if random 
selection had occurred. Our hypothesis was that, if the diverse club is nature’s solution 
to efficient integrative processing in a modular network, a highly interconnected diverse 
club, but not a rich club, will emerge when networks are selected based on maximizing 
modularity and efficient integration. 
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Figure 4 | A generative model of the diverse club. a, Six features of the network 
were analyzed across different ratios of maximizing Q and efficiency (inverse of the sum 
of shortest paths between all nodes). 100 models were run at each ratio in 0.01 steps. 
Each value’s mean and 95 percent confidence intervals (shaded) are shown. b, At 
ratios of 0.7 to 0.8 between weighting modularity and weighting efficiency, a balance 
between these six variables was achieved. c, The average clubness across 1000 
iterations for each rank for the diverse and rich clubs in the generative model at a ratio 
of 0.75 and the random model, as well as the t-test at each rank between the clubness 
of the diverse club in the model and the random model (similar results from ratios of 
0.70 and 0.80 are shown in Extended Data Figure 9). Only the diverse club in the model 
has a high normalized club coefficient. 
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We varied the amount of importance Q or efficiency played in the selection of edges. A 
ratio of 0.5 equally maximized both Q and efficiency, while 1 maximized only Q. We 
found that, at a ratio of 0.75 (Q) to 0.25 (efficiency), a balance was achieved with high 
efficiency, high between community efficiency (the inverse of the sum of shortest paths 
between nodes in different communities), high modularity, a high correspondence 
between the degree distribution of the model network and the human brain network 
(resting-state), a high correspondence between the participation coefficient distribution 
of the model network and the human brain network (resting-state), and a high clubness 
of the diverse club. Figure 4 shows these values individually (a) and together (b) across 
different ratios of maximizing Q versus efficiency. 
 
Using a ratio of 0.75, we ran 1000 iterations of the model and 1000 iterations of the 
random model. We then calculated the clubness of the diverse club in the model and 
the random model. We found that, at higher ranks, the clubness of the diverse club in 
the models that maximize Q and efficiency was higher than the clubness of the diverse 
club in the random models (Figure 4c; ratios of 0.70 and 0.8 led to similar results 
(Extended Data Figure 9)). This demonstrates that the diverse club’s high clubness is a 
not a mathematically necessity of defining the club based on high participation 
coefficients, as randomly selected networks do not exhibit a highly interconnected 
diverse club. Thus, the diverse club’s strong interconnectedness is a non-trivial feature 
of real networks. Moreover, we did not find high clubness of the rich club in the model. 
Thus, while the diverse club was captured by the generative model, the rich club was 
not captured by this model. These results suggest that the diverse club, but not the rich 
club, might be nature’s solution to efficient integrative processing in a modular network.  
 
Discussion 
 
Nodes in a network with many edges (i.e. high degree nodes) or with edges that are 
diversely distributed across communities (i.e. high participation coefficient nodes) have 
both been suggested to be integrative hubs(40, 54, 78-82, 127, 142-147). Here, we 
provided evidence that high participation coefficient nodes, which we refer to as the 
diverse club, have properties that are more characteristic of integrative hubs, as 
compared to high degree nodes (i.e., the rich club). The diverse club is more 
interconnected than the rich club in every network we analyzed—the human brain (in 7 
different states), the c. elegans, the macaque brain, the United States power grid, and 
global air traffic. In the human brain, diverse club nodes are up to four times as 
interconnected as rich club nodes. Importantly, in all networks examined—especially in 
the functional brain networks, c elegans structural network, and the man-made 
networks—very few nodes are members of both clubs. 
 
Having established that the diverse club is relatively distinct from the rich club, we 
further differentiated the functions of these two clubs in a myriad of analyses. The 
diverse club spans more communities and has higher edge betweenness and 
betweenness centrality than the rich club. This pattern of connectivity, which is spread 
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across the entire network and exhibits the most economical route between nodes, is a 
critical property of nodes that integrate across network communities. Moreover, in 
humans, these two clubs exhibit different activity patterns as cognitive tasks become 
more complex. Unlike rich club nodes, diverse club nodes increase activity in response 
to more communities being engaged by a task, which likely requires more integration 
across the network’s communities. Finally, across all networks, edges between diverse 
club nodes are more critical to efficient global communication than the edges between 
rich club nodes. When diverse club edges were removed, the sum of shortest paths 
between nodes increased significantly more than when rich club edges were removed. 
 
We also investigated if the two clubs might have distinct evolutionary origins. Many of 
the brain’s network properties that are related to integration are heritable and impact its 
fitness—how likely that brain network architecture is to be naturally selected. 
Specifically, the brain network’s cost-efficiency ratio (high efficiency given a constrained 
number of connections—the wiring cost) is heritable. Moreover, the diverse club’s local 
efficiency (the sum of each node’s shortest paths to all nodes) is heritable(155). 
Efficiency is also behaviorally relevant, making it likely to factor in natural selection. For 
example, working memory performance is correlated with network efficiency, and 
individuals with schizophrenia have lower efficiency and working memory 
performance(156). Also, higher intelligence quotient scores are associated with higher 
network efficiency and betweenness centrality of the fronto-parietal network (which we 
found to have the highest number of diverse club nodes)(157-159). However, brain 
networks are not purely optimized for efficiency, given that they exhibit high modularity, 
with segregated communities performing distinct functions, at the cost of lower 
efficiency(108, 160, 161). Modularity likely increases fitness in information processing 
systems(26, 162, 163) and confers robustness to network dynamics (i.e., information 
processing) when the connections between nodes are reconfigured, a process 
necessary for the evolution of a network(164).  Modular networks also outperform and 
evolve faster than non-modular networks(165) with lower wiring costs than non-modular 
networks(112). Like efficiency, modularity is also behaviorally relevant, and thus 
potentially naturally selectable. For example, modularity explains intra-individual 
variation in working memory capacity(166) and predicts how well an individual will 
respond to cognitive training(167). 
 
As modularity and efficiency are both heritable and impact the fitness of an organism, 
we probed the possible evolutionary origins of the two clubs by asking if the rich or 
diverse club was selected to balance efficient global integration without sacrificing 
modularity. We found that, if we simulate natural selection for a balance between 
modularity and efficient integration, a highly interconnected diverse club, but not a rich 
club, emerges. Thus, the diverse club potentially evolved via selective pressures that 
favored both modularity and efficient integration. This provides further evidence for 
dissociable functions of these clubs. Additionally, the evolutionary generative model, 
compared to the random null model, produced significantly higher clubness in the 
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diverse club. This demonstrates that the high clubness of the diverse club is only a 
feature of real world networks with a non-random architecture. 
 
The interpretation of many previous network analyses could be dramatically altered in 
light of our findings, as our results provide a strong motivation for the consideration of 
both a rich and diverse club in network function. Contrary to previous proposals, we 
propose that the true integrative core of networks is the diverse club, not the rich club. 
Thus, we hypothesize that the rich club likely plays an alternative role in network 
function. One possibility that has been previously suggested is that the rich club 
maintains the stability of the dynamics of spontaneous activity. In the macaque 
structural network, rich club nodes exhibit very high in-degree—many white matter 
connections terminate on these nodes. Thus, autonomous dynamics of the rich club are 
largely constrained by the summary of strong rhythmic outputs from the entire 
network—rich club nodes stay closer to the summated and global network oscillations 
than other nodes and thus promote stability in the network dynamics at slower time-
scales(168). An analogy can be made in social networks where members that exhibit a 
high in-degree, like politicians, are “slaves to their own power”, as they are only able to 
act in limited, and often slow, ways that mostly reflect the entire social network(168).  
 
The functional connectivity, anatomical location, and cognitive functions of rich club 
nodes in humans fit with this proposal. The default-mode network (which we found has 
the highest concentration of rich club nodes), is equidistant and maximally distant from 
primary sensory and motor networks based on both functional connectivity and 
anatomical geodesic distance(169). Moreover, a meta-analysis of human brain imaging 
data showed that the default mode network is involved in tasks unrelated to immediate 
stimulus input, such as daydreaming or mind-wandering(169). These empirical findings 
suggest that the function of the rich club may predominately be to maintain stability in 
the entire network via slow processing, potentially using its high degree to integrate 
information at slower time scales, in contrast to the diverse club, which may act on 
shorter time scales. This potential distinction between the rich and diverse club warrants 
further investigation. 
 

Methods 
 
c. elegans network data. Four c. elegans worms were imaged while executing 
behavior with calcium imaging, and each neuron’s extracted time series of activity was 
made publically available(23). In this analysis, each neuron was treated as a node, and 
the edge weights between nodes i and j represented the Pearson r correlation (no 
Fisher transform was applied, as the original paper analyzed raw r values and r values 
were not averaged across worms) between the time series of nodes i and j. The worms 
had 56, 77, 68, and 57 nodes. Each worms’ graph was thresholded at a particular cost, 
retaining 5 to 20 percent of possible edges in 1 percent intervals. The maximum 
spanning tree (the set of edges (i.e., path) that connects all nodes with the maximum 
sum of edge weights possible) for each graph was calculated, and these edges were 
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not removed in order to keep the graph connected. Community detection was applied at 
every cost separately, using the InfoMap algorithm. We also analyzed the structural 
network of the c. elegans(170), where we constructed a binary and undirected network 
of all 297 neurons and their 2359 axonal connections (i.e., no thresholding). 
 
Human functional MRI (fMRI) data. Human fMRI data from 471 subjects (S500 
release) during rest and the performance of six tasks from the Human Connectome 
Project(171) were used. For the task fMRI data, Analysis of Functional Neuroimages 
(AFNI)(172) was used to preprocess the images, matching traditional resting-state 
functional connectivity studies. The AFNI command 3dTproject was used, passing the 
mean signal from the cerebral spinal fluid mask, the mean signal from the white matter 
mask, the mean whole brain signal, and the motion parameters to the “-ort” options, 
which remove the signals via linear regression. The options “-automask”, which 
generates the mask automatically was used. The “-passband 0.009 0.08” option, which 
removes frequencies outside 0.009 and 0.08, was used. Finally, the “-blur 6”, was used, 
which smooths the images inside the mask only) with a filter that has a width (FWHM) of 
6mm after the time series filtering. We analyzed the working memory (405 timepoints), 
relational reasoning (232 timepoints), motor (284), social cognition (274 timepoints), 
mixed math and language (316), and gambling tasks (253 timepoints). Given the short 
length (176 timepoints, and thus low degrees of freedom during preprocessing) of the 
Emotion task, it was not included in our analyses. For the resting state fMRI data (1200 
timepoints), we used the images that were previously preprocessed with ICA-FIX. The 
AFNI command 3dBandpass was used to further preprocess these images. We used it 
to remove the mean whole brain signal and frequencies outside 0.009 and 0.08 
(explicitly, “-ort whole_brain_signal.1D -band 0.009 0.08 -automask”).  
 
For each task (both LR and RL encoding directions were used), for each subject, the 
mean signal from 264 regions in the Power atlas 3 was computed. The Pearson r 
between all pairs of signals was computed to form a 264 by 264 matrix, which was then 
Fisher z transformed. All subjects’ matrices were then averaged. No negative 
correlations were included in our analyses. This matrix served as the edge weights for 
the graph for that particular task. The same thresholding and analyses across costs that 
was applied to the c. elegans functional networks was executed for human networks. 
 
Macaque structural network. The structural network of the macaque cortex is 
publically available(173). While the c. elegans is a micro-scale network, with individual 
neurons represented as nodes, the macaque network is a macro-level network, with 71 
brain regions modeled as nodes and 438 white matter tracts modeled as edges. Edges 
were treated as undirected and binary; thus, no thresholding and analyses across costs 
is required. 
 
Man-made networks. We analyzed air traffic patterns between 3281 airports and 531 
airlines spanning the globe, where a node is an airport, and the edge weight between 
nodes is the number of airlines flying between them, resulting in 10,924 edges (data 
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downloaded from OpenFlights.org). We also analyzed the United States power grid, 
where a node is either a generator, a transformer, or a substation (n=4,941), and an 
edge represents a power supply line (n=6,594). No thresholding was applied to either 
network. Data was downloaded from: http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/opsahl-
powergrid. 
 
Generative evolutionary model. The model starts with a graph of 100 nodes that are 
randomly connected, with 5 percent of all possible edges (n=272). Binary edges were 
used. At each iteration, the change in Q and the change in the sum of shortest paths 
following the removal of each edge is calculated. Edges are chosen for removal that, 
when removed, lead to a maximal increase in Q and a minimal increase in the sum of 
shortest paths. These edges are removed and then randomly placed back in the graph, 
maintaining a constant density of edges (0.05). At each iteration, 0.25 percent of edges 
are removed from the graph and then placed randomly back into the network. This 
process maximizes Q and minimizes the sum of shortest paths. This procedure is 
repeated for 150 iterations, resulting in 1950 edges being shuffled. At this point, the 
generative model stops. For a null model, we also ran the generative process, except 
we randomly selected the edges, removed them, and then randomly placed them in the 
network.  
 
The degree and participation coefficient fit was measured by the inverse of Kullback-
Leibler divergence: sum(pk*log(pk / qk), axis=0), where pk is histrogram of the model 
network’s distribution and qk is the histogram of the human brain network’s distribution, 
both of which have been sorted into 10 bins, where each bin’s value is the proportion of 
nodes in that bin. This was implemented in python as 
scipy.stats.entropy(model_histogram,human_brain_histogram). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Extended Data Figures 
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Clubness of the four c elegans functional networks. a, 
Normalized club coefficients are calculated with random graphs that place the edges 
randomly, but retain each node’s degree and sum of weights, which accounts for the 
contribution of edge placement, but not edge weights, to the normalized club coefficient. 
b, Normalized club coefficients are calculated with random graphs, where all nodes 
maintain their degree, but the edges are randomly placed and the edge weights are 
shuffled between nodes with the same degree, which accounts for the contribution of 
both edge placement and edge weights to the normalized club coefficient. This latter 
method is the method reported in Figure 1. 
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Clubness of the human functional networks and the air 
traffic network. Normalized club coefficients are calculated with random graphs that 
place the edges randomly, but retain each node’s degree and sum of weights, which 
accounts for the contribution of edge placement, but not edge weights, to the 
normalized club coefficient. 
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Air traffic communities and clubs. Top, community 
detection results from the air traffic network. Here, each node is colored according to 
the community it is in. Middle, diverse club; bottom, rich club. Nodes in red represent 
the maximum value for the given metric (participation coefficient or degree), yellow is 
median, and blue is the minimum. Edges are colored by the mix between the two nodes 
each edge connects. Edges represent a flight route, with red edges being intra club, 
yellow between a club node and a non-club node, and blue as between two non-club 
nodes. Note that, only in the diverse club, non-club flights are predominately domestic, 
with diverse club flights predominately being international. This is in line with our finding 
that the airports with the highest participation coefficients are all international airports. 
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Clubness for all 7 human functional network states. 
Normalized club coefficients are calculated with random graphs, where all nodes 
maintain their degree, but the edges are randomly placed and the edge weights are 
shuffled between nodes with the same degree, which accounts for the contribution of 
both edge placement and edge weights to the normalized club coefficient. Shaded 
regions represent 95% confidence intervals across costs. 
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Overlapping members of the clubs. Percentage of nodes 
that are in both clubs for the four c. elegans functional networks (mean across costs) 
and structural networks. Zero percent represents that no nodes were members of both 
clubs, and 100 percent represents that the clubs are identical. 
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Distribution of clubs’ members across communities. For 
each network, the percentage of communities with a node from the rich club and the 
diverse club is plotted. 100 percent represents that every community contains at least 
one node from that club. a, structural networks. b, functional networks from four c. 
elegans worms. 
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Distribution of betweenness centrality and edge 
centrality scores. Betweenness centrality measures how many shortest paths cross 
through a particular node, while edge betweenness measures how many shortest paths 
cross a particular edge. Only edges between club members were included in the 
calculation for edge betweenness. A significant Bonferroni (bf, number of tests=15) 
corrected p value is shown if the result was significant for that particular network. 
Pooling betweenness across costs and tasks for the human networks, the diverse club 
was significantly higher in betweenness than the rich club (t=7.2, Bonferroni, p=2.9e-
14). Pooling betweenness across costs and worms for the c. elegans networks, there 
was no significant difference (t=0.35). Pooling betweenness across structural networks, 
there was also no significant difference (t=-0.6). In all networks besides the structural 
macaque and c. elegans the edge betweenness of the diverse club was significantly 
higher than that of the rich club. 
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Targeted Attacks. Sum of shortest paths after attacks on 
the rich club or the diverse club for every network. For each network, over 10,000 
iterations, we removed anywhere (randomly) between 50 and 90 percent of edges 
(skipping edges that disconnected the graph into two sub-graphs) from the rich club or 
the diverse club. We then calculated the increase in the sum of shortest paths. An 
increase in the sum of shortest paths indicates decreased global efficiency. 
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Extended Data Figure 9 | Generative Models. Alternative ratios of Q to efficiency for 
the generative models (0.70(a), and 0.80(b)) 
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Summary 
 
Brain regions are connected in a complex pattern than can be fruitfully studied using the 
tools of network science. These tools reveal that the brain’s network architecture is 
modular, comprising groups of tightly interconnected nodes referred to as communities. 
The tools also reveal the presence of local hubs that have many connections within their 
own communities and connector hubs that have connections diversely distributed 
across communities. Connector hubs are thought to integrate information and 
coordinate connectivity across communities, allowing for cohesive processing in an 
otherwise nearly decomposable system. Yet, direct evidence for the functional role of 
connector hubs has remained sparse, particularly in the context of individual differences 
in brain and behavior. Here, we address this gap by determining whether individual 
differences in a hub’s role within the network are predictive of individual differences in 
brain network modularity and cognitive function. Using Human Connectome Project 
data, we show that individual differences in the connectivity of connector and local hubs 
predict individual differences in brain network modularity. Modularity was found to be 
higher in networks with strong connector and local hubs, and was lower in networks with 
weak hubs of either type. This modular network structure with strong hubs is associated 
with higher performance on a battery of five distinct cognitive tasks. Collectively, these 
results suggest that, when local hubs are strongly connected to their own community 
and connector hubs are strongly connected to many communities, the brain is able to 
optimally integrate information while remaining modular, thereby increasing the efficacy 
of cognitive function. 
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The human brain is a complex network that can be parsimoniously summarized by a set 
of nodes representing brain regions and a set of edges representing the connections 
between brain regions. Edges can represent functional connectivity, defined by 
statistical similarities in regional time series, or structural connectivity, defined by white 
matter streamlines linking brain areas. Such network representations can be used to 
study global and local brain connectivity patterns. 
 
Both structural and functional brain networks display community structure, where 
groups of nodes are more strongly connected to other members of their group than to 
members of other groups. These groups are referred to as modules or communities (36, 
140). Each node within one of these communities can play a distinct role in the overall 
topology. For example, local hubs display many connections to other nodes within their 
own communities, as measured by the within-community-degree. Conversely, 
connector hubs have connections diversely distributed across other communities, as 
measured by the participation coefficient. Thus connector hubs are ideally wired for 
integrative processing(54, 78, 80, 81, 105, 140). Local and connector hubs play a role in 
the modular architecture of networks as diverse as neuronal connections in c 
elegans(145), inter-areal connections in the mouse brain(82), tract networks in the cat 
and macaque brain(40), the Internet, air transportation networks, Arabidopsis thaliana, 
the protein interactome of c elegans, gene co-expression networks(174, 175), and 
metabolic networks(81). 
 
In addition to their topological roles, local and connector hubs play important functional 
roles within a network. In human brain networks, connector hubs have a particular 
cytoarchitecture(83), are implicated in a diverse range of cognitive tasks(20, 176), and 
are physically located in anatomical areas at the boundaries between many 
communities(78). Moreover, damage to connector hubs causes widespread cognitive 
deficits(125) and a decrease in the modular structure of the network(152). Connector 
hubs also appear to coordinate connectivity changes between other pairs of nodes(67, 
71), in that activity in these nodes predicts changes in the connectivity of other nodes, 
particularly the connectivity between nodes in different communities, during cognitive 
tasks(150). Finally, connector hubs, but not local hubs, exhibit increased activity if more 
communities are engaged in a task, which suggests that connector hubs are involved in 
processes that are more demanding as more communities are engaged(140). A 
parsimonious explanation of these findings is that connector hubs integrate information 
and coordinate connectivity between communities. In contrast, local hubs might support 
narrower processes localized within a single community. Interestingly, because the 
connections of local hubs are predominantly concentrated within their own community, 
damage to these hubs tends to cause relatively specific cognitive deficits(125, 152) and 
does not significantly alter the modular organization of the network(152). Supporting 
their more targeted role in information processing, it is also important to note that their 
activity levels do not increase as more communities are involved in a task(140). 
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We hypothesized that connector hubs integrate information across communities and 
coordinate connectivity between communities, two functions that serve to maintain the 
modular structure of the brain’s functional network. When connector hubs are 
connected to many communities (as indicated by high participation coefficients), they 
can integrate information and coordinate connectivity optimally, allowing other regions 
to perform more modular local processing. Thus, across subjects, we predicted that 
increased participation coefficients of connector hubs would be correlated with 
increases in the modularity of the global network (Figure 1). Moreover, we predicted that 
increases in modularity would be accompanied by a simultaneous enhancement of 
segregation between local communities, particularly those that include cortical areas 
that sub serve primary functions (sensory, motor) more so than those that include 
cortical areas that sub serve hetero-modal functions (default mode, fronto-parietal). 
Finally, we hypothesized that the enhanced modular architecture afforded by strong 
local and connector hubs would be accompanied by enhanced cognitive performance. 
 
To determine if individual differences in hubs’ strengths within the network are predictive 
of individual differences in network modularity and cognitive performance, we leveraged 
the size and richness of the Human Connectome Project fMRI data (S500 Release). 
Specifically, we measured regional roles as local hubs using the within-community-
degree, and we measured regional roles as connector hubs using the participation 
coefficient. We examined how well brain network modularity was explained by the 
participation coefficients of connector hubs or the within-community-degrees of local 
hubs (Figure 1). We also assessed how well these regional roles explained the 
modularity of their neighbors’ connectivity patterns (Figure 1), as well as individual 
differences in cognitive performance during five distinct cognitive tasks. Our results offer 
explanatory mechanisms of individual differences in cognitive function that depend on a 
network’s modular architecture as quantified by the differential roles of local and 
connector hubs.  
 

 
 
Figure 1. The Foundational Hypothesis and Associated Predictions. We 
hypothesized that connector hubs integrate information across communities and 
coordinate connectivity between communities, two functions that serve to maintain the 
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modular structure of the brain’s functional network. When connector hubs are 
connected to many communities (as indicated by high participation coefficients), they 
can integrate information and coordinate connectivity optimally, allowing other regions 
to perform more modular local processing. Thus, across subjects, we predicted that 
increased participation coefficients of connector hubs would be correlated with 
increases in the modularity of the global network. This prediction is illustrated above. 
Each graph represents the network structure of an individual subject. A single connector 
hub, shown in yellow, is identified based on its consistently high participation coefficient 
across individuals; subject-level values are given inside the yellow nodes. Local 
neighborhoods or communities are shown in grey, blue, and pink, and the modularity of 
the network is estimated by the modularity quality function Q; subject-level values of Q 
are given above each graph. Across subjects, we predict that higher participation 
coefficients of connector hubs will occur in more modular networks (Figure 2A) in which 
the neighbors of connector hubs (pink, dashed-outline) display more local connectivity 
(Figure 2B, 3C). Finally, we predict that connectivity changes related to connector hubs’ 
participation coefficients should be limited to weaker connectivity between communities 
composed of primary sensory and motor cortex, but not between communities 
composed of higher-order areas implicated in the brain’s default mode and fronto-
parietal circuitry (Figure 3A-C). 
 
Results 
 
Diversity and Locality Facilitated Modularity Coefficients 
 
We first sought to understand how individual differences in a hub’s role within the 
network are predictive of individual differences in brain network modularity. Thus, we 
tested if, across subjects, a node’s participation coefficients are positively correlated 
with the magnitude of the modularity quality index Q. For every node, we calculated the 
Pearson r correlation coefficient between the participation coefficients and Q values 
across subjects. Intuitively, higher Pearson r correlation coefficients indicate that the 
node’s connector hub strength (i.e., the participation coefficient) explains greater 
variance in the network’s modularity. This is an important feature that can be used to 
distinguish the roles of different brain regions. For ease of presentation, we refer to 
each node’s r value as the diversity-facilitated modularity coefficient, as it measures 
how the diversity of the node’s connections facilitates the modularity of the network. 
 
For every node, we also calculated the Pearson r correlation coefficient between the 
within-community-degrees and modularity values across subjects. Intuitively, higher 
Pearson r correlation coefficients indicate that the node’s local hub strength (i.e., the 
within-community-degree) explains greater variance in the network’s modularity. We 
refer to each node’s r value (between within-community-degrees and Q values across 
subjects) as the locality-facilitated modularity coefficient, as it measures how the locality 
of the node’s connections facilitates the modularity of the network.  
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To investigate if the strength of hubs is related to network modularity, we first calculated 
the Pearson r correlation coefficient between each node’s mean participation coefficient 
across subjects (which defines a connector hub) and the node’s diversity-facilitated 
modularity coefficient (Figure 2A). Next, we calculated the Pearson r correlation 
coefficient between each node’s mean within-community-degree across subjects (which 
defines a local hub) and the node’s locality-facilitated modularity coefficient (Figure S1). 
We performed these computations separately for seven distinct cognitive states: the 
resting state, a working memory task, a gambling task, a relational reasoning task, a 
motor task, a language and math task, and a social cognition task.  
 
In all cognitive states, we observed a positive Pearson r correlation coefficient between 
a node’s mean participation coefficient (which defines a connector hub) across subjects 
and the node’s diversity-facilitated modularity coefficient (Figure 2). Moreover, in all 
cognitive states, there was a positive Pearson r correlation coefficient between a node’s 
mean within-community-degree (which defines a local hub) across subjects and the 
node’s locality-facilitated modularity coefficient (Figure S1). Figure S2 displays brain 
images, for each state, showing the surface based anatomical locations of the nodes 
and their corresponding mean participation coefficient (S2A), the diversity-facilitated 
modularity coefficient (S2B), mean within-community-degree (S2C), and the locality-
facilitated modularity coefficient (S2D). These data demonstrate that connector hubs’ 
strong diverse connectivity to many communities and local hubs’ strong local 
connectivity predicts higher brain network modularity, regardless of the state that the 
subject is in. 
 
To confirm the reliability and reproducibility of our findings, we performed an iterative 
split-half analysis. Specifically, we estimated the mean within-community-degree or 
participation coefficient of each node in one half of subjects, and each node’s locality 
and diversity facilitated coefficient in the other half, testing 10,000 random split of 
subjects. All relationships were reliably observed in every cognitive state (Figure S3). 
Next, we sought to determine if this relationship was a necessary feature of the 
underlying mathematics, or whether it was a phenomenon specific to the 
neurophysiology of brain networks. To address this question, we tested four null model 
networks and observed that none of them exhibited a significant relationship between 
mean participation coefficient and diversity-facilitated modularity coefficient (Figure S4). 
As a third check, we assessed whether the number of communities identified in the 
network was inadvertently biasing our results. We observed that the number of 
communities in each network was negatively correlated with the modularity value 
(Figure S5). After regressing out the number of communities in each network from the 
modularity value, we observed that our findings remained unchanged (Table S1). 
Finally, we tested whether the relationships between variables of interest were linear 
(and therefore appropriate to examine with Pearson r correlation coefficients), or 
nonlinear. To address this question, we analyzed individual 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order curve 
fits of the relationship between participation coefficients and modularity values. We 
observed that many relationships were well-captured by a first order fit, with the 
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connector hub’s maximal participation coefficients corresponding to maximal Q indices, 
with only a few showing a more nonlinear relationship (Figure S6). 
 
Discrete Connectivity Changes Underlying Locality and Diversity Facilitated Modularity 
Changes 
 
The modularity quality value Q is a single metric summarizing the structure of the entire 
network. Thus, an interesting question is whether a connector hub’s relationship to 
modularity was driven by a global change in connectivity, a more local change in 
connectivity, or both. Based on the conceptual model of optimal communication 
efficiency in modular networks, we predicted that each connector hub directly 
coordinates the connectivity of its neighbors—other brain regions to which they are 
strongly connected, either functionally or structurally(64). To investigate this prediction, 
we wished to determine whether the relationship between modularity and a connector 
hub’s participation coefficient could be explained by increases in the modular 
connectivity of the hub’s neighbors (Figure 1). This relationship should only hold for 
connector hubs, not local hubs, as connector hubs are the hubs that previous studies 
suggest coordinate connectivity between communities and maintain a modular 
structure(20, 67, 71, 140, 150). 
 
To test this prediction, we examined the relationship between a node’s participation 
coefficient and the weight of each edge in the network (see Methods), by computing the 
Pearson r correlation coefficient across subjects. We considered two sets of i nodes, 
based on their positive or negative diversity-facilitated modularity index. Because all 
nodes with a positive diversity-facilitated modularity index had a high mean participation 
coefficient, we refer to these as “connector hubs (Q+)”, representing the fact that their 
participation coefficients were positively correlated with modularity values. If connector 
hubs’ (Q+) increased participation coefficients are only modulating their neighbors’ 
connectivity patterns, the metric described above between node’s i and j should be 
correlated with how strongly functionally connected nodes i and j are. Thus, for each 
pair of nodes i and j, (where i is either a connector hub (Q+) or nodes with a negative 
diversity-facilitated modularity coefficient), we calculated the correlation coefficient 
between two variables (x) and (y) where (x) is the how the strength of hub i relates to 
the modularity of j’s connectivity  (y) is the mean edge weight across subjects between 
nodes i and j. In other words, we measured the relationship between how strongly 
nodes i and j are connected and the degree to which changes in the participation 
coefficients of node i changes the modular connectivity of node j. Across all states, only 
connector hubs (Q+) exhibited a positive correlation between how strongly nodes i and j 
are connected and how much the participation coefficients of node i changes the 
modular connectivity of node j (Figure 2B; Figure S7). Nodes with negative diversity 
facilitated coefficients did not exhibit this relationship (r between -0.32 and 0.15 across 
cognitive states). 
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To test if this relationship was unique to connector hubs’ (Q+) and participation 
coefficients, we computed the same metric for within-community-degree. Thus, we 
divided nodes into two sets based on their positive or negative locality-facilitated 
modularity index. Because all nodes with a positive locality-facilitated modularity index 
had a high mean within-community-degree, we refer to these as “local hubs (Q+)”, 
representing the fact that their within-community-degrees were positively correlated with 
modularity values. The same metrics calculated above was calculated again. However, 
the metrics now measures how well the within-community-degrees of node i correlate 
with the increased modular connectivity of node j. We predicted that, because local 
hubs’ (Q+) increased within-community-degree are not modulating their neighbors’ 
connectivity patterns, this metric should not be correlated with how well functionally 
connected nodes i and j are. In line with this prediction, local hubs’ (Q+) within-
community-degrees did not exhibit this relationship (r between -0.03 and 0.085 across 
cognitive states), nor did nodes with negative locality facilitated modularity coefficients (r 
between -0.11 and -0.07 across cognitive states; Figure S5). 
 
These results demonstrate that if and only if a connector hub (Q+) is strongly 
functionally connected to a node, that connector hub’s increased participation 
coefficients correlated with the increased modular connectivity of the node’s 
connectivity. This was not true for the participation coefficients of nodes with negative 
diversity-facilitated modularity coefficients, nor the within-community-degrees of local 
hubs (Q+) or nodes with negative locality-facilitated modularity coefficients. These 
results suggest that a connector hub’s high diversity-facilitated modularity coefficient 
does not largely reflect diffuse global connectivity changes. Instead, connector hubs are 
connected in a way that allows them to directly tune or coordinate the connectivity of 
their neighbors to be more modular, thereby increasing global network modularity. 
Supporting this interpretation, we found that, when connector hubs (Q+) have high 
participation coefficient, local hubs (Q+) have high within-community-degree (Figure 
S8). 
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Figure 2. Connector Hubs’ Diversity-Facilitated Modularity Coefficients and their 
Relationships with Individual Edges’ Weights. (A) Correlations between a node’s 
mean participation coefficient and the node’s diversity facilitated modularity coefficient, 
which we define as the Pearson r correlation coefficient between that node’s 
participation coefficients and modularity values (Q) across subjects. Regression plots 
for data acquired during the performance of each task show the correlation of each 
node’s diversity-facilitated modularity coefficient with that node’s mean participation 
coefficient across subjects. Each dot represents a node in the brain’s functional 
network. Shaded areas represent 95 percent confidence intervals. In all cognitive 
states, there was a positive correlation between a node’s mean participation coefficient 
and the node’s diversity-facilitated modularity coefficient. (B) For each task, for each 
edge between a connector hub (Q+) i and node j, we calculated the Pearson correlation 
coefficient between (i) the mean edge weight between node i and node j shown along 
the y-axis, and (ii) how strongly the participation coefficients of node i were correlated 
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with the modular connectivity of node j. We observed that if and only if a connector hub 
(Q+) was strongly functionally connected to a node, that connector hub’s increased 
participation coefficients were correlated with the increased modular nature of the 
node’s connectivity. 
 
Community Level Connectivity Changes of Locality- and Diversity-Facilitated Modularity 
Changes 
 
We sought to further investigate changes in edge weights in the network—do the edge 
changes related to increases in modularity (Q) fall within or between particular 
communities? First, we assessed, for each edge in the network, how its weights related 
to modularity values (Q) across subjects (Figure 3A). We observed that higher 
modularity values were associated with decreased connectivity between the visual, 
sensory/motor hand, sensory/motor mouth, auditory, ventral attention, dorsal attention, 
and cingulo-opercular communities, and increased connectivity within those same 
communities (Figure 3B).  Next, we visualized how well each connector hub’s (Q+) 
participation coefficients correlate with each edge’s weights across subjects (Figure 3B, 
see methods). We observed that increases in connector hubs’ (Q+) participation 
coefficients were also accompanied by decreases in the connectivity between the 
visual, sensory/motor hand, sensory/motor mouth, auditory, ventral attention, dorsal 
attention, and cingulo-opercular communities. Within each of those communities, some 
edges were increased, while others were decreased. However, in general, the between 
community edge weight decreases associated with higher participation coefficients of 
connector hubs (Q+) were also associated with increased Q. Thus, connector hubs’ 
increased connectivity to many communities correlates with increased segregation 
between sensory, motor, and attentional communities; the segregation of these 
communities from each other is explained in part by the variance in modularity across 
subjects. 
 
We next sought to test if the increased segregation between sensory, motor, and 
attentional communities mediate the relationship between connector hubs’ increased 
participation coefficients and modularity (Q). Specifically, we performed a mediation 
analysis for each connector hub (Q+), with an edge weight mediating the relationship 
between the connector hub’s (Q+) participation coefficients and the Q indices of the 
network across subjects. An edge’s mediation value of a connector hub’s (Q+) 
participation coefficients and Q indices is the (regression coefficient of the edge’s 
weights by the hub’s participation coefficients across subjects) multiplied by (regression 
coefficient of Q indices by the edge’s weights, controlling for the hub’s participation 
coefficients, across subjects). Each edge’s mean mediation value across connector 
hub’s (Q+) is shown in Figure 3C. We observe that edges between the visual, 
sensory/motor hand, sensory/motor mouth, auditory, ventral attention, dorsal attention, 
and cingulo-opercular mediate the relationship between connector hubs’ participation 
coefficients and Q indices. Thus, connector hubs (Q+) increased connectivity to many 
communities increases segregation between sensory, motor, and attentional 
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communities, which increases the global modularity value of the network. This suggests 
that strong connector hubs lead to very specific connectivity changes, which, in turn, 
increases the modularity of the network. 
 
Finally, we further tested if the relationship between a connector hub’s (Q+) participation 
coefficients and Q indices is mediated primarily by that hub’s neighbors’ edge pattern 
increasing Q (per our prediction and evidenced by the analysis in Figure 2B). For each 
connector hub (Q+) node i, we have an array of mediation values of node i’s neighbors’ 
edges and an array of the absolute mediation values of node i’s non-neighbors’ edges. 
Mediation values were based on the edge mediating between node i’s participation 
coefficients and Q values. Thus, if a connector hub is primarily modulating Q via the 
mediation of its neighbors’ edges, the mediation values in the neighbors’ array should 
be greater than the mediation values in the non-neighbors array. Neighbors were 
defined based on edges present between the two nodes in a graph at a density of 0.15 
(as it was our densest cost explored); edges of node i were ignored, as we were only 
interested in how the participation coefficients of node i modulate Q via the mediation of 
j’s connectivity to the rest of the network, not j’s connectivity to node i. The distribution 
of t-values is shown in Supplemental Figure 9. The mediation values were consistently 
and significantly higher for connector hubs’ (Q+) neighbors’ edges than non-neighbors. 
This result further confirms that each connector hub’s increased participation 
coefficients increase Q indices via the connector hub’s neighbors’ edge patterns 
becoming more modular and mediating an increase in the global Q value. 
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Figure 3. Participation Coefficients, Edge Weights, and the Modularity Quality 
Indices. (A) Each entry is the Pearson r correlation coefficient, across subjects, 
between the modularity quality indices Q and that edge’s weights. Decreased 
connectivity between and increased connectivity within the visual, sensory/motor hand, 
sensory/motor mouth, auditory, ventral attention, dorsal attention, and cingulo-opercular 
communities are correlated with increased Q indices. (B) For each connector hub (Q+), 
we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient r between the hub’s participation 
coefficients and each edge’s weights across subjects. This procedure resulted in a 
264x264 matrix for each connector hub, to which we applied a Fisher’s r-z transform. 
The matrix in (B) is the mean of those matrices across connector hubs (Q+); connector 
hubs’ increased participation coefficients correlate with decreased connectivity between 
the visual, sensory/motor hand, sensory/motor mouth, auditory, ventral attention, dorsal 
attention, and cingulo-opercular communities. To investigate the relationship between 
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connector hubs’ participation coefficients, edge weights, and Q, we performed a 
mediation analysis for each node, with an edge’s weights mediating the relationship 
between the node’s participation coefficients and Q indices. Each edge’s mean 
mediation value between connector hub’s participation coefficients and Q indices is 
shown in panel (C). Edges between the visual, sensory/motor hand, sensory/motor 
mouth, auditory, ventral attention, dorsal attention, and cingulo-opercular mediate the 
relationship between connector hubs’ participation coefficients and Q indices. (D) The 
anatomical locations of each node and community on the cortical surface(20, 56). 
 
A Task-General Optimal Network Structure for Cognitive Processing 
 
We next asked whether individual differences in the connectivity of connector and local 
hubs predict task performance. To address this question, we calculated the correlation 
between a node’s participation coefficients and task performance in the tasks for which 
performance measures were available: working memory, language/math, relational 
reasoning, and social cognition (see Methods for details on task performance 
quantification). We performed this analysis for every node, generating a Pearson r 
correlation coefficient between a node’s participation coefficients and task performance 
values. A positive r at a node indicates that a subject with a higher participation 
coefficient at that node tends to perform better on the task. We call this r value the 
node’s diversity-facilitated performance coefficient. The same analysis was executed 
using each node’s within-community-degrees, and we call this r value the node’s 
locality-facilitated performance coefficient. 
 
To test whether the participation coefficients of connector hubs was correlated with 
performance, we calculated the Pearson r correlation coefficient between each node’s 
diversity-facilitated performance coefficient and each node’s mean participation 
coefficient. All correlations were positive and significant (Figure 4A). Thus, for connector 
hubs, a higher participation coefficient is associated with higher task performance. To 
test if the within-community-degrees of local hubs correlate with performance, we 
calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between each node’s locality facilitated 
performance coefficient and each node’s mean within-community-degree. All 
correlations were positive and significant (Figure S10). Thus, for local hubs, a higher 
within-community-degree is associated with higher task performance. 
 
We next tested whether there was a significant correlation between a node’s diversity 
facilitated modularity coefficient and a node’s diversity facilitated performance 
coefficient. All correlations were positive and significant (Figure 4B). We next tested 
whether there was a significant correlation between a node’s locality facilitated 
modularity coefficient and a node’s locality facilitated performance coefficient. All 
correlations were positive and significant (Figure S10). Thus, across subjects, a node’s 
participation coefficients and within-community-degrees are similarly associated with 
modularity and task performance. 
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Figure 4. Participation coefficients, Q indices, and Performance. (A) The 
relationship between (x-axis) Pearson r value between a node’s participation 
coefficients and task performance—the node’s diversity facilitated performance 
coefficient—with (y-axis) the node’s mean participation coefficient. (B) The relationship 
between (x-axis) the node’s diversity facilitated performance coefficient and (y-axis) the 
node’s diversity facilitated modularity coefficient. An identical figure for within-
community-degree is shown in Figure S10. 
 
We next built ordinary least squares linear predictive models to predict performance in 
subjects using a leave one out procedure, fitting each predictive model for all the 
subjects except the subject for which performance is predicted. To test the prediction 
accuracy, we calculated the Pearson r correlation coefficient between the predicted 
performance for each subject with the real performance of each subject. Our hypothesis 
is that networks with strong connector and local hubs are highly modular, and this 
network state is optimal for task performance. Thus, our predictive model consisted of 
two features, (1) the mean participation coefficient of connector hubs (Q+) minus the 
mean participation coefficient of all other nodes, and (2) the mean within-community-
degree of local hubs (Q+) minus the mean within-community-degree of all other nodes. 
Thus, our predictive model measures the strength of connector and local hubs—based 
on participation coefficients and within-community-degree, respectively—in the network, 
relative to other nodes in the network. This predictive model significantly (p<=0.01) 
predicted performance in all five task states (Figure 5A).  
 
For comparison, we built another predictive model based on each node’s participation 
coefficient and each node’s within-community-degree in each subject. As there are 264 
nodes, this predictive model has 528 features. This predictive model was not able to 
predict performance in any task (Figure 5B). For another comparison, and to test 
whether the strength of connector hubs (Q+) and local hubs (Q+) in the first model 
provided information above and beyond that housed in the Q value, we built a predictive 
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model of performance with the Q value as the only feature (Figure 5C). This predictive 
model only significantly (p<=0.01) predicted performance in three of the five tasks, and 
underperformed the first predictive model in all five tasks. While Q alone is correlated 
with higher performance, strong connector and local hubs drive Q higher and the 
strength of these hubs most effectively predict task performance. These results suggest 
that a high Q value that is afforded by connector hubs having strong diverse 
connectivity across communities and local hubs having strong connectivity within their 
own communities is what increases performance, consistent with our predictions laid 
out in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 5. Performance Models. Three cross-validated (leave-one-out) predictive 
models to predict performance in tasks. Each data point represents the (x-axis) 
predicted performance of the subject and the (y-axis) true performance of the subject. 
(A) Predictive model with two features: the strength of connector and local hubs in the 
subject. (B) Predictive model with 528 features—each node’s participation coefficient 
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and each nodes within-community-degree in the subject. (C) Predictive model with the 
subject’s Q value as the only feature. In summary, we observe that the predictive model 
that uses the strength of connector and local hubs most accurately predicts 
performance across all five tasks. 
 
Moreover, previous studies have suggested that connector hubs maintain modularity 
when many communities are engaged in a task(140). Thus, we then tested if the 
maintenance—the value remaining stable—of a high modularity value from resting-state 
to a task-state was correlated with the maintenance of high participation coefficients of 
connector hubs (Q+) from resting-state to task-state. We found that the change in Q 
was predicted by the changes in connector hubs’ (Q+) participation coefficients from 
resting-state to task-state: if the participation coefficients of connector hubs (Q+; defined 
based on the task) remained high from rest to task, then the modularity value (Q) also 
remained high (Figure 6A). The same relationship held for local hubs and within-
community-degrees: if the within community degrees of local hubs (Q+; defined based 
on the task) remained high, the modularity value also remained high Figure S11). These 
results provide additional evidence that connector hubs effectively serve to maintain 
modularity in the network: when connector hubs stay optimally connected to integrate 
and coordinate connectivity across communities (i.e., high participation coefficient), 
changes in modularity values from rest to task are minimized. 
 
To test if the maintenance of high Q values increases task performance, we correlated 
task performance with the difference between a subject’s resting-state modularity 
values and task-state modularity values. While the modularity values (Q) decreased in 
all task-states relative to the resting-state, the task-related Q value minus resting-state 
Q value (i.e., a smaller decrease in or maintenance of Q) was significantly correlated 
with an increase in task performance (Figure 6B). Thus, the maintenance of a high Q 
index from the resting-state to a task-state, which is partly driven by connector hubs 
(Q+) participation coefficients remaining high (Figure 6A), was associated with higher 
task performance. This result extends previous work showing that high-performing 
subjects exhibit smaller changes in connectivity between resting state and task-
states(177). 
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Figure 6. The Maintenance of Connector Hubs and Modularity. (A) The difference 
between task and rest modularity values (defined as task Q minus resting Q) was 
predicted by the difference in the strength of connector hubs—the mean participation 
coefficient of connector hubs (Q+) minus the mean participation coefficient of other 
nodes—between task and rest. If connector hubs remained strong from rest to task, 
then the modularity values (Q) also remained high from rest to task. Moreover, the 
difference between task and rest modularity values (defined as task Q minus resting Q) 
was predicted by the difference in the mean participation coefficient of connector hubs’ 
(Q+) between task and rest (i.e., not relative to the mean participation coefficient of 
other nodes in the network, as in A; Figure S12). (B) The difference between task and 
rest modularity values (defined as task Q minus resting-state Q) is significantly 
correlated with enhanced performance in all tasks. 
 
Discussion 
 
Connector hubs’ play a critical role in the overall network topology of the human brain—
many connections spread across distant communities. Their expected function is to 
integrate information across communities and coordinate connectivity between 
communities. We hypothesized that this function allows for the brain network to be 
modular. We further hypothesized that a modular brain network with strong connector 
hubs is a cognitively optimal network state. To test these hypotheses, we leveraged 
individual differences in functional brain networks across a large cohort of healthy adult 
humans. Our approach addresses the question: when connector hubs are strong in an 
individual’s network, is the network more modular and is cognitive performance 
enhanced? Our results demonstrate that strong connector hubs allow for a more 
modular and optimal network structure. Each connector hub’s increased strength of 
connectivity to many networks altered the connectivity of that hub’s neighbors to be 
more modular. Collectively, networks with strong connector hubs were more modular. 
Increases in modular connectivity were also accompanied by weaker connectivity 
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between the visual, sensory and motor hand, sensory and motor mouth, auditory, 
ventral attention, dorsal attention, and cingulo-opercular communities. Moreover, we 
uncover evidence that this local segregation and more distributed integration(108) 
supports optimal network performance—strong hubs and consequent high modularity 
accompany higher task performance in 5 different tasks.  
 
Modularity is ubiquitously observed in Nature, across both organisms and spatial scales 
of architecture. For example, the genotype-phenotype map is modular, forming groups 
of traits that are co-affected by groups of genes(44, 174, 175, 178) and map non-trivially 
onto the organization of human brains(179, 180). Moreover, a modular structure is 
observed consistently across the brains of very different species, from Caenorhabditis 
elegans to humans(47). Modularity in these brain networks occurs when groups of 
nodes are more densely connected to other nodes in their same group than to nodes in 
other groups. Given its ubiquity, one could argue that Nature has selected for this 
modular network organization(181), perhaps due in part to the dependence of natural 
selection on considerations of metabolic cost. The maintenance of functional 
connectivity(182), as well as growth and utilization of white matter connectivity, is 
metabolically expensive(181-185). A modular architecture with anatomically localized 
and functionally specialized communities conserves white matter by reducing the 
average length and number of axonal projections, a quantity that is often referred to as 
the network’s wiring cost. The modular solution to this cost dilemma has the added 
benefit that it provides the system with the ability to flexibly evolve and quickly adapt to 
new problems in a new environment(110, 111). 
 
Yet, a complete separation of modules can be detrimental to the system’s function, 
because it destroys the system’s ability to transmit information between independent 
modules, a feature often necessary for an organism’s survival. Thus, a natural question 
to ask is: how are these mostly segregated groups connected? Recent research has 
suggested that connector hubs integrate information(78, 140), coordinate connectivity 
between nodes in different communities(20, 67, 71, 140, 150), and maintain 
modularity(140, 152). However, given the amount of wiring required to link to many 
different and distant communities, connector hubs’ connectivity pattern dramatically 
increases wiring costs(181). Moreover, the addition of connector hubs to a network with 
no connections between communities decreases the modular architecture of the 
network. However, connector hubs provide a necessary topological feature—a 
substrate for information to pass between or be integrated across modular communities. 
When connector hubs are damaged, the modular architecture of the brain is 
decreased(152) and cognitive processing suffers widespread consequences(125). 
Thus, despite their cost, connector hubs might be critically necessary for complex 
modular neural networks.  
 
In the series of analyses we report here, we explicitly and comprehensively tested this 
principle in healthy adult individuals. We found that, when connector hubs are strongly 
and diversely connected to many communities, the modular architecture of the brain is 
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increased and cognitive performance across a broad range of tasks is enhanced. Thus, 
connector hubs appear to maintain an optimal modular architecture during integrative 
cognition—cognition that requires multiple communities(140). The presence of 
connector hubs might allow networks to remain modular and efficient while becoming 
increasingly fit for cognition: executing more complex functions, or novel functions, 
without greatly increasing the wiring cost or decreasing the modularity(106, 186). These 
data inform several hypotheses that could be addressed in future work. In particular, it is 
intuitively plausible that fully modular networks were selected early on in evolution and 
development to solve (relatively) simple and discrete problems, such as tactile 
sensation(106, 110, 186). In contrast, the requirements to solve new or more complex 
and general problems, like grasping, language, or social cognition, drive the system 
towards complex combinatorial processing across modular communities. The human 
brain appears to maintain modular structure while simultaneously solving the problem of 
integration with a select number of connector hubs that have their connections diversely 
spread across network communities. Supporting this reasoning, we found that high 
modularity alone was weakly predictive of task performance, while high modularity 
specifically afforded by strong connector and local hubs was the highly predictive of task 
performance. Thus, it is critical that modularity is maintained during integrative 
processing via a very specific solution—strong connector hubs. 
 
It is important to note that there are other potential solutions for integration across 
communities, and thus the brain’s solution is not necessary. For example, the addition 
of many “bridge” edges between communities can provide some degree of integration 
but can also diminish the network’s fitness. Specifically, bridging connections provide a 
diffuse integration that is not localized to a few connector hub areas, thereby leading to 
a longer path length (how many edges a signal traverses) between communities. 
Indeed, to achieve the same level of integration and short path length characteristic of 
networks with strong connector hubs, a network with bridges would need to add a 
plethora of edges, which would have the detrimental effect of decreasing modularity and 
increasing wiring costs. Future empirical and computational work that investigates 
precisely how and why complex modular networks with connector hubs evolved and 
were selected will be valuable. 
 
Finally, the interdependence between modular communities and connector hubs is a 
modern rendition of one of the first observations in neuroscience—Cajal’s conservation 
principle. The brain has been naturally selected and is thus organized by an economic 
trade-off between minimizing the wiring cost of the network, which leads to modularity, 
and more costly connectivity patterns that increase fitness, like the functions afforded by 
connector hubs’ diverse connectivity(105, 186). While modularity and integration are 
intuitively juxtaposed, connector hubs might be Nature’s most modular and cheapest 
solution to integration. 
 
 
Methodological Considerations 
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Network analyses require many assumptions and analytical choices. First, a 
fundamental assumption in our analysis is our selection of nodes. Many different 
parcellations of the brain into nodes exist. However, the parcellation we used was the 
only publically available one that fit all of our requirements (see Methods). Second, we 
chose Pearson r values to represent functional connectivity (i.e., edges) between 
nodes, for its simplicity in interpretation and ubiquity in human network 
neuroscience(187). However, more complex statistical measures could be employed, 
including measures that attempt to estimate the direction of each edge. Third, while we 
analyzed the resting state and 7 different tasks states, there are many other tasks, 
including more naturalistic tasks(8), that our analyses could be extended to. Fourth, we 
detected communities in each subject with InfoMap(129). While this method has been 
shown to be highly accurate, it is still a heuristic, as modularity maximization is NP-
hard(188). In fact, the heuristic does not explicitly maximize Q(129). Regardless, we 
found that it detects a community structure with Q values highly similar to other methods 
(Supplemental Figure 13). Fifth, we used the participation coefficient to measure the 
strength of connector hubs. However, the participation coefficient only measures the 
hubs strength with communities defined at a single hierarchical level, not across 
hierarchical levels(189). While we integrated participation coefficients across network 
densities, which vary the granularity of the communities detected (lower density 
networks tend to have more communites(56), this is not explicitly hierarchical. 
Moreover, our brain networks only contained 264 nodes, while fMRI can study the 
human brain with upwards of 30,000 nodes (i.e., each voxel as a node). Thus, it would 
be interesting to extend this work across hierarchical and spatial scales in the network. 
Sixth, effects of motion on the connectivity structure of the network were aggressively 
addressed (Supplemental Tables 2-4). Finally, we did not regress out stimulus or task 
effects from the time series of each node, because how nodes’ low frequency 
oscillations respond to stimulus or task effects is meaningful; however, the stability of 
our analyses across different tasks and resting state suggest that our results are not 
driven by stimulus effects or the specifics of a certain task. Other investigators have 
noted that task effect regression has minimal effects(21). Regardless, a similar analysis 
of the “background” functional connectivity not related to the task would be interesting. 
 
Conclusion 
 
In summary, when an individual’s network has connector hubs that are diversely 
connected to many different communities in the brain, they are optimally connected to 
integrate information and coordinate connectivity across communities, which allows for 
both integrative and modular processing. We discovered that this optimal wiring 
increases an individual’s global network modularity, the strength of their network’s local 
hubs, and the individual’s task performance. These results held across all tasks in the 
Human Connectome Project dataset, suggesting that there might be a universal optimal 
network structure for cognitive processing. 
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Methods  
 
Data and Preprocessing. We used tfMRI and rsfMRI from the Human Connectome 
Project. For the tfMRI data, we used AFNI to preprocess the images, matching 
traditional resting-state functional connectivity studies. The AFNI command 3dTproject 
was used, passing the mean signal from the cerebral spinal fluid mask, the mean signal 
from the white matter mask, the mean whole brain signal, and the motion parameters to 
the “-ort” options, which remove the signals via linear regression. The options “-
automask”, which generates the mask automatically was used. The “-passband 0.009 
0.08” option, which removes frequencies outside 0.009 and 0.08, was used. Finally, the 
“-blur 6”, was used, which smooths the images 
(inside the mask only) with a filter that has a width (FWHM) of 6mm after the time 
series filtering. Because of the short length of the Emotion task, it was not included in 
our analyses. For the rsfMRI data, we used the images that were previously 
preprocessed with ICA-FIX. We also used the AFNI command 3dBandpass to further 
preprocess these images. We used it to remove the mean whole brain signal and 
frequencies outside 0.009 and 0.08 (explicitly, “-ort whole_brain_signal.1D -band 0.009 
0.08 -automask”). As subject motion during fMRI can impact functional connectivity 
estimates and has been shown to bias brain-task performance relationships(190), all 
analyses were executed with scrubbing executed on frames with frame-wise 
displacement greater than 0.2 millimeters, including the frame before and after the 
movement. Frame-wise displacement measures movement of the head from one 
volume to the next, and was computed as the sum of the absolute values of the 
differentiated rigid body realignment estimates (translation and rotation in x, y, and z 
directions) at every time point with rotation values evaluated with a radius of 50 
mm(190). Frames were removed after all preprocessing was executed. Subjects with 
more than 75 percent of frames removed were not analyzed. Moreover, we executed all 
analyses after regressing out mean frame-wise displacement from the Q values and 
from task performance. None of our results were drastically altered following this 
regression, and all analyses remained statistically significant (at p<0.05), except for the 
prediction of performance on the Relational Reasoning Task. Supplemental Tables 2-4 
contain these results. 
 
Graph Theory Analyses. We used the Power atlas(56) to define the nodes in our 
graph because it was the only atlas that met all our requirements. First, because the 
homogeneity of nodes is high (all are 4 mm spheres) and the nodes do not share 
physical boundaries, the atlas will not overestimate the local connectivity of regions, and 
will capture long range connectivity and communities that are distributed across the 
brain. Second, the atlas is the only popular atlas that is defined based both on functional 
connectivity and task activation foci, making it highly principled for use in our case— 
where we aim to examine functional connectivity during both the resting-state and 
during task performance. Third, the atlas has been shown to accurately capture 
functional network organization (i.e., communities). This division of nodes into 
communities has been found with other approaches (e.g., at the voxel level), and this 
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division has been used in many studies(20, 56, 78, 191). Moreover, we make use of this 
division to calculate within and between community edge weight changes across 
subjects. Finally, this atlas has coverage of cortical, sub-cortical, and cerebellum areas. 
 
All graph theory analyses were executed with our own custom python code 
(participation coefficient.github.com/mb3152/brain_graphs) that uses the iGraph library. 
All analysis code is also publically available 
(github.com/mb3152/dynamic_mod/dynamic_mod.py). For each task (both LR and RL 
encoding directions were used) and for each subject, the mean signal from 264 regions 
in the Power atlas was computed. The r between all pairs of signals was computed to 
form a 264 by 264 matrix, which was then Fisher transformed. The LR and RL matrices 
were then averaged. The mean matrix was then thresholded, retaining edge weights, at 
a range of cost (0.05 to 0.15 at 0.01 intervals), a common range and interval in graph 
theory analyses(56, 78, 140, 152). No negative correlations were included in our 
analyses. The matrix was then normalized to sum to a common value across subjects, 
and was used to represent the edges in the graph. Thus, all graphs had the same 
number of edges and sum of weights. For each cost, the InfoMap algorithm was run, 
and participation coefficients, within-community-degrees, and Q were calculated at each 
cost. Each subject’s participation coefficients, within-community-degrees, and Q were 
the average of those values across the range of costs. We used the within-community-
degree that z-scores the values based on the within-community-degrees of the 
community the node is in. All analyses were executed and all prediction models were fit 
separately for each task. 
 
While InfoMap(129) does not explicitly maximize Q, it has been shown to estimate 
community structure accurately in several test cases(130), rendering the Q value, the 
participation coefficients, and within-module-degrees computed based on the 
community structure accurate and valid. Moreover, in biological networks, InfoMap 
achieves Q values that are similar to algorithms that maximize Q(192); in the current 
resting-state data, InfoMap Q values and Fast-Greedy Q(193) values were correlated at 
r=0.87 (p<1e-10); InfoMap Q values were higher than Fast-Greedy Q values (t=16, 
p<1e-10). InfoMap Q values and Louvain Q(38) values were correlated at r=0.98 (p<1e-
10); Louvain Q values were higher than InfoMap Q values. When comparing InfoMap Q 
values to the distribution that includes both Louvain and Fast-Greedy, two algorithms 
that explicitly maximize Q, InfoMap Q values are higher (t=5,p<1e-5). These analyses 
are shown in Figure S13.  
 
Edgewise effects of hub strength. For each node i we have a 264 x 264 matrix, 
where the j-k th entry is a Fisher z-transformed Pearson r correlation coefficient that 
captures how well the participation coefficients of node i correlate with the edge weights 
between nodes j and k in the network across subjects. These Pearson r values allowed 
us to test whether a node’s participation coefficients correlate positively with its 
neighbors increased connectivity to its own community and decreased connectivity to 
other communities. For each pair of nodes i and j, we use the r values between node i’s 
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participation coefficients and all of node j’s edge weights across subjects. We subtract 
the sum of r values corresponding to node i’s participation coefficients and node j’s 
between-community edge weights from the sum of r values corresponding to node i’s 
participation coefficients and node j’s within-community edge weights. This metric 
measures how well the participation coefficients of node i are correlated with the 
increased modular connectivity of node j. We used the partition of nodes into 
communities that was created along with the nodes themselves (Figure 3D)(56). Edges 
between node i and node j were ignored in this calculation, as the participation 
coefficients of node i is likely highly correlated with the edge weights between node i 
and node j, and we were only interested in how the participation coefficient of node i 
modulates node j’s connectivity to the rest of the network, not node j’s connectivity to 
node i. Edges that were not positive on average across subjects were not included in 
this analysis, as the interpretation of negative edges in fMRI-based networks is not 
obvious (results were similar with a more stringent threshold of the top 25% strongest 
connections; Figure S7). The mean of this matrix for connector hubs(Q+) is shown in 
Figure 3B. Another 264 x 264 matrix for each node i, where the j-k th entry is a Fisher z-
transformed Pearson r value that captures how well the within-community degrees of 
node i correlate with the edge weight between nodes j and k in the network across 
subjects. 
 
Performance measures. All performance measures were chosen a priori. All 
performance measures were z-scored within each task. In the working memory tasks, 
we used the mean accuracy across all 2-back conditions (face, body, place, tool). In the 
relational task, we used mean accuracy across both the matching and the relational 
conditions. For the language task, we took the mean average difficulty level that the 
subject achieved in both the math and language conditions. We did not use accuracy, 
because the task varies in difficulty based on how well the subject is doing, making 
accuracy an inaccurate measure of performance for these tasks. Because level 
achieved might not be a precise accuracy or performance measure for this task, we 
included age adjusted accuracy measures from the behavioral test for fluency 
(‘ReadEng_AgeAdj’) and vocabulary (‘PicVocab_AgeAdj’). These two measures were 
chosen simply because they are the only two behavioral measure of language 
performance that were collected, and they were age adjusted, which gave us a very 
precise measure of performance. No analogous mathematics measures were collected. 
The use of these two measures slightly increased prediction accuracy (r of 0.175 to 
0.217), but the difference was not significant (z=0.64, p=0.5222). For the social 
cognition task, we used the mean percent of accurate categorizations of mental 
interaction or random interactions. Because there was a performance ceiling of 100 
percent accuracy, we did not include subjects at ceiling. This slightly increased 
prediction accuracy (r of 0.101 to 0.145), but the increase was not significant (z=0.69, 
p=0.4902). 
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Supplemental Figure Legends 

 
Supplemental Figure 1. Locality Facilitated Modularity Coefficients. Correlations 
between a node’s mean within-community-degree and the Pearson r between that 
node’s within-community-degrees and Q indices—the node’s locality facilitated 
modularity coefficient. Regression plots for each task show the correlation of each 
node’s locality facilitated modularity coefficient with that node’s mean within-community-
degree across subjects. Each dot represents a node. Shaded areas represent a 95 
percent confidence interval. In all states, there was a positive correlation between a 
node’s mean within-community-degree the node’s locality facilitated modularity 
coefficient. 
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Supplemental Figure 2. Anatomical Locations of Nodes and Node’s Graph Theory 
Metrics. Brain images showing the surface based anatomical locations of the nodes 
and their corresponding mean participation coefficient (A), diversity facilitated modularity 
coefficient (B), mean within-community-degree (C), and locality facilitated modularity 
coefficient (D). 
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Supplemental Figure 3. Cross Validation of Diversity and Locality Facilitated 
Modularity Coefficients. Connector Hubs and Local Hubs are defined by a higher 
participation coefficient and within-community-degree, respectively, across subjects on 
average. To avoid potential dependencies, we estimated the mean within-community-
degree or participation coefficient of each node in one half of subjects, and the 
correlation between a nodes’ within-community-degrees or participation coefficients and 
Q indices—the node’s locality and diversity facilitated modularity coefficients—in the 
other half, testing every possible split of subjects. On average, correlations were still 
significant in every state. A, the distribution of Pearson r values between a node’s mean 
participation coefficient (defined in half the subjects) and the diversity facilitated 
modularity coefficient (defined in the other half of the subjects). B, the distribution of 
Pearson r values between a node’s mean within-community-degree (defined in half the 
subjects) and the locality facilitated modularity coefficient (defined in the other half of the 
subjects). Resting-State data was used for this analysis. 
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Supplemental Figure 4. Null Models. We tested four null models to evaluate the 
relationship between (x) a node’s average participation coefficient across graphs and (y) 
the Pearson correlation coefficient r  between that node’s participation coefficients and 
the graphs’ Q values—the node’s diversity facilitated modularity coefficient—across the 
ensemble of individual subjects’ graphs studied. (1) Random Edges, Real Community 
utilizes the true partition of nodes into communities that was uncovered by the 
application of community detection to each subject’s intact resting-state graph 
(thresholded at a weighted graph density of 0.10, chosen based on this cost being the 
median cost from our original analyses), but we randomly permuted the edges uniformly 
after the partition was identified. (2) Random Community, Real Edges utilizes the 
partition of nodes into communities that was uncovered by the application of community 
detection to each subject’s intact resting-state graph (thresholded at a weighted graph 
density of 0.10), but we then randomly permuted the assignment of nodes to 
communities (this retains the same number of communities and sizes of communities as 
the true partition). The edges remain in their true locations. (3) Random Edges, 
Clustered permutes the edges in each subject’s resting-state graph uniformly at 
random. We then applied community detection to this permuted graph to identify a 
partition of nodes into communities, and then calculated the participation coefficient of 
each node based on that partition. We used a cost of 0.05, as denser random graphs 
result in just one community, which results in trivial participation coefficients of 0. 
Finally, (4) we generated Wattz-Strogatz small world graphs. Each graph had 264 
nodes with each node initially connected to its 7 neighbors in the lattice. We set the 
rewiring probability to 0.25. This results in Q values of roughly 0.40 and a binary density 
of roughly 0.05. We ran 100 instantiations of each model. For each instantiation of each 
of the four models, we generated a graph for each subject using the subject’s original 
graph and that particular null model. We then calculated the Pearson correlation 
coefficient, r, between (x) and (y) across the subjects’ graphs (i.e., the same analysis as 
Figure 2a). Violin plots are shown for the distribution of Pearson correlation coefficient r 
values across the 100 instantiations of each model. For comparison, the distribution 
from the original analysis across tasks (Real Edges, Real Community) is also shown. 
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Supplemental Figure 5. Participation Coefficients, the Number of Communities in 
the Network, and the Modularity Quality Index (Q). (A), negative correlation between 
the number of communities in subjects’ graphs (averaged across graph densities in the 
range 0.05-0.15) and the modularity index Q of the graphs (also averaged across graph 
densities in the range 0.05-0.15). (B), we performed a mediation analysis between each 
node’s participation coefficients, the number of communities in the graphs, and the Q 
values of the graphs, with the number of communities being the mediator. Mediation 
values are plotted for each node on the x-axis. The y-axis is the Pearson correlation 
coefficient r between each node’s participation coefficients and Q indices across 
subjects’ graphs—the diversity facilitated modularity coefficient. 
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Supplemental Figure 6. Relationships Between Individual Connector Hubs’ 
Participation Coefficients and the Modularity Quality Index Q. To test if the 
relationship between a connector hub’s participation coefficients and modularity indices 
(Q)—the connector hubs’ diversity facilitated modularity index—was linear, we fit three 
regression models to individual connector hubs’ participation coefficients and Q indices 
across subjects. In each plot, each line is the relationship between a single connector 
hub’s participation coefficients and Q indices across subjects. Only nodes with positive 
Pearson r values are shown. A, locally weighted scatter-plot smoother fit. B, 2nd order fit. 
C, 3rd order fit. The relation between many connector hubs’ participation coefficients and 
Q indices across subjects is well captured by a first order fit, with the hub’s maximal 
participation coefficients (0.7; the mathematically upper limit is 0.99) corresponding to 
maximal Q. However, for example, some connector hubs’ participation coefficients 
correspond to the maximal Q at a participation coefficient of 0.4-0.5, and then Q 
decreases at higher participation coefficients of that connector hub. 
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Supplemental Figure 7. Nodes’ Relationships with Individual Edges’ Weights. A, for 
each task, for each pair of nodes i and j, we correlated (x) the sum of Pearson r values 
between the participation coefficients of i and the within community edges of j minus the 
sum of Pearson r values between the participation coefficients of i and the between 
community edges of j with (y) the average connectivity weight between i and j. A, in 
contrast to our original analysis (Figure 2B), this analysis only includes the strongest 25 
percent of edges. B, C, for each task, for each pair of nodes i and j, we correlated (x) 
the sum of Pearson r values between the within-community-degrees of i and the within 
community edges of j minus the sum of Pearson r values between the within-
community-degrees of i and the between community edges of j with (y) the average 
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connectivity edge weight between i and j. B includes all positive edges (as in the main 
analysis for connector hubs’ (Q+) participation coefficients), while C only includes the 
strongest 25 percent of edges. 

 
Supplemental Figure 8. Connector Hubs (Q+) and Local Hubs (Q+) are Interrelated. 
For each state, the correlation between connector hubs’ (Q+) mean participation 
coefficient and local hubs’ (Q+) mean within-community-degree. 

 
Supplemental Figure 9. Connector Hubs’ Mediation of Neighboring Nodes’ Edges. 
To investigate if the relationship between a connector hub’s participation coefficient and 
Q is mediated primarily by that connector hub’s neighbors’ edge pattern increasing Q 
(per our prediction), we executed, for each connector hub node (i), a t-test between the 
absolute mediation values of node (i)’s neighbors’ edges versus the absolute mediation 
values of node(i)’s non-neighbors’ edges (neighbors were defined based on edges 
present between the two nodes in a graph at a density of 0.15, which was used 
because it is the densest density we utilized in our analyses; neighbors’ and non-
neighbors’ edges connecting to the node (i) were ignored). Mediation values were 
based on the edge mediating between node(i)’s participation coefficients and modularity 
quality indices (Q). The distribution of t-values for connector hubs (Q+) is shown for 
each task. Connector hubs (Q+) showed significantly higher mediation values with 
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edges of its neighbors compared to the edges of its non-neighbors. An alternative 
analysis (Figure 2B) corroborates this analysis. 

 
Supplemental Figure 10. Within-community-degree, Q, and Performance. A, the 
correlation between (x-axis) Pearson r value between a node’s within-community-
degree and task performance—the node’s locality facilitated performance coefficient—
with (y-axis) the node’s average within-community-degree. B, the correlation between 
(x-axis) Pearson r value between a node’s within-community-degree and task 
performance—the node’s locality facilitated performance coefficient—with (y-axis) the 
node’s locality facilitated modularity coefficient. An identical figure for participation 
coefficients is shown in Figure 4. 
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Supplemental Figure 11. Maintenance of Q and Local Hubs’ Within-Community-
Degrees from Rest to Task. Task Q – Resting-State Q was predicted by the change in 
the mean within-community-degree (Q+; relative to nodes for which their within-
community was negatively correlated with Q) from rest to task. If the within-community-
degrees of local hubs (Q+) remained high, Q remained high. 
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Supplemental Figure 12. Maintenance of Q and Connector Hubs’ Participation 
Coefficients from Rest to Task. A, Task Q – Resting-State Q was predicted by the 
change in the mean participation coefficient of connector hubs (Q+; in contrast to Figure 
6, this is not relative to nodes for which their participation coefficient was negatively 
correlated with Q) from rest to task. If the participation coefficients of connector hubs 
(Q+) remained high, Q remained high.  
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Supplemental Figure 13. Modularity Quality Indices from Three Community 
Detection Algorithms. We used Q indices repeatedly in our analyses. However, the 
community detection algorithm that we utilized, InfoMap, does not explicitly maximize Q. 
To see if this could potentially impact our analyses, we compared Q values from 
InfoMap to two popular alogrithms, Fast-Greedy and Louvain, that explicitly maximize 
Q. The mean Q value, as in our analyses, was taken across costs of 0.05 to 0.15. A, 
distribution, across subjects, of Q values of each algorithm. B, correlation between Q 
values across algorithms. 
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The Fronto-Parietal-Thalamic Network 

Max Bertolero, Kai Hwang, Mark D’Esposito 

Abstract 

The fronto-parietal network and the thalamus have both been identified as integrative or 
coordinative brain structures. However, the connectivity properties that allow for their 
function, and if these two structures interact, remains underspecified. Here, we find that 
every cortical network (n=15) has a distinct sub-region in the fronto-parietal network for 
which it is strongly functionally connected. These distinct sub-regions become 
interdigitated in the fronto-parietal network, forming a gradient towards convergent sub-
regions where the fronto-parietal network is functional connected to many different 
cortical networks. However, we also found areas of the fronto-parietal network with 
strong functional connectivity to a single network. We also found that functional 
connectivity from the 15 cortical networks to the fronto-parietal network can be 
accurately reduced to three sets of cortical networks, with the cortical networks in each 
set exhibiting very similar functional connectivity to the fronto-parietal network. 
Moreover, for each cortical network’s sub-region in the fronto-parietal network, there is a 
corresponding sub-region in the thalamus that that network is strongly functionally 
connected to. For each network, these two sub-regions (fronto-parietal and thalamic) 
are functional connected. Finally, functional connectivity between the fronto-parietal, the 
thalamus, and cortical networks predicts functional connectivity between cortical 
networks across individuals. These results reveal the underlying distinct and convergent 
functional connectivity of the fronto-parietal network, as well as its functional 
connectivity with the thalamus, that potentially allows for these brain structures to be 
integrative or coordinative. 

Introduction 

The human cortex can be divided into distinct networks, typically 7 to 17 (141) networks, 
by defining networks based on maximizing the similarity of connectivity among brain 
regions in the same network. Connectivity between two brain regions is typically defined 
based on the similarity of two regions’ oscillatory patterns, measured with the Pearson 
correlation between the two regions’ time-series of fMRI activity while the subject is not 
engaged in any cognitive task. This type of connectivity is termed “functional”. Each 
network has been proposed to have a specific function (140). The fronto-parietal 
network is consistently defined based on functional connectivity and shows diverse 
connectivity to other networks(91, 140, 141, 194). It also exhibits the strong 
interconnectivity—it is a prominent part of the diverse club, a set of highly 
interconnected regions with diverse connectivity across the brain. The fronto-parietal 
network (Fig. 1a) has thus been suggested to integrate information across the other 
networks, as well as coordinate connectivity between other networks (140). The fronto-
parietal network has also been suggested to be a “common end point” of diverse 
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information integration (78, 195) . Finally, the fronto-parietal network exhibits high 
fractionation; it can be subdivided into many distinct sub-networks of itself (196). 

While sub-cortical structures have mostly been ignored in functional connectivity and 
network studies, recent studies suggest that thalamus is also an integrative 
structure(197). The thalamus also shows strong and diverse functional connectivity to 
all cortical networks, including the fronto-parietal network(197). Moreover, without 
appropriate thalamocortical inputs, the development of distinct cortical networks does 
not occur(198). Finally, damage to the regions of the thalamus or the fronto-parietal 
network that are functionally connected to many networks decreases the modularity of 
the entire network (152, 197).The connectivity properties that allow for the integrative 
and coordinative function of the fronto-parietal networks and the thalamus, and if these 
two structures interact, remains underspecified. 

The fronto-parietal network appears to have distinct sub-regions that connect to other 
cortical networks(195, 199-202). However, other sub-regions in the fronto-parietal 
network are connected to many different modalities, including parts of posterior parietal 
cortex (98), superior temporal polysensory area (203), and prefrontal cortex(204-207). 
The fronto-parietal network participates in canonical and non-canonical processing. 
Canonical hierarchical information convergence in the fronto-parietal network involves 
information flow that is mostly linear and unidirectional, becoming increasingly 
integrated with other information(205). For example, information from early retinotopic 
visual areas, which are hierarchically organized, projects to specialized extrastriate 
fields (MT) that represent direction and speed, and this information is then passed from 
the lateral intraparietal sulcus to the frontal eye field (two regions in the fronto-parietal 
network), which guides eye movements(208, 209). However, the fronto-parietal network 
is mostly defined by non-canonical reciprocal connectivity and processing. There is 
strong interconnectivity between fronto-parietal regions, as well as with the thalamus; 
the posterior parietal cortex and frontal cortex are reciprocally connected to each other 
and also connected to at least 15 other cortical areas, as well as the medial pulvinar of 
the thalamus(195, 210-213). 

A complete model of the fronto-parietal network’s and the thalamus’s function and 
connectivity explains and fits with all of these findings. One potential connectivity 
structure of the fronto-parietal network, the thalamus, and cortical networks is that both 
the fronto-parietal network and the thalamus have sub-regions that are strongly 
connected to a single network, and these two sub-regions (e.g., the two sub-regions 
selective for the motor network in the thalamus and in the fronto-parietal network) are 
also highly connected. Here, we test this model by parcellating the fronto-parietal 
network and the thalamus based on their functional connectivity to cortical networks, 
and examining the connectivity structure between the fronto-parietal network, the 
thalamus, and cortex.     
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Methods 

Data 

We utilized the resting-state fMRI data in the The Enhanced Nathan Kline Institute 
Rockland Sample (NKI) and the Human Connectome Project (HCP; S500 release 
(171)). The frontal-parietal network and the thalamus were parcellated using the NKI 
data. All futher analyses of functional connectivity using these parcels utilized the HCP 
Database. This procedure ensures the reproducibility of the results and ensures that the 
parcellation is not overfitting the data. In other words, that we are not simply fitting, and 
then analyzing, noise. The parcellations were fit using the NKI data and further analyses 
of the functional connectivity were executed utilizing the HCP data, as the NKI dataset 
does not have enough subjects to fit the predictive models that were executed. 
Moreover, the temporal signal-to-noise of the NKI data was higher than the HCP data, 
which is especially important for analyses of sub-cortical structures, where temporal 
signal-to-noise is typically lower than in cortex. 

Preprocessing 

NKI Dataset. We utilized the 645 millisecond TR resting-state scan (900 timepoints). All 
subjects aged 18-35 were analyzed (number of subjects=64). Image preprocessing was 
performed with the software Configurable Pipeline for the Analysis of 
Connectomics(214). First, brain images were segmented into white matter (WM), gray 
matter, and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). Rigid body motion correction was then 
performed to align each volume to a temporally averaged volume, and a boundary-
based registration algorithm was used to register the EPI volumes to the anatomical 
image. Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS) was used to register the images to 
MNI152 template using a nonlinear normalization procedure(215). All images were 
spatially resampled to 2mm voxel resolution. We then performed nuisance regression to 
further reduce non-neural noise and artifacts. To reduce motion-related artifacts, we 
used the Friston-24 regressors model during nuisance regression. WM and CSF signals 
were regressed using the anatomical CompCor approach with five components for each 
tissue class(216). Linear and quadratic drifts were also removed. After regression, data 
were bandpass filtered from 0.009–0.08 Hz, and scaled to a whole-brain mean value of 
10000. Given that the thalamus is a relatively small structure, to avoid signal blurring we 
did not perform any spatial smoothing. 

HCP Dataset. Human fMRI data from the 150 subjects with the smallest mean 
framewise displacement across all four resting-state scans during rest were analyze. 
We used the images that were previously preprocessed with ICA-FIX. Analysis of 
Functional Neuroimages (29) (AFNI) was used to further preprocess the images. The 
AFNI command 3dBandpass was used to remove the mean whole brain signal and 
frequencies outside 0.009 and 0.08 (explicitly, “-ort whole_brain_signal.1D -band 0.009 
0.08 -automask”). Both LR and RL encoding directions and both sessions (REST1 and 
REST2) were used, resulting in 4800 timepoints. 
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Fronto-parietal parcellation 

A parcellation method was utilized that is identical to a previous parcellation of the 
thalamus, which assigns each voxel to the cortical network is has the strongest 
functional connectivity with (Hwang et al., 2016). Here, for each voxel in the fronto-
parietal network, its functional connectivity to each cortical network is calculated. We 
used the cortical networks defined by a previous publication (141). The mean signal 
from each cortical network’s voxels is utilized. As two fronto-parietal networks were 
found in that study, we merged them (Figure 1a). For each correlation between the 
fronto-parietal voxel and a given cortical network, signals from the other cortical 
networks are regressed out from the cortical network’s signal (i.e., partial correlations 
were computed). Partial correlation were used for two reasons. First, we also wanted to 
explore thalamic connectivity, and the thalamic parcellation utilized partial correlations 
(197). Second, for each voxel in the fronto-parietal network, the partial correlation 
measures the amount of variance that voxel’s activity explains in a given cortical 
network’s activity that cannot be explained by other cortical networks’ activity. This 
measure thus captures the unique connectivity between the frontal-parietal network and 
each cortical network. This analysis was executed for each NKI subject, and the mean 
functional connectivity value, across subjects, was computed. Next, each voxel is 
assigned to the cortical network it has the strongest functional connectivity to, creating a 
parcel for each cortical network in the fronto-parietal network. The same analysis was 
executed for voxels in the thalamus. This thalamus parcellation method is thus identical 
to previous work(197). 

The same correlations between fronto-parietal and cortical networks and between 
thalamic voxels and cortical networks were computed using the Human Connectome 
Project dataset. To analyze the accuracy of the fronto-parietal parcels defined in the 
NKI data, we visualized the mean functional connectivity, calculated using the HCP 
data, of each cortical network to each voxel in the fronto-parietal network, with the 
parcel for that network shown (Figure 1b). Additionally, we measured the mean 
functional connectivity of each parcel to the parcel’s cortical network. We also measured 
the homogeneity of each parcel—the mean of all Pearson correlations between the 
time-series of voxels in each parcel. Additionally, we compared the distribution of those 
Pearson correlations between the time-series of voxels in a parcel to the distribution of 
Pearson correlations between the time-series of voxels in that parcel and voxels in other 
parcels in the fronto-parietal network. 

Finally, we measured how strongly connected each parcel in the fronto-parietal network 
is to each parcel in the thalamus. Here, the correlation between each parcel in the 
thalamus and each parcel in the fronto-parietal network was calculated; signals from the 
parcels in the fronto-parietal network are regressed out from the fronto-parietal 
network’s parcel’s signal (i.e., partial correlations were computed). 
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Clustering of Functional Connectivity to the Fronto-Parietal Network 

Utilizing the NKI Data, we calculated the similarity of cortical networks’ connectivity to 
the fronto-parietal network. Each cortical network has a functional connectivity value to 
each voxel in the fronto-parietal network. Thus, the similarity of two cortical networks’ 
connectivity to the fronto-parietal network was measured by the Pearson correlation of 
the cortical networks’ functional connectivity to the voxels in fronto-parietal network. 
This measure is computed for each pair of cortical networks. Given this matrix, a graph 
of nodes and edges can be formed, where each node is a cortical network, and the 
edge is the similarity metric. Negative correlations were ignored, resulting in a graph 
with a density of 0.419. Community detection can then be applied. We used InfoMap to 
identify communities. The mean connectivity of each community was then calculated 
using the HCP data. 

Measures of Discrete and Convergent Connectivity in the Fronto-Parietal Network 

We first sought to measure the discreteness of each fronto-parietal voxel’s connectivity 
to cortical networks. For each voxel in the fronto-parietal network, we had previously 
calculated its mean connectivity (across subjects) to each cortical network. Using these 
15 values (1 for each cortical network, NKI dataset), we measured the discreteness of 
that voxel’s connectivity by computing the difference in the strongest value and the 
second strongest value. Thus, if a voxel has strong connectivity to a single network, and 
weak connectivity to other networks, it has a high discreteness score. If a voxel is 
equally connected to two cortical networks, it will have a very low discreteness score. 

We then sought to measure the convergence of cortical network signals at each voxel in 
the fronto-parietal network. Using the same 15 values above, we calculated the 
standard deviation of these values. A small standard deviation demonstrates that that 
voxel is equally connected to all cortical networks. Thus, our convergence measure is 
simply 1 minus the standard deviation of the functional connectivity scores of that voxel 
to all cortical networks. 

Predictive Models of Cortical to Cortical Functional Connectivity 

We first sought to predict the functional connectivity between cortical networks using the 
functional connectivity between parcels in the fronto-parietal network and cortical 
networks. For each parcel in the fronto-parietal network, functional connectivity between 
the mean signal of voxels in that parcel and each cortical network (excluding the fronto-
parietal network) was calculated (the signals from other cortical networks were 
regressed out from the cortical network’s signal), resulting in a 15x15 matrix with 105 
unique values for each subject. We also calculated the functional connectivity between 
all cortical networks, resulting in a 16x16 matrix with 120 unique values for each 
subject. Full correlations, not partial, were used for this matrix. We used the fronto-
parietal parcel to cortical matrix functional connectivity values to predict each cortical to 
cortical matrix functional connectivity value. 
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We then sought to predict the connectivity between cortical networks using the 
functional connectivity between parcels in the thalamus and cortical networks. For each 
parcel in the thalamus, functional connectivity between the mean signal of voxels in that 
parcel and each cortical network (excluding the fronto-parietal network) was calculated 
(the signals from other cortical networks were regressed out from the cortical network’s 
signal), resulting in a 15x15 matrix with 105 unique values for each subject. We then 
used this matrix to predict each cortical to cortical matrix functional connectivity value. 

Finally, we sought to predict the connectivity between cortical networks using the 
functional connectivity between parcels in the fronto-parietal network and parcels in the 
thalamus. For each parcel in the thalamus, functional connectivity between the mean 
signal of voxels in that parcel and the mean signal of each parcel in the fronto-parietal 
network was calculated (the signals from the other fronto-parietal parcels were 
regressed out from the fronto-parietal parcel’s signal), resulting in a 15x15 matrix with 
105 unique values for each subject. We then used this matrix to predict each cortical to 
cortical matrix functional connectivity value. 

For all three prediction models, we used a leave-one-out cross validation technique. For 
each subject in the HCP data, we fit the model on all subjects in the HCP data except 
for that subject, and used the model to predict each cortical to cortical functional 
connectivity of that subject. To measure the performance of the model, we then 
correlated the real cortical to cortical functional connectivity value with the predicted 
cortical functional connectivity value. We then calculated how similar the models’ 
performance were; in other words, we measured if the models were similar in which 
cortical to cortical functional connectivity values they predicted well. This was done by 
calculating the Pearson correlation of the prediction values across all cortical to cortical 
networks (e.g., the Pearson correlation between the two matrices, a and b, in Figure 5). 

Results 

Fronto-parietal parcellation 

Every cortical network had voxels in the fronto-parietal network for which that cortical 
network exhibited the strongest functionally of all cortical networks (Figure 1b). 
Moreover, while the parcels were defined based on the NKI data, Figure 1b shows the 
parcels overlaid on top of functional connectivity, calculated in the HPC data, between 
each network and the fronto-parietal voxels. For all results, the parcels were calculated 
using the NKI data, and the analyses were executed using the HCP data. 
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Figure 1. a, Cortical networks. b, Using the NKI Data, for each cortical network, the 
voxels in the fronto-parietal network for which that network was most strongly connected 
to (i.e., that network’s parcels) are outlined in yellow. The mean, across HCP subjects, 
functional connectivity between that cortical network and every voxel in the fronto-
parietal network is shown from blue to red. 

The voxels in each parcel, on average, all showed positive functional connectivity to the 
cortical network it was assigned to (Figure 2a). Moreover, for all 15 cortical networks, 
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the voxels in the cortical network’s parcel in the fronto-parietal network were 
significantly more strongly connected to other voxels in that parcel than to voxels in 
other cortical networks’ parcels in the fronto-parietal network (Figure 2b). The 
homogeneity of all parcels was positive (Figure 2c). We also found that, across 
individual HCP subjects, the functional connectivity between thalamic parcels and 
fronto-parietal parcels of the same cortical network was significantly stronger than the 
functional connectivity between thalamic parcels and fronto-parietal parcels of the 
different cortical networks (t=16.89,pvalue=9.6e-64, df=2100). We also analyzed 
individual cortical networks’ parcels in the thalamus and fronto-parietal network. For all 
but four cortical networks, across individual HCP subjects, the cortical network’s 
parcels, one in the fronto-parietal network and one in the thalamus, were more strongly 
functionally connected to each other than to other parcels in the thalamus and the 
fronto-parietal network (Figure 2d). These analyses demonstrate that all cortical 
networks have sub-regions of strong functional connectivity with the fronto-parietal 
network, as well as with the thalamus, and those two parcels are usually strongly 
functionally connected. 
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Figure 2. a, Violin plots of the functional connectivity values, across HCP subjects, from 
each cortical network’s parcel in the fronts-parietal network to that cortical network. b, 
For each network’s parcel’s voxels, a t-test was calculated between the pairwise 
functional connectivity values of all voxels in that cortical network’s parcel versus the 
functional connectivity values between voxels in that parcel and voxels other cortical 
networks’ parcels. The mean T and P, across HCP subjects, are shown. c, The mean 
pairwise functional connectivity values, across HCP subjects, of all voxels in each 
cortical network’s parcel. d, For each network’s fronto-parietal parcel and thalamus 
parcel, a t-test was calculated between the functional connectivity of those two parcels 
across HCP subjects, and the functional connectivity, across subjects, of those two 
parcels to parcels belonging to other networks. 
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Clustering of Functional Connectivity to the Fronto-Parietal Network 

Utilizing the NKI Data, we detected “communities” of cortical connectivity to the fronto-
parietal network, where all cortical networks in each community have similar 
connectivity to the fronto-parietal network. This analysis revealed three distinct 
communities and a graph with a Q value of a 0.398. Figure 3 displays these three 
communities, as well as the pair-wise similarity of all cortical networks’ connectivity to 
the fronto-parietal network (NKI data). The Q value of the graph built using the HCP 
data, but the community detection from the NKI data, was 0.221. We also visualized the 
community detection from the NKI data (i.e., which cortical networks are in the same 
community) with the mean functional connectivity, calculated with the HCP data, of the 
cortical networks in that community (Figure 3). 

The first community is positively correlated with the posterior regions of the frontal and 
temporal aspects of the fronto-parietal network. The second community is negatively 
functionally connected with the entire fronto-parietal network. This community of cortical 
networks exhibited the highest levels of similarity in their functionally connected to the 
fronto-parietal network. Similar to the first community, the third community is positively 
functionally connected with the posterior regions of the fronto and temporal aspect of 
the fronto-parietal network. However, it is also positively functionally connected with the 
dorsal section of the parietal aspect of the fronto-parietal network, as well as the more 
anterior section of the frontal aspect of the fronto-parietal network. This analysis 
demonstrates that there are three distinct sets of cortical functional connectivity to the 
fronto-parietal cortex. 
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Figure 3. Community detection of cortical network connectivity to the fronts-parietal 
network. Each value in the matrix is the similar of the two cortical networks’ functional 
connectivity to the fronts-parietal network. Three distinct communities, each on the 
cortical surfaces of each brain, were found. The mean, across HCP subjects, functional 
connectivity of each community is shown on the cortical surface. 

Measures of Discrete and Convergent Connectivity in the Fronto-Parietal Network 

We measured the discreteness of each fronto-parietal voxel’s connectivity to cortical 
networks. We measured the discreteness of that voxel’s connectivity by computing the 
difference in the strongest value and the second strongest value. We also measure the 
convergence of cortical network signals at each voxel in the fronto-parietal network by 
calculating 1 minus the standard deviation of the functional connectivity scores of that 
voxel to all cortical networks. The fronto-parietal shows apexes of high flexibility and 
discreteness in all 4 sections—the frontal, parietal, temporal, and medial (Figure 4). 
However, these two measures were negative correlated (r=-0.271, p=2e-315). These 
analyses demonstrate that different sub-regions of the fronto-parietal network exhibit 
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functional connectivity that can support either discrete or convergent information 
processing. 

 

Figure 4. a, Convergent connectivity in the fronto-parietal network. b, Discrete 
connectivity in the fronto-parietal network. 

Predictive Models of Cortical to Cortical Functional Connectivity 

We predicted the connectivity between cortical networks using the functional 
connectivity between parcels in the fronto-parietal network and cortical networks (Figure 
5a), the functional connectivity between parcels in the thalamus and cortical networks 
(Figure 5b), and the functional connectivity between parcels in the fronto-parietal 
network and parcels in the thalamus (Figure 5c). 
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Figure 5. a,b,c, Prediction accuracy of three models. d, Similarity of prediction accuracy 
across the three models. 

Prediction accuracy was measured by the correlation between the predicted cortical to 
cortical functional connectivity value and the real cortical to cortical functional 
connectivity value. Values higher than r=0.282 are significant at p<0.05 after Bonferroni 
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correction for multiple comparisons (df=148, multiple comparisons=120). Significant 
correlations are shown from pink to purple with figure, with any correlation for which the 
p value did not pass multiple comparisons correction in beige. We also measured the 
similarity of the accuracies of the predictions of each model. All of the models were 
similar in which cortical network to cortical network functional connectivity they were 
able to accurately predict and which cortical network to cortical network functional 
connectivity they were not able to accurately predict (Figure 5d). 

In every predictive model, the cortical networks for which prediction accuracy was 
highest were the attention networks (dorsal attention networks (anterior and posterior) 
and the ventral attention / salience network). Auditory, visual, and motor (ventral) 
network connectivity was also well predicted. The orbital frontal and ventral medial 
temporal networks’ connectivity was poorly predicted, likely do to the low signal-to-noise 
and dropout in these regions. However, the Precuneus’s connectivity was also not well 
predicted, despite not suffering from those issues. Ranking order for each model, 
including the mean across models, is shown in Figure 6. 

  

 

Figure 6. Rank order of the ability of the models to predict a network’s connectivity to 
other cortical networks 

Additionally, the fronto-parietal network’s connectivity was not well predicted, despite 
one of the models actually being the fronto-parietal network’s connectivity to other 
cortical networks. This is an example of how shared signals in the model will not 
necessarily increase prediction accuracy. The current predictive models depend on 
variance across subjects, not within subjects. For example, we calculated the matrix of 
the functional connectivity between all parcels in the fronto-parietal network. Within 
subjects, this matrix is highly correlated with the cortical to cortical functional 
connectivity matrix (r=.603, p=0.0). For example, in any single subject, connectivity 
between the auditory parcel and medial visual parcel and connectivity between the 
auditory network and medial visual network will be very similar. However, these values 
are not able to significantly predict any cortical to cortical functional connectivity, as 
variance across subjects in the parcel to parcel matrix is not predictive of variance in the 
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cortical to cortical matrix. In fact, the predictions of this model were negatively correlated 
with the real values (mean r=-0.45). 

These analyses suggest that variance in the connectivity of the fronto-parietal network 
to other cortical networks, the variance in the connectivity of the thalamus to the fronto-
parietal network, and the variance in the connectivity of the thalamus to cortical 
networks are all predictive of variance in cortical to cortical network functional 
connectivity. Moreover, given the similarity of their prediction accuracies, along with 
their functional connectivity to each other, these structures potentially interact to control 
cortical to cortical functional connectivity, or at least do so via a similar mechanism. 

Conclusion 

Our results suggest a very specific model of fronto-parietal-thalamic connectivity. The 
fronto-parietal network is typically characterized as an integrative network with diverse 
connectivity to the rest of cortex. However, similar to the thalamus(197), distinct 
information from any given cortical network projects to a distinct sub-region or set of 
sub-regions in the fronto-parietal network. These sub-regions are homogeneous—
voxels in each parcel are, on average, positively functional connected, and are 
significantly more strongly functionally connected to each other than to voxels in other 
parcels, even though all voxels under consideration are in the same cortical network, an 
already homogenous set of voxels. Moreover, functional connectivity between cortex 
and the fronto-parietal network can be reduced to three distinct patterns of functional 
connectivity. Finally, the fronto-parietal network contains sub-regions that are only 
strongly functionally connected to a single network. 

This aspect of the model is supported by anatomical connectivity. In the macaque, 
somatic, visual, and auditory regions project to different parts of parietal-temporal and 
frontal aspects of the fronto-parietal network (199). Even within a single spatially 
contiguous area in the fronto-parietal network, distinct connectivity patterns are found. 
For example, the most caudal region of the posterior parietal area (7a) is connected to 
anterior and posterior cingulate, the dorsal parahippocampus, V3-V5, and the superior 
temporal sulcus(195, 200-202). While the intraparietal sulcus (7ip) is also connected to 
those regions, area 7ip is connected to the more posterior regions of V3-V5 and the 
more ventral area (MT) of the superior temporal sulcus. Moreover, 7a and 7ip, but not 
the more rostral and lateral area (7b) and a medial region (7m), have strong limbic 
connections(195). Finally, 7b and 7m are biased toward inputs from somatosensory 
areas (S1 & SII) or visual areas (medial area 19), respectively. A distinction in posterior 
parietal cortex is also supported by electrophysiological data. Area 7b is related to more 
somatic stimuli, while 7a is more related to visual and oculomotor mechanisms(217-
219). 

However, we also found that the fronto-parietal network contains sub-regions that are 
diversely connected to many different cortical networks. Integrated information is likely 
processed in these convergent sub-regions of the fronto-parietal network and via non-
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canonical reciprocal wiring to integrate across sub-regions with converging projections 
from many cortical networks and sub-regions that each have a distinct projection from a 
single cortical network. This aspect of the model is also supported by anatomical 
connectivity. For example, while somatic, visual, and auditory regions project to different 
sub-regions in the fronto-parietal network, these modalities also have converging 
projections in the superior temporal sulcus (which is part of the fronto-parietal network; 
Fig 1a), and sub-regions of convergence in the superior temporal sulcus are 
interconnected with each other(199). 

The combination of discrete and convergent connectivity in the fronto-parietal network 
allows information flow to be bi-directional. Information from all cortical networks can be 
transferred to the fronto-parietal network via distinct pathways that exists between 
cortical networks and the fronto-parietal network. Information is then likely integrated in 
the convergent regions of the fronto-parietal network, and can then be sent back to 
specific cortical networks via the distinct pathways that exist between the fronto-parietal 
network and specific cortical networks. 

The thalamus is likely a critical aspect of this information flow, potentially mediating 
connectivity between the fronto-parietal network and other networks, aiding in 
information integration and signal propagation across cortex. The fronto-parietal 
network is distinctively connected to the thalamus. For all but four cortical networks, the 
cortical network’s parcels, one in the fronto-parietal network and one in the thalamus, 
were more strongly functionally connected to each other than to other parcels in the 
thalamus and the fronto-parietal network. Moroever, functional connectivity between the 
fronto-parietal network to cortex, the thalamus to cortex, and the fronto-parietal network 
to the thalamus were all significantly and similarly predictive of cortical to cortical 
functional connectivity. 

More speculatively, it has been suggested that thalamocortical projections provide 
synchronized signals that coordinate the development of cortical networks, and these 
signals aid in organizing connectivity across the massively expanded human 
cortex(220). The fronto-parietal-thalamic connectivity found here would support this 
idea—the thalamus is connected to the fronto-parietal network such that each sub-
region in the fronto-parietal network that is connected to a specific cortical network is 
also connected to the area of thalamus that is dedicated to that network. This positions 
the thalamus as being connected both to where a given cortical network is represented 
in the fronto-parietal network and to the network itself, allowing it to control how each 
pair of networks (fronto-parietal and other networks) become connected. 

This connectivity pattern also generates the idea that an evolutionary older integrative 
structure—the thalamus—might have been “copied” (i.e., it performs similar functions 
and has similar connectivity patterns) and expanded in the cortex as the fronto-parietal 
network, and these two integrative structures now function together. Thus, the fronto-
parietal network might have been naturally selected because it allows for greater control 
over the connectivity between cortical networks both during development and ongoing 
cognition, allowing for more complex computations to occur, utilizing both canonical and 
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non-canonical wiring and strong connectivity to the thalamus. It is then no surprise that 
this network is often referred to as a “control” network and its activity is related to “top 
down” regulation of other networks. It is also not surprising that similar global network 
changes (decreased modularity) occur when regions of the thalamus and the fronto-
parietal network that are functionally connected to many networks are damaged (152, 
197). 
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Abstract 
The thalamus is globally connected with distributed cortical regions, yet the 

functional significance of this extensive thalamocortical connectivity remains largely 
unknown. By performing graph-theoretic analyses on thalamocortical functional 
connectivity data collected from human participants, we found that most thalamic 
subdivisions display network properties capable of integrating multimodal information 
across diverse cortical functional networks. From a meta-analysis of a large dataset of 
functional brain imaging experiments, we further found that the thalamus is involved in 
multiple cognitive functions. Finally, we found that focal thalamic lesions in humans 
have widespread distal effects, disrupting the modular organization of cortical functional 
networks. This converging evidence suggests that the human thalamus is a critical hub 
region that could integrate diverse information being processed throughout the cerebral 
cortex, as well as maintain the modular structure of cortical functional networks. 

 
Significance 
The thalamus is traditionally viewed as a passive relay station of information from 

sensory organs or subcortical structures to the cortex. However, the thalamus has 
extensive connections with the entire cerebral cortex, which can also serve to integrate 
information processing between cortical regions. In this study, we demonstrate that 
multiple thalamic subdivisions displays network properties capable of integrating 
information across multiple functional brain networks. Moreover, the thalamus is 
engaged by tasks requiring multiple cognitive functions. These findings support the idea 
that the thalamus is involved in integrating information across cortical networks.  

 
Introduction  
 
The mammalian brain can be conceptualized as a thalamocortical system. Every 

cortical region receives projections from the thalamus, and in turn sends outputs to one 
or multiple thalamic nuclei(221). Thalamocortical projections relay nearly all incoming 
information to the cortex, as well as mediate cortico-cortical communication(222). Thus, 
full insight into brain function requires knowledge of the organization and properties of 
thalamocortical interactions.  

The thalamus can be divided into two types of nuclei: first order and higher order 
thalamic nuclei(223). First order thalamic nuclei, such as the lateral geniculate nucleus 
(LGN) and the ventral posterior (VP) nuclei, receive inputs from ascending sensory 
pathways or other subcortical brain regions. In contrast, higher-order thalamic nuclei, 
such as the mediodorsal (MD) and the pulvinar nuclei, receive inputs predominately 
from the cortex. Higher order thalamic nuclei have both reciprocal and non-reciprocal 
connections with multiple cortical regions(211, 224, 225), suggesting that in addition to 
relaying external sensory information to the cortex though first order nuclei, another 
principle function of the thalamocortical system is to mediate cortico-cortical information 
transfer within the cortex(226).  

 Graph-theoretic network analysis of resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) 
data is well suited for exploring the organization and functional properties of the 
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thalamocortical system. Previous functional connectivity analyses of rs-MRI data have 
demonstrated that the human cerebral cortex can be decomposed into several modular 
functional networks(56, 141), each of which is potentially involved in executing a 
discrete set of cognitive functions(140, 227). Graph-theoretic measures can be further 
used to characterize each region’s topological properties(40). For instance, a brain 
region with many within-network connections has a strong “provincial hub” property(79), 
presumably to promote within-network interactions for executing specialized functions of 
the network. In contrast, a brain region with many between-network connections has a 
strong “connector hub” property, presumably to mediate interactions between functional 
networks. Cortical connector and provincial hubs have distinct contributions to cortical 
networks’ modular organization(152), and cortical connector hubs have been found to 
be involved in multiple cognitive tasks(20, 125, 140, 176). 

The topographic properties of the thalamocortical system are largely unknown. 
The thalamus and its constituent nuclei have global and extensive connectivity with 
multiple brain structures, and are likely major hub regions for functional brain 
networks(74, 228). Thalamic nuclei are traditionally hypothesized to function as 
modality-specific relays. This view of thalamic function would predict that thalamic nuclei 
should exhibit strong provincial hub properties to support information communication 
within relatively encapsulated processing channels(229). However, it is not known if all 
thalamic nuclei serve as provincial hubs, or if some nuclei, such as the higher order 
nuclei, further support between-network interactions, serving as connector hubs. It has 
been shown that a single thalamic nucleus could have connections with multiple 
anatomically segregated cortical regions(211, 224). If these cortical regions innervated 
by a single thalamic nucleus belong to the same functional network, then this thalamic 
nucleus should exhibit strong provincial hub properties for supporting modality-selective 
processes (Figure 1A). Alternatively, if these cortical regions belong to different 
functional networks, then this thalamic nucleus is capable of integrative processes 
mediating interactions across multiple cortical networks, and should exhibit strong 
connector hub properties (Figure 1B). These hypotheses are not mutually exclusive—
the thalamus could contain nuclei that act as “global kinless” hubs(79, 81), not only 
strongly associated with one but multiple functional networks, involved in both modality-
selective and multimodal integrative processes.   

The goal of this study was to elucidate the network topological roles of thalamic 
nuclei in functional brain networks. To measure network properties of thalamocortical 
functional connectivity, we performed graph theoretic network analyses on rs-fMRI data 
collected from healthy human participants. To relate network topology to cognitive 
functions, we analyzed task-related activity using a meta-analysis of 10,449 functional 
neuroimaging experiments from the BrainMap database(176, 230). Finally, we 
examined the contribution of thalamic nuclei to cortical network organization by 
analyzing rs-fMRI data from human patients with focal thalamic lesions.    

 
Methods 
 
Datasets 
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For the main analyses, we analyzed publically available resting-state fMRI (rs-
fMRI) data from 303 subjects (mean age = 21.28, SD = 2.64, age range =19-27, 128 
males) that were acquired as part of the Brain Genomics Superstruct dataset(231). For 
each subject, two runs (6.2 minutes each) of rs-fMRI data were collected using a 
gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence with the following parameters: relaxation 
time (TR) = 3000 ms, echo time (TE) = 30 ms, flip angle = 85 degrees, 3 mm3 isotropic 
voxels with 47 axial slices. Structural data were acquired using a multi-echo T1-
weighted magnetization-prepared gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence (TR = 2,200 ms, 
TE= 1.54 ms for image 1 to 7.01 ms for image 4, flip angle = 7 degree, 1.2 mm3 
isotropic voxel). We replicated our main analyses with another publically available rs-
fMRI dataset from 62 healthy adults (mean age = 23.96, SD = 5.24, age range =18-37, 
27 males) that were acquired as part of the NKI-Rockland sample(232). For each 
subject, 9 minutes and 35 seconds of rs-fMRI data were acquired using a multiband 
gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence with the following parameters: TR = 1400 
ms, echo time = 30 ms, multiband factor = 4, flip angle = 65 degrees, 2 mm3 isotropic 
voxels with 64 axial slices. Structural data were acquired using a MPRAGE (TR = 1900 
ms, TE= 2.51 ms, flip angle = 9 degree, 1 mm3 isotropic voxel). For both datasets, 
subjects were instructed to stay awake and keep their eyes open. 

For the lesion analyses, we analyzed rs-fMRI data from four patients with focal 
thalamic lesions (ages of the four patients: S1 = 81 years, S2 = 50 years, S3 = 55 years, 
S4 = 84 years, all males, all were scanned at least 6 months after their stroke). Patient 
S1 has bilateral lesions, and all other patients have unilateral lesions. Two runs of rs-
fMRI data were collected (10 minutes each; TR = 2000 ms, echo time = 30 ms, flip 
angle = 72 degrees, 3.5 mm2 in plane resolution with 34 axial 4.2 mm slices). Structural 
images were acquired using a MPRAGE sequence (TR = 2,300 msec, TE = 2.98 msec, 
flip angle = 9°, 1 mm3 voxels). Patients were instructed to stay awake and keep their 
eyes open. Informed consent was obtained from all patients in accordance with 
procedures approved by the Committees for Protection of Human Subjects at the 
University of California, Berkeley. 

 
Functional MRI Data Preprocessing  
 Image preprocessing was performed with the Configurable Pipeline for the 

Analysis of Connectomics software(214). First, brain images were segmented into white 
matter (WM), gray matter, and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). Rigid body motion correction 
was then performed to align each volume to a temporally averaged volume, and a 
boundary-based registration algorithm was used to register the EPI volumes to the 
anatomical image. Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS) was used to register the 
images to MNI152 template using a nonlinear normalization procedure(233). All images 
were spatially resampled to a 2 mm voxel resolution. We then performed nuisance 
regression to further reduce non-neural noise and artifacts. To reduce motion-related 
artifacts, we used the Friston-24 regressors model during nuisance regression(234). 
WM and CSF signals were regressed using the anatomical CompCor approach with five 
components for each tissue class(235). Linear and quadratic drifts were also removed. 
Because the physical proximity between the thalamus and the ventricles could result in 
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blurring of fMRI signal, we further regressed out the mean signal from CSF, WM, and 
gray matter that were within 5 voxels (10 mm) from the thalamus. After regression, data 
were bandpass filtered from 0.009–0.08 Hz, and scaled to a whole-brain mean value of 
10000. Given that the thalamus is a relatively small structure, to avoid signal blurring we 
did not perform any spatial smoothing.  

 
 
Identifying Cortical Functional Networks 
 Following preprocessing, mean rs-fMRI time-series were extracted from 

333 cortical regions of interests(91), and concatenated across runs for subjects with 
multiple rs-fMRI scans. Cortico-cortical functional connectivity was assessed in each 
subject by computing Pearson correlations between all pairs of cortical ROIs, resulting 
in a 333 x 333 correlation matrix. This correlation matrix was then thresholded to retain 
the strongest functional connections. To identify the modular structure of cortico-cortical 
functional connectivity, we performed an InfoMap algorithm(129) to partition the 
correlation matrix into putative modular functional networks. InfoMap is one of the best 
performing sub-network detection algorithms available, and has been successfully used 
to identify cortical network organization(56, 140). Specifically, for each subject, we first 
identified functional networks using the InfoMap algorithm at a threshold of density = 
0.15 (keeping 15 percent of connections out of all possible cortico-cortical connections). 
Based on this partition result, we then constructed a consensus matrix that consisted of 
values of 1 where the two ROIs are in the same module, and values of 0 
elsewhere(236). We then re-thresholded the correlation matrix by decreasing the 
density in steps of 0.001, and ran the InfoMap algorithm again to obtain a new partition. 
The consensus matrix was then updated for the new partition, except for rows and 
columns for which the ROI had no connections that survived the new threshold, or the 
ROI was in a fragmented module of less than 5 ROIs. The consensus matrix was 
continued to be updated to the minimal threshold of density = 0.01. Thus, this subject 
specific consensus matrix represents the modular network assignment for each pair of 
nodes at their sparsest level possible (i.e., before they become disconnected from the 
graph). We then aggregated individual subjects’ module organization by averaging 
consensus matrices across subjects. This averaged consensus matrix was then 
submitted to the same recursive method described above to identify group-level cortical 
functional networks. Following methods reported in previously published studies(56, 
91), networks with 5 or fewer ROIs were eliminated from further analyses, and ROIs 
that were not clustered into networks were excluded from further analyses.  

 
Thalamus Parcellation 
 Previous studies of functional brain networks using graph theory often 

excluded subcortical structures, or examined the thalamus with gross or no 
subdivisions. Given the thalamus’s complex structure with multiple distinct nuclei, the 
thalamus is likely not uniformly interacting with the cortex. Instead, different thalamic 
subdivisions have distinct structural connectivity with the cortex, and thus functional 
connectivity with the cortex(237-240). We therefore examined thalamocortical network 
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properties of using three different thalamic parcellations. To localize the thalamus, the 
Morel Atlas(241) was used to define its spatial extent (2227 2 mm3 voxels included in 
the atlas, registered to the MNI152 template). To identify thalamic subdivisions, three 
different thalamic atlases were utilized. We first performed a custom winner take all 
functional parcellation using rs-fMRI data. We calculated partial correlations between 
the mean BOLD signal of each cortical functional network and the signal in each 
thalamic voxel, while removing signal variance from other functional networks. Partial 
correlations were then averaged across subjects, and each thalamic voxel was labeled 
according to the cortical network with the highest partial correlation. The Morel atlas 
identified thalamic nuclei based on cyto- and myelo-architecture in stained slices of 
post-mortem tissue collected from five postmortem brains(242), and subsequently 
transformed to MNI space(241). The Oxford-FSL thalamic structural connectivity atlas 
defined thalamic subdivisions based on its structural connectivity with different cortical 
regions estimated from diffusion imaging data(239). Each of these atlases is sensitive to 
a specific type of anatomical or functional information, therefore using all three atlases 
allows us to derive a more complete characterization of thalamocortical network 
properties.  

 
Thalamic and Cortical Nodal Properties 
To formally quantify the network properties of thalamocortical functional 

connectivity, for each subject, we first extracted signal from the thalamus by either using 
each voxel’s preprocessed signal or averaged voxel-wise BOLD signal within each 
thalamic subdivision. We then calculated the partial correlation between the mean 
BOLD signal of each cortical region of interest (ROI) and thalamic voxel or subdivision. 
Partial correlation was calculated by removing signal variance from all other cortical 
ROIs. Given the large number of cortical ROIs, a dimension reduction procedure using 
principal component analysis was performed on signals from cortical ROIs not included 
in the partial correlation calculation, and eigenvectors that explained 95% of variance 
were entered as additional nuisance regressors in the model. Note that no correlations 
were calculated between thalamic voxels. This resulted in two thalamocortical 
connectivity matrices: voxel-wise and subdivision-wise. For voxel-wise matrices, 2227 
thalamic voxels were included. For the functional parcellation, Oxford-FSL, and Morel 
atlases, 9, 7, and 15 thalamic subdivisions were included, respectively. Note that each 
thalamic voxel and thalamic subdivision all had the same number of functional 
connections with cortical ROIs (total 333). Thalamocortical connectivity matrices were 
then averaged across subjects. For cortical ROIs, we calculated Pearson correlations 
between all pair-wise cortical ROIs to obtain cortico-cortical connectivity matrices 
(matrix size 333 x 333). Matrices were then averaged across subjects. Following 
recommendations from a previous study(56), we explored network properties across a 
range of network density thresholds (density = 0.01 to 0.15), and submitted these to 
graph analyses. Note that, because we did not perform global signal regression, no 
negative correlations entered our graph analyses.  

For estimating thalamocortical functional connectivity, we chose partial 
correlations over full correlations because past studies have shown that detailed 
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thalamocortical connectivity patterns could be obscured without accounting for shared 
variance between cortical regions(243). We compared graph matrices of thalamic 
voxels calculated using partial or full correlations, and found that results were 
independent of whether full or partial correlations were used. We also calculated graph 
metrics at the level of each thalamic subdivision by averaging voxel-wise signals within 
each thalamic subdivision before graph analyses, and found consistent results when 
compared to voxel-wise metrics. 

For each thalamic voxel, subdivision, and cortical ROI, we calculated the 
participation coefficient (PC), a measure of the connector hub property, and the within 
module degree z-score (WMD), a measure of the provincial hub property(79). To ensure 
that our results were not biased by a single specific threshold, all graph metrics were 
calculated across a range of thresholds (density = 0.1 to 0.15). We report results that 
were averaged across thresholds.  

 To calculate WMD, correlation matrices were first binarized by setting 
weights above the density threshold to 1. WMD values were calculated across a range 
of density thresholds (edge density of 0.1 to 0.15) and averaged across thresholds. 
Weights were binarized to equate the connectivity weights between thalamocortical and 
cortico-cortical networks. WMD is calculated as 𝑊𝑀𝐷 =	&'()*+

,)*+
, where 𝐶𝑊. is the 

average number of connections between all cortical ROIs within cortical network s, and 
𝜎𝐶𝑊. is the standard deviation of the number of connections of all ROIs in network s. 𝐾1 
is the number of connections between i and all cortical ROIs in network s. Because our 
goal was to understand the thalamus’s contribution to cortical network organization, 
WMD scores of thalamic subdivisions were calculated using the mean and standard 
deviation of within-network degree (number of intra-network connections) calculated 
from each cortical functional network. For comparison, we also calculated WMD using 
fully weighted matrices without thresholding, and found similar results. Note that 
because WMD is normalized by the number of regions within the associated functional 
network, unlike degree-based centrality measures, it is not influenced by the size of 
functional networks. Given that we assigned each thalamic voxel to a cortical functional 
network in the functional parcellation atlas, higher WMD values reflect more within-
network connections of the thalamic voxel with the network it was assigned to. 

The PC value of region i is defined as: 𝑃𝐶 = 1 −	 &'+
&'

567
.89 , where 𝐾1 is the sum 

of the connectivity weight of i , 𝐾1.is the sum of the connectivity weight between i and 
the cortical network s, and NM is the total number of networks. If a region has 
connections uniformly distributed to all cortical networks, then its PC value will be close 
to 1; otherwise, if its connectivity is concentrated within a specific cortical network, its 
PC value will be close to 0. Given that we identified 9 cortical functional networks, the 
maximum possible PC value would be 0.89. We therefore further divided PC values by 
this theoretical upper limit, so that the highest possible PC value given the network 
architecture would be 1. For comparison, we also calculated PC using binary networks 
by setting weights above the threshold to 1 and found similar results. Because PC is 
independent of the node’s degree, it is less biased by the number of ROIs within each 
functional network, resulting in a superior measure of hub properties(78). It is also 
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important to note that a PC value is independent of the functional network a ROI 
belongs to; therefore our thalamic PC calculations are not influenced by which cortical 
network thalamic voxels or subdivisions are assigned to.    

 
Patients with focal thalamic lesions  
 Lesion masks were manually traced in the native space according to 

visible damage on a T1-weighted anatomical scan, and further guided by 
hyperintensities on a T2-weighted FLAIR image. Lesion masks were then warped into 
the MNI space using the same non-linear registration parameters calculated during 
preprocessing. For comparing the effects of local thalamic lesions, rs-fMRI volumes with 
framewise displacement (FD) that exceeded 0.5 mm were removed from further 
analysis (scrubbed) before band-pass filtering. More volumes were scrubbed for 
patients when compared to healthy controls (mean percentage of frames scrubbed for 
patients = 11.04%, SD = 10.63%; mean percentage of frames scrubbed for healthy 
controls = 1.02%, SD =1.62%; no subjects excluded).  

 
Modularity 
 Modularity can be measured by Newmanʼs modularity Q (244), defined as: 

𝑄 =		 (𝑒11 − 𝑎15)?
189  , where 𝑒11 is the fraction of the connectivity weight connecting ROIs 

within a cortical functional network i,  𝑎1 is the fraction of the connectivity weight 
connecting ROIs in cortical functional network i to other cortical networks, and m is the 
total number of cortical functional networks. Network partition from Figure 2A was used. 
Modularity was calculated for the whole-brain (including all cortical ROIs). Note that no 
thalamic subdivision was included into this analysis. For lesions analyses, the mean and 
standard deviation of Q calculated from all healthy controls were used to normalize Q 
values from each patient(152):  𝑍 = 	A(A

B
	, where Q is the patient‘s modularity score, 𝑄 is 

the average modularity score of healthy controls, and	𝛿 is the standard deviation in 
modularity of healthy controls. Modularity calculations were performed separately for 
each density threshold (density = 0.01 to 0.15) and results are presented across 
thresholds.  

 
Within-Network and Between-Network Connectivity Strength 
 We further analyzed how focal thalamic lesions could affect connectivity 

between and within cortical functional networks. For each patient, we first mapped the 
cortical functional networks their thalamic lesions were connected to according to the 
functional parcellation atlas from healthy subjects (see Thalamic Parcellation section 
above). For each patient and healthy control subject, we further normalized each 
functional connection by subtracting the mean and divided by the standard deviation of 
all connections within each subject. For the affected cortical networks, we then summed 
its total connectivity strength with other cortical networks (between-network) and with its 
own respective networks (within-network). The mean and standard deviation of 
connectivity strength for healthy controls were then used to normalize the patient’s 
values to z-scores.  
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Meta-Analysis of Functional Neuroimaging Experiments in the BrainMap 
Database 

We reanalyzed data presented in a previously published meta-analysis of the 
BrainMap database(176). In the meta-analysis, a hierarchical Bayesian model was used 
to derive a set of 12 cognitive components that best describe the relationship between 
behavioral tasks and patterns of brain activity in the BrainMap database(230). 
Specifically, each behavioral task (e.g., Stroop, stop-signal task, finger tapping) 
engages multiple cognitive components, and in turn each cognitive component is 
supported by a distributed set of brain regions. To determine whether or not a thalamic 
voxel is recruited by a cognitive component, a threshold of p = 10-5 was used. This is an 
arbitrary yet stringent threshold that was used in two prior studies(140, 176). Critically, 
there is potential spatial overlap between components. Therefore, brain regions that can 
flexibly participate in multiple cognitive components could be identified by calculating 
the number of cognitive components each brain region engages. The number of 
cognitive components was summed for each voxel and cortical ROIs, and defined as a 
“cognitive flexibility” score(176). 

 
 
Results  
 
Identification of Cortical Networks 
 To identify cortical functional networks, we first measured functional 

connectivity matrices between 333 cortical ROIs(91), then performed a network partition 
analysis to estimate cortical network organization (see Methods). We found that the 
cerebral cortex can be decomposed into 9 functional networks (Figure 2A), an 
organization scheme largely similar to previous studies(91, 140, 141, 194). 

 
Parcellation of the Thalamus 
 Given that the thalamus can be subdivided using different approaches, we 

performed our analyses using three different atlases based on data from rs-fMRI, 
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), and postmortem histology (Figure 2 A-C; see Methods 
for details). Using RS-fcMRI data, we identified thalamic subdivisions that demonstrated 
the strongest functional connectivity with the different cortical functional networks 
reported above (Figure 2A; henceforth referred to as the functional parcellation atlas). 
We further replicated these results with an independent dataset, and found high 
correspondence between datasets (Figure 2A; normalized mutual information = 0.69, z-
scored Rand coefficient =144.13, p < 10-5). The Oxford-FSL thalamocortical structural 
connectivity atlas (Figure 2B) subdivides the thalamus based on structural connectivity 
(estimated using probabilistic diffusion tractography on DTI data) to seven large cortical 
areas: primary motor, primary somatosensory, occipital, premotor, prefrontal (including 
medial and orbitofrontal cortices), parietal, and temporal cortices(239). The Morel atlas 
(Figure 2C) subdivides the thalamus into smaller nuclei based on cyto- and myelo-
architecture information from five postmortem brains(241, 242). We further classified 
each thalamic nucleus from the Morel atlas into first order or higher order thalamic 
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nuclei(222, 226). Our parcellation results and numerous replicable human MRI-based 
parcellations(237-240, 243, 245-248) suggest that distinct signals from different 
thalamic subdivisions can be reliably detected with a conventional 2 to 4 mm voxel 
resolution. 

 
Network Properties of Thalamocortical Functional Connectivity 
To determine each thalamic subdivision’s network property, we estimated 

functional connectivity between each thalamic voxel and every cortical ROI (see 
Methods) to generate a thalamic voxel to cortical ROI thalamocortical graph. Graph 
metrics were calculated for every thalamic voxel, and pooled across voxels for different 
categories of thalamic subdivisions (i.e., first order and higher order nuclei, or 
subdivisions within the three different thalamic atlases). Our goal was to examine the 
thalamus’s network topological properties in the context of functional brain networks. 
For example, if a thalamic subdivision is found to have strong connector hub properties, 
how does it compare to cortical ROIs that are connector hubs for cortical functional 
network? Therefore, we further calculated graph metrics for each cortical ROI by 
analyzing patterns of cortico-cortical functional connectivity.  

Within-Module-Degree Analyses. Provincial hub properties can be measured by 
the graph theory metric called within module degree (WMD), which measures the 
number of within-network connections of a region, z-scored by the mean and standard 
deviation of within-network connections of all regions in that network(79). Higher values 
reflect more within-network connections. We found that thalamic voxels in both first 
order and higher order thalamic nuclei exhibited higher WMD values than most cortical 
ROIs (Figure 3A). A two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that on average 
thalamic voxels had significantly higher WMD values when compared to cortical ROIs 
(mean WMD for thalamic voxels = 1.62, SD = 1.9; mean WMD for cortical ROIs = 0, SD 
= -.89; D333,2227 = 0.45, p < 10-10). We further compared thalamic voxels’ WMD values to 
cortical provincial hubs. Because both cortical and thalamic WMD values exhibited a 
unimodal distribution, we arbitrary defined cortical provincial hubs as cortical ROIs with 
WMD values greater than 90% of all cortical ROIs (threshold: WMD = 1.04). We found 
that on average thalamic voxels exhibited WMD values that were comparable to cortical 
provincial hubs (mean WMD for cortical provincial hubs = 1.35, SD = 0.26; mean WMD 
for voxels within first order thalamic nuclei = 1.37, SD = 1.79, mean WMD for voxels 
within higher order thalamic nuclei mean WMD = 1.75, SD = 1.94).  

Participation Coefficient Analyses. Connector hub properties can be measured 
by the graph theory metric called participation coefficient (PC), which is a measure of 
the strength of inter-network connectivity for each region normalized by their expected 
value(79). Higher values reflect more inter-network connections. For each thalamic 
voxel, we calculated its PC value based on its inter-network connectivity pattern to all 
cortical ROIs. We found that thalamic voxels in both first order and higher order 
thalamic nuclei exhibited higher PC values than most cortical ROIs (Figure 3C). A two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that thalamic voxels had significantly higher 
PC values compared to cortical ROIs (mean PC for thalamic voxels = 0.76, SD = 0.12; 
mean PC for cortical ROIs = 0.36, SD = 0.22; D333,2227 = 0.65, p < 10-10). We further 
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compared thalamic voxels’ PC values to cortical connector hubs. Because PC values 
also exhibited a unimodal distribution, we arbitrary defined cortical connector hubs as 
cortical ROIs with PC values greater than 90% of all cortical ROIs (threshold: PC = 
0.64). We found that on average voxels in both first order and higher order thalamic 
nuclei exhibited high PC values that were comparable to cortical connector hubs (mean 
PC for cortical connector hubs = 0.72, SD = 0.05; mean PC for voxels in first order 
thalamic nuclei = 0.74, SD = 0.13, mean PC for voxels in higher order thalamic nuclei = 
0.77, SD = 0.11).  

Spatial Distribution of PC and WMD Values. We found that cortical ROIs in the 
precuneus, medial frontal, inferior parietal, insular and middle frontal cortices exhibited 
high WMD values, whereas ROIs in anterior and inferior frontal, superior precentral 
sulcus, intraparietal sulcus, and lateral occipital cortices exhibited high PC values 
(Figure 4A). High PC and WMD values were found throughout the thalamus (Figure 4B-
C). To determine differences in the spatial distribution of connector and provincial hub 
properties in the thalamus, we identified thalamic voxels that exhibited WMD or PC 
values greater than cortical connector and provincial hubs (cortical provincial hub 
threshold WMD = 1.04; cortical connector hub threshold: PC = 0.64; hubs arbitrary 
defined as cortical ROIs with PC or WMD values greater than 90% of all cortical ROIs). 
We found that anterior, medial, posterior, and dorsal parts of the thalamus exhibited 
both high PC and WMD values. In addition, portions of the lateral thalamus also 
exhibited only high PC values, and a small portion of the ventral thalamus only exhibited 
strong high WMD values (Figure 4D).  

PC and WMD Values of Each Thalamic Subdivision. We calculated the median 
WMD and PC values across voxels for each thalamic subdivision, and compared those 
values to cortical connector and provincial hubs (see definition above). Based on the 
functional parcellation atlas, thalamic subdivisions that showed dominant functional 
coupling with CO, DM, FP, mT, and sFP networks exhibited high WMD values 
numerically comparable to cortical provincial hubs (Fig 5A). Based on the Oxford-FSL 
thalamocortical structural connectivity atlas, thalamic subdivisions with dominant 
structural connectivity with the prefrontal cortex and temporal cortices showed high 
WMD values comparable to cortical provincial hubs (Figure 5B). Based on the Morel 
histology atlas, thalamic subdivisions with high WMD values comparable to cortical 
provincial hubs included the anterior nucleus (AN), LGN, the ventral lateral nucleus 
(VL), intralaminar nuclei (IL), lateral posterior nucleus (LP), MD, medial pulvinar (PuM), 
and ventral anterior nucleus (VA) (Figure 5C). We found that all thalamic subdivisions 
exhibited high PC values comparable or higher than cortical connector hubs (Figure 5D-
F).  

Connectivity Patterns of Specific Thalamic Nuclei. Based on the Morel histology 
atlas, we found that AN, LGN, VL, IL, LP, MD, PuM, and VA exhibited both high PC and 
WMD values comparable to cortical connector and provincial hubs. To further probe 
their connectivity patterns, for each nucleus we calculated its mean functional 
connectivity strength with each of the 9 cortical functional networks (using partial 
correlations, see Methods), and divided by the nucleus’s summated total connectivity 
strength with all networks. If a nucleus is diffusely interacting with all functional 
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networks, then it should devote ~11% (1/9 = 0.11) of its total connectivity for each 
network. In contrast, if a nucleus only interacts with a selective network, the majority of 
its connectivity strength should be devoted to that network, while connectivity with other 
networks should be considerably lower. Consistent with high PC values we observed in 
these nuclei, we found that each of these thalamic nuclei exhibited a diffuse functional 
connectivity pattern, with strong connectivity (>11% of its total connectivity strength) 
with multiple cortical functional networks (Figure 6). Specifically, we found that multiple 
nuclei showed strong connectivity with both the CO and DM networks (AN, MD, VA, IL, 
LP, and VL), and most of these nuclei had strong connectivity with at least one other 
cortical functional network (e.g., AN, VA, LP, VL). Altogether, every nucleus had strong 
functional connectivity with at least three or more cortical functional networks, and many 
cortical functional networks had strong functional connectivity with multiple thalamic 
nuclei.    

 
Meta-Analysis of the BrainMap Database 
We found that multiple thalamic subdivisions exhibited both strong WMD and PC 

values, suggesting that the thalamus is capable of mediating information communication 
both within and between multiple functional brain networks. Given that individual cortical 
functional networks are putatively associated with distinct cognitive functions(140, 227), 
it is likely that any individual thalamic nucleus with distributive connectivity with multiple 
cortical functional networks is involved in multiple cognitive functions. We tested this 
hypothesis by analyzing results from a published meta-analysis of 10,449 functional 
neuroimaging studies(176). This published meta-analysis derived latent variables—an 
ontology of cognitive functions or “cognitive components”—that best described the 
relationship between 83 behavioral tasks and corresponding brain activity. From this 
data, a “cognitive flexibility score” can be estimated by summing the number of cognitive 
components that are engaged by every brain region(176). Here, a brain region with high 
cognitive flexibility score is assumed to be involved in more cognitive functions. We 
have previously demonstrated that cortical connector hubs exhibit high cognitive 
flexibility scores(140). We hypothesize that thalamic subdivisions that are recruited by 
multiple cognitive components likely serve as integrative connector hubs, whereas 
thalamic subdivisions that are recruited by a limited number of specific functions are 
likely involved in domain general processes. 

Consistent with our hypothesis, both first order and higher order thalamic nuclei 
were found to be involved in multiple cognitive components (Figure 7A). A two-sample 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that thalamic voxels have higher cognitive flexibility 
scores when compared to cortical ROIs (mean for thalamic voxels = 3.67, SD = 1.71; 
mean for cortical ROIs = 0.36, SD = 0.22; D333,2227 = 0.54, p < 10-10). We further 
examined the specific cognitive components (C1-C12, see Yeo et al., 2015 for details) 
that recruited each of the thalamic subdivisions. As an example, VL, with projections to 
motor and premotor cortices(229), is recruited by components C1 and C2 that 
predominately recruit motor cortices (Figure 7B). However, VL also participates in other 
cognitive components that recruit lateral prefrontal, medial prefrontal, and parietal 
cortices (C8, C9, C12, Figure 7B). Note that most of these cognitive components not 
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only recruit VL, but also engage other parts of the thalamus (Figure 7B). This 
observation is consistent with results we presented in Figure 6, showing that multiple 
thalamic subdivisions could be associated with the same cognitive component.  

 
Thalamic lesions have Global and Distal Effects on Cortical Network 

Organization 
 
 Modularity is a metric that quantifies the extent to which the brain is 

differentiated into separable sub-networks, and is an essential property found in many 
complex systems(249). Previous studies suggest that connector and provincial hubs 
have distinct contributions to modular organization. For example, a lesion study showed 
that damage to connector hubs, but not provincial hubs, causes more severe disruption 
of the network’s modular organization(152), suggesting that focal lesions to connector 
hubs can have a widespread impact on network organization when between-network 
connections are disrupted. Based on these findings, we predict that if thalamic 
subdivisions serve as connector hubs for functional brain networks, lesions to those 
subdivisions should reduce modular organization of these networks. Modularity can be 
measured by Newmanʼs modularity Q(244), a comparison between the number of 
connections within a module to the number of connections between modules. In four 
patients with focal thalamic lesions (Figure 8A; one patient has bilateral lesions (S1), 
three have unilateral lesions (S2-S4)), we examined the effect of a thalamic lesion on 
cortical modularity across the whole cerebral cortex (Figure 8B). Each patient’s Q score 
was converted to a z-score using the mean and standard deviation of healthy controls 
(see Methods). In all four patients, whole-brain modularity was lower (as indicated by 
negative z-scores).  

 Reduction in modularity could be caused by increased between-network 
connectivity or decreased within-network connectivity. Thus, we further quantified how 
focal thalamic lesions affect between- and within-network connectivity strength. For 
each patient, we first mapped the lesioned thalamic voxels, and then we identified 
cortical networks that are connected to these lesioned voxels using data from healthy 
control subjects (Figure 2A; Figure 8A right panel). For each lesion’s connected 
networks, we calculated the change of between- and within-connectivity strength 
relative to healthy controls (Figure 8C; see Methods for the z-scoring procedure). In all 
four patients with thalamic lesions, between-network connectivity strength was higher 
than healthy controls (as indicated by positive z-scores); in three patients, within-
network connectivity strength was lower than healthy controls (as indicated by negative 
z-scores). Overall, increased between-network connectivity strength (mean z-score = 
2.79, SD = 1.73) was more prominent than decreased within-network connectivity 
(mean z-score = -0.71, SD = 1.10), suggesting that focal thalamic lesions increase 
between-network connectivity between cortical regions.  

 
Secondary Analyses 
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Replication. We replicated the WMD and PC analyses using an independent rs-
fMRI dataset with higher native voxel resolution (2 mm3); the spatial correlation values 
across both cortical ROIs (333 ROIs) and thalamic voxels (2227 voxels) between the 
test and replication datasets for PC and WMD scores were 0.74 and 0.78, respectively. 
We also replicated our results using a different cortical ROI definition template that 
consists of 320 cortical ROIs(92), and the thalamic voxel-wise spatial correlation values 
for PC and WMD scores were 0.63 and 0.78, respectively.  

 InfoMap versus Spectral Modularity Detection. To ensure that our lesion 
analysis was not specific to calculating Q with modular partition derived using the 
InfoMap algorithm, we recalculated Q values for each healthy control subject using the 
spectral modularity detection algorithm which maximizes Q to derive modular partition 
40, and found it to be highly correlated with and slightly lower than Q values calculated 
using the InfoMap algorithm (at density = 0.05, r = 0.86; mean Q for InfoMap algorithm = 
0.57, SD = 0.06; mean Q for spectral algorithm = 0.53, SD = 0.06). 

 
Discussion  
 
In this study, we provide evidence suggesting that the human thalamus is a 

critical integrative hub for functional brain networks. First, we found that all thalamic 
subdivisions exhibited strong between-network connectivity, indicating that a single 
thalamic subdivision not only connects with multiple cortical regions, but also with 
multiple cortical functional networks. From a meta-analysis of 10,449 neuroimaging 
experiments, we further found that the thalamus is engaged by multiple cognitive 
functions, supporting a role in multimodal information processing. Finally, we found that 
focal thalamic lesions cause a disruption of the modular structure of cortical functional 
networks, further underscoring the critical contribution of thalamic function to brain 
network organization.  

The human brain is composed of modular functional networks(74, 140) which 
comprise provincial hubs — brain regions important for within network communication 
— and connector hubs — brain regions important for communication between networks. 
Here, we used graph-theoretic measures to estimate provincial and connector hub 
properties of the thalamus. Consistent with traditional interpretations of the thalamus 
relays information to cortex, we found that multiple thalamic subdivisions exhibited 
strong provincial hub properties (high WMD values) supporting modality-selective 
processes. However, both first order and higher order thalamic nuclei also exhibited 
prominent connector hub properties (high PC values), an indication of their involvement 
in integrative, multimodal processes (Figures 3-7). For example, we found that both first 
order (e.g., LGN in Figure 6) and higher order (e.g., PuM in Figure 6) nuclei showed 
strong functional connectivity with more than three cortical functional networks. We also 
found many thalamic nuclei showed strong connectivity with the CO and DM networks, 
a finding that is consistent with previous studies that have classified the thalamus as 
part of the CO, saliency, or DM networks (56, 250, 251). However, these nuclei also 
exhibited strong functional connectivity with at least one additional cortical network. 
Based on these results, both first order and higher order thalamic nuclei should be more 
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accurately described as “global kinless” hubs(79, 81), with strong connectivity with not 
only one functional network but homogenously interacting with multiple networks. 
Thalamic nuclei’s global hub property could potentially allow the thalamus to send and 
access information across diverse cortical functional networks. Via convergence of 
information, the thalamus may serve as a global hub that subserves multiple cognitive 
functions. Although it has previously been proposed that the thalamus is not simply a 
relay station, and that higher order thalamic nuclei could further serve to mediate 
cortical to cortical communication within its anatomical projection zone(226), the notion 
that the both first order and higher order nuclei also play an integrative role interacting 
with multiple cortical functional networks has not been demonstrated in humans. In a 
rodent fMRI study, using a measure that was analogous to PC, it was demonstrated that 
the rodent thalamus has the most diverse connectivity pattern with multiple functional 
sub-networks, more diverse than the hippocampus, basal forebrain, DM and lateral 
cortical networks(82). 

Higher order thalamic nuclei, which receive inputs predominately from the cortex, 
are hypothesized to provide trans-thalamic routes to support cortico-cortical interactions 
within a functional network that receive its projections(226, 252). For example, the 
posterior nucleus transfers information from primary to secondary somatosensory 
areas(253). Likewise, the pulvinar has extensive reciprocal connections with striate and 
extrastriate visual cortices(254), and is thought to modulate information communication 
between visual areas(252, 255). In contrast, first order thalamic nuclei, which receive 
projections from peripheral sensory organs or other subcortical structures, have 
projections to primary cortices, and are thought to act as modality-selective relays to 
relay a limited type of afferent signal to the cortex. Our graph-theoretic analyses of 
thalamocortical functional connectivity provide evidence suggesting that both first order 
and higher order thalamic nuclei participate in information exchange with multiple 
cortical functional networks.  

How can an individual thalamic nucleus interact with multiple functional cortical 
networks? One possibility is that thalamic nuclei could have dense reciprocal 
connections with cortical connector hubs that in turn are connected with multiple cortical 
functional networks. For example, from our analyses of the Oxford-FSL and functional 
atlas, we found that thalamic subdivisions that were most strongly connected with the 
frontal cortex, the temporal cortex and fronto-parietal functional networks (e.g., FP, sFP, 
CO, DF), showed kinless global hub properties (prominent connector plus provincial hub 
properties). Previous studies have found that cortical connectors are primarily located in 
fronto, parietal, and temporal cortices(78, 140). Our findings suggest that, in the context 
of functional brain networks, many thalamic subdivisions could share similar information 
processing roles with association heteromodal regions. In addition, both first order and 
higher order nuclei are known receive non-reciprocal cortico-thalamic innervations from 
multiple cortical regions(256). Higher order thalamic nuclei are also known to project to 
more than one area of the cerebral cortex(221). For example, MD projects to the lateral 
frontal cortex, the insula, the anterior cingulate cortex, temporal cortex, the 
supplementary motor area(224, 257), and these regions likely span multiple different 
cortical networks (e.g. FP, DF, CO, and SM networks). Also, thalamic nuclei not only 
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comprise “core” thalamocortical cells that project to middle layers of the cerebral cortex 
that are constrained by the borders of a functional area, but also comprise “matrix” 
thalamocortical cells that diffusely project to superficial layers of the cerebral cortex and 
are unconstrained by the boundaries of cortical topographic representations(221). The 
inhibitory thalamic reticular nucleus also receives projections from multiple cortical and 
subcortical regions, and further projects to multiple thalamic nuclei(222). Thus, the 
reticular nucleus could receive information from different cortical networks to further 
modulate activity in both first order and higher order thalamic nuclei. To summarize, 
individual thalamic nucleus receive projections and project to multiple cortical regions 
that belong to different cortical functional networks. Thus, the anatomical and functional 
architecture of the thalamus is capable of simultaneously receiving and transmitting 
signals between multiple brain regions that belong to different cortical functional 
networks. Our results further suggest a man-to-many relationship of the thalamocortical 
system. Specifically, a single thalamic subdivision could be functionally connected with 
multiple cortical functional networks, and a single cortical functional network could in 
turn be functionally connected with multiple thalamic subdivisions. 

Consistent with its extensive connectivity with multiple cortical functional 
networks, we found that the thalamus is one of the most “cognitively flexible” brain 
regions, indicating that the thalamus is involved in a diverse range of behavioral tasks. 
This observation derived from our meta-analysis of the BrainMap database is further 
supported by several representative empirical studies demonstrating that the thalamus 
mediates interactions between high-level cognitive processes (e.g., attention and 
working memory) and more elementary sensorimotor functions(252, 258, 259). For 
example, a monkey electrophysiology study found that deactivating the pulvinar 
reduced the attentional effects on sensory-driven evoked responses recorded in 
V4(258). Also, optogenetically perturbing thalamic activity in rodents impaired animals’ 
ability to select between conflicting visual and auditory stimuli(260). Finally, VL lesions 
in humans impair their ability to utilize a memorized cue during working memory 
necessary for guiding a visual search of multiple visual stimuli(259). Together, results 
from our graph analyses of thalamocortical functional connectivity and meta-analysis of 
task-related thalamic activity patterns suggest that the thalamus participates in 
interactions between multiple functional cortical networks, networks that are putatively 
involved in distinct cognitive functions. Based on our empirical results, future task-based 
studies can test this hypothesis regarding the role of the thalamus in integrative 
functions.        

Previous studies suggest that connector hubs are critical for maintaining the 
modular architecture of functional brain networks(152). Mathematically, whole brain 
modularity is inversely related to between-network connectivity, therefore a loss of 
connector hub should increase modularity. However, our previous work with patients 
with focal cortical lesions found that damages to cortical connector hubs decreased 
modularity(152). Furthermore, a TMS study further found that disruption of connector 
hub function increased between-network connectivity(261). This suggests that, in 
addition to mediating inter-network interaction, connector hubs could be further involved 
in maintaining the modular structure of functional networks through decreasing 
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between-network connectivity. Consistent with these prior studies, we found that 
thalamic lesions reduce cortical functional networks’ modularity and increase between-
network connectivity strength. This suggests that thalamic connector hub damage 
weakens the modular organization of cortical networks by increasing the strength of 
between-network connectivity. Moreover, since the effect of a thalamic lesion is not 
constrained only to cortical regions it directly projects to, it can be considered an 
example of  “connectomal diaschisis”(262). 

One possible interpretation of our findings from patients with thalamic lesions is 
that through its extensive between-network connectivity with multiple cortical regions, 
the thalamus acts as a “gate” to inhibit cortico-coritcal connectivity while maintaining the 
modular structure of cortical networks. A weakening of  “gating” function following a 
thalamic lesion would disinhibit cortico-cortical connectivity, causing an increase in 
between-network connectivity and a decrease in modularity. Alternatively, if functional 
brain networks must maintain a stable between-network connectivity strength for 
optimal between-network interactions, a compensatory mechanism may lead to 
increased direct cortico-cortical functional connectivity strength in response to 
decreased cortico-thalamo-cortical connectivity. To pinpoint the underlying mechanism 
would require techniques that can simultaneous manipulate and record activities of the 
thalamocortical system.  
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Figure 1.  Thalamus mediating cortico-cortical communication for functional 

brain networks. (A) As a provincial hub, the thalamus is connected with cortical regions 
that belong to the same cortical functional network (represented in solid blue circles). A 
provincial hub will have high within-module-degree z-score (WMD). (B) As a connector 
hub, the thalamus is connected with cortical regions in multiple cortical functional 
networks (one network colored in blue and the other in green). A connector hub will 
exhibit high participation coefficient (PC). 
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Figure 2.  Cortical functional networks and thalamic atlases. (A) Cortical 

functional networks and thalamic parcellation derived from functional connectivity 
analyses between the thalamus and each cortical network using rs-fMRI data. Network 
abbreviations (based on its most predominant anatomical location): default mode (DM), 
medial occipital (mO), somato-motor (SM), fronto-parietal (FP), superior fronto-parietal 
(sFP), cingulo-opercular (CO), temporal (T), lateral occipital (latO), medial temporal 
(mT). (B) Structural connectivity based segmentation of the thalamus using the Oxford-
FSL atlas. Each thalamic subdivision was labeled based on the cortical region it is most 
structurally connected with. (C) Histology based thalamic parcellation using the Morel 
atlas. Abbreviations for thalamic nuclei: anterior nucleus (AN), intralaminar (IL), lateral 
posterior (LP), lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), medial geniculate nucleus (MGN), 
medial dorsal (MD), medial pulvinar (PuM), inferior pulvinar (PuI), lateral pulvinar (PuL), 
anterior pulvinar (PuA), posterior (Po) nuclei, ventral posterior (VP), ventral anterior 
(VA), ventral medial (VM), Ventral lateral (VL). 
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Figure 3.  Nodal properties of the thalamus and cortical ROIs. (A) Kernel 

density plot of WMD values for thalamic voxels and cortical ROIs. Thalamic voxels were 
categorized into two categories of thalamic nuclei 2,7. (B) Kernel density plot of cortical 
WMD values summarized by cortical functional networks. WMD values for each 
thalamic functional subdivision is represented by the black vertical bar. (C) Kernel 
density plot of PC values for thalamic voxels and cortical ROIs. Thalamic voxels were 
categorized into two categories of thalamic nuclei. (D) Kernel density plot of PC values 
summarized by cortical functional networks. PC values for each thalamic functional 
subdivision is represented by the black vertical bar. First order thalamic nuclei included 
AN, LGN, MGN, VL, and VP. Higher order thalamic nuclei included IL, MD, LP, Po, 
Pulvinar, VA, and VM. Box plot percentiles. All graph metrics averaged across network 
densities from 0.01 to 0.15. 
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Figure 4.   Spatial distribution of network metrics. (A) WMD and PC values of 
cortical ROIs. (B) WMD values of thalamic voxels. (C) PC values of thalamic voxels. (D) 
Location of voxels with strong connector (colored in dark navy blue), provincial (colored 
in dark green), or connector plus provincial hub properties (colored in gold) in the 
thalamus. In D, Only thalamic voxels that exhibited PC and/or WMD values greater than 
90% of all cortical ROIs are displayed. All graph metrics averaged across network 
densities from 0.01 to 0.15. 

 

 
Figure 5. Graph metrics of each thalamic subdivision. (A-C) Box plots 

summarizing WMD values (A-C) and PC values (D-F) for all thalamic voxels for each 
thalamic subdivision in each thalamic atlas. The horizontal blue dashed line represents 
WMD or PC values of cortical provincial or connector hubs (arbitrary defined as greater 
than 90% of all cortical ROIs). The horizontal gold bar in each individual box plot 
represents the graph metrics calculated on the level of thalamic subdivision. 
Abbreviations for the Oxford-FSL atlas: motor (M), occipital (O), prefrontal (PFC), 
parietal (PL), premotor (pM), somatosensory (S), temporal (T). Box plot percentiles (5th 
and 95th for outer whiskers, 25th and 75th for box edges) calculated across voxels for 
each thalamic subdivision. All graph metrics averaged across network densities (see 
methods). 
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Figure 6.  Distributive pattern of thalamocortical connectivity for thalamic 

nuclei. Cortical functional networks most strongly connected with the following thalamic 
nuclei: AN, LGN, VL, VA, VM, IL, LP, MD, PuM. Thalamic nuclei (labeled in yellow) are 
displayed on axial MRI images. The bar graphs represent the distribution of connectivity 
strength between thalamic nuclei and each of the 9 cortical functional networks. The 
dashed line represents the expected proportion of total connectivity if connections were 
equally distributed across networks. 
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Figure 7.  Cognitive flexibility score and cognitive components. (A) kernel 

density plot and box-plots of cognitive flexibility scores for thalamic voxels and cortical 
ROIs. Thalamic voxels were categorized into two categories of thalamic nuclei. Box plot 
percentiles (5th and 95th for outer whiskers, 25th and 75th for box edges) calculated 
across voxels for each thalamic nuclei type or across cortical ROIs for each cortical ROI 
type. (B) Spatial distribution of brain activity engaged by each cognitive components 
recruited by the thalamic nucleus VL.  
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Figure 8.  Focal thalamic lesion’s effect on cortical network organization. (A). 

MRI scans of thalamic lesions (marked in red) in four patients (S1-S4). Lesion size for 
each patient in each thalamic subdivision (left panel based on Morel atlas, right panel 
based on the functional parcellation atlas) is summarized in bar graphs. (B) Individual 
patient’s normalized modularity score across network densities (x-axis) for the whole 
cerebral cortex. (C) Individual patient’s normalized connectivity strength for between- 
and within-network connectivity. 
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Nodeless Networks 
M.A. Bertolero & Mark D’Esposito 
 
Abstract 
 
The human brain can be fruitfully investigated by modeling it as a complex network. To 
build a complex network model of the brain, brain regions are treated as nodes in the 
network, and connections between brain regions are treated as edges (typically, the 
correlation of the time series of fMRI activity of the two brain regions, or “functional 
connectivity”). Thus, the first step in building a complex network model of the brain 
involves choosing how to parcellate the brain into regions that are treated as the 
network’s nodes. While many methods have been developed to parcellate the brain into 
nodes, these methods typically attempt to find a single solution that performs well for a 
large group of subjects. However, boundaries and connectivity patterns vary across 
subjects. Recently, parcellation methods have been developed for individual subjects. 
Here, we develop an algorithm that allows for unique parcellations to be built for each 
subject as well as a high resolution group average network model that utilizes those 
unique parcellations. We also employ a new community detection method that allows 
for a precise choice of the number of communities without having to threshold the graph 
to low densities or have a global resolution parameter. Using these methods, we 
analyze the communities and integrative brain regions in complex networks of different 
sizes (100, 200, 300, 600, 900, and 1500 nodes). Compared to more traditional 
methods, this method captures communities and integrative brain regions that are more 
similar to a large meta-analysis of task-evoked activity. These methods are well suited 
for group average complex network analyses, particularly the comparison of two groups 
(e.g., clinical populations versus healthy controls). 
 
Introduction 
 
One of the most powerful mathematical tools for investigating the functional architecture 
of the human brain is the network science approach. Here, the brain is described as a 
graph, which is a set of nodes (i.e., brain regions) and edges (i.e., functional or 
structural connections) between them. A fundamental issue with this approach is 
defining how brain regions are represented as nodes. In other words, how do we 
parcellate the brain into regions that we treat as nodes in the graph? An accurate 
parcellation is a necessary condition for building an accurate graph theory model of the 
brain.  
 
Once the brain is parcellated into regions, the time series of fMRI activity from all 
regions are correlated with each other, forming a matrix that serves as the basis of the 
graph. The time series of activity is typical measured during the resting-state (i.e., the 
subject is not doing anything in particular), but has recently been measured during task 
performance (20, 21, 67, 75, 140, 141, 150, 263-265). The strength of correlation 
between each pair of regions determines the strength of the edge between the two 
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nodes that represent those regions. Thus, parcelleting the brain is the first step in 
converting fMRI data into a network model; any further analyses of the graph will be 
dependent on the parcellation. However, studies have found consistencies in graph 
metrics across parcellations(140); regardless, care must be taken to ensure that a 
particular result is not only present with a particular parcellation. 
 
A wide variety of methods can be utilized to parcellate the brain into nodes. Many graph 
theory analyses utilize anatomy; for example, the Automated Anatomical Labeling 
parcellation(266) and the Harvard Oxford parcellation(267) both have nodes defined 
based on anatomy. Theses parcellations have 90 and 96 of nodes, respectively. Other 
analyses treat each voxel in the fMRI scan (volumetric-pixels) as a node (56, 268), or 
group together a small number of voxels arbitrarily(269). These “parcellations” can have 
upwards of 20,000 nodes. More recent analyses make use of “functional” 
parcellations(56, 90-92, 270), which, while they vary significantly in implementation, can 
all be judged on one metric—how similar are the voxels’ time courses of activity within 
each node? A node should be a homogenous unit of activity. We refer to this as how 
well a parcellation fits the data. Ideally, all voxels in the node have the same time 
course of activity. Given this metric, it also becomes clear that not only how one 
parcellates the brain matters, but also how many nodes are in the brain. A random 
algorithm for grouping voxels into homogenous units can perform better than a 
principled algorithm, so long as the random algorithm generates a larger number of 
nodes(92). At the extreme, a parcellation that defines each voxel as a node fits the data 
the best, as no reduction in the data has occurred. Moreover, voxels provide the finest-
grained resolution possible. 
 
However, voxels are arbitrary units of the brain and nearby voxels share nonbiological 
signal (causing increased correlation values) due to unavoidable steps in data 
processing (e.g., reslicing, blurring). Short-distance relationships are especially 
susceptible to spurious augmentation by subject motion(56, 96, 271, 272). The signal-
to-noise of individual voxels is lower than the mean signal of multiple voxels, which is 
why spatial smoothing is traditionally applied to fMRI images. Moreover, as a practical 
issue, many graph theory analyses become computationally intractable at the voxel 
level. For example, community detection via modularity maximization is NP-hard (188). 
Moreover, it has been shown that group-averaging does not always accurately capture 
the graph topology of individual subjects(95, 273). Thus, while it is feasible to run 
community detection on a graph with 20,000 nodes one time, ideally this is done on 
each subject and the results are averaged across subjects with consensus clustering. 
Moreover, most community detection algorithms are non-deterministic, so they should 
be run on each subject many times. 
 
Thus, the use of a parcellation is a practical necessity. While most parcellations are 
developed to fit a group of subjects, recent analyses suggest that the use of parcels 
which are standardized across individuals leads to inaccurate calculations of functional 
connectivity, especially when comparing two groups with heterogeneous 
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demographics(273). This is not surprising, given that functional boundaries and 
connectivity patterns vary across subjects(274-277). Thus, there have been recent 
approaches developed that obtain parcellations that are optimized for individual 
subjects(273, 278). While these methods allow for thorough analyses of individuals, no 
method has been proposed for how to obtain a group-average measures of connectivity 
across individual parcellations. Here, we explore community detection and the 
participation coefficient, a measure that captures the integrative nature of a node(78, 
140). In order to fully utilize individual subject parcellations, we develop a method for 
averaging across parcellations, resulting in a “nodeless” network in which each voxel 
belongs to a community and has a participation coefficient. Thus, the graphs are built 
based on individual subject parcellations with a limited number of nodes. However, the 
results are obtained at the highest spatial resolution possible—the voxel.  
 
Another fundamental issue is defining the connections. Most studies use diffusion 
imaging to define structural connectivity or resting-state fMRI to define “functional” 
connectivity. These methods are far from perfect, likely creating many spurious edges. 
One simple solution for this is to threshold the graph at a certain “cost”. For example, at 
a cost of 0.15, only the strongest 15 percent of the edge are kept in the graph. A lower 
cost that retains more edges usually results in more communities(56). This is useful in 
practice, because all community detection algorithms that depend on maximizing 
modularity suffer from a resolution limit(279), in that many smaller communities are not 
discovered, even when they are clearly defined. While some approaches have 
attempted to fix this resolution limit, they rely on global parameters that have been 
shown to be inaccurate if the network contains communities that are of different sizes, 
as the larger communities will be divided into two communities prematurely(279). One 
way around this is to simply threshold the graph to be sparser. However, this results in 
disconnected nodes and throws away data, likely ignoring important biological 
information present in the weaker connections. Thus, here, instead of thresholding the 
connections, we exponentially weight the connections, which increases the difference 
between strong and weak connection values. This obtains a larger number of 
communities. This allows for an accurate definition of the communities without ignoring 
weaker connections or removing nodes with weak connections from the graph. Like a 
resolution parameter, it can be finely tuned to estimate a particular number of 
communities. 
 
Methods 
 
rs-fcMRI data and preprocessing. Publically available resting-state fMRI data were used 
from 62 healthy adults (mean age = 22.59, SD = 2.45, age range =19-27, 26 males) that 
were acquired as part of the NKI-Rockland sample. For each subject, 9 minutes and 35 
seconds of rs-fMRI data were acquired using a multiband gradient-echo echo-planar 
imaging sequence (TR = 1400 ms, echo time = 30 ms, multiband factor = 4, flip angle = 
65 degrees, 2 mm3 isotropic voxels with 64 axial slices). Structural data were acquired 
using a MPRAGE (TR = 1900 ms, TE= 2.51 ms, flip angle = 9 degree, 1 mm3 isotropic 
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voxel). For both datasets, subjects were instructed to stay awake and keep their eyes 
open. Image preprocessing was performed the software Configurable Pipeline for the 
Analysis of Connectomics. First, brain images were segmented into white matter (WM), 
gray matter, and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). Rigid body motion correction was then 
performed to align each volume to a temporally averaged volume, and a boundary-
based registration algorithm was used to register the EPI volumes to the anatomical 
image. Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS) was used to register the images to 
MNI152 template using a nonlinear normalization procedure. We then performed 
nuisance regression to further reduce non-neural noise and artifacts. To reduce motion-
related artifacts, we used the Friston-24 regressors model during nuisance regression. 
WM and CSF signals were regressed using the CompCor approach. Linear and 
quadratic drifts were also removed. Data were bandpass filtered from 0.009–0.08 Hz. 
Finally, signal intensity was scaled to a whole-brain mode value of 1000. No spatial 
smoothing was performed. 
 

Figure 1. Nodeless Networks Algorithm and Results. A, nodes are defined in each 
subject. B, communities are defined in individual subjects. C, a voxel-wise consensuses 
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matrix is formed, representing the individual subject voxel level communities results, 
which are then averaged. D, in each subject, each node is assigned to the community it 
overlaps with the most, and the participation coefficient is calculated. E, participation 
coefficients are averaged across subjects. 
Our method, which we call the nodeless network algorithm, relies on each individual 
having a unique parcellation. Any parcellation method can be used with our algorithm. 
Thus, we focus our attention on the algorithm to handle unique parcellations, not the 
unique parcellations themselves, as methods for generating unique parcellations are 
constantly evolving and improving. We use a method that has been shown to work well 
for group average data and for which the code is publically available(92). This method 
can either group voxels based on their similarity of activity or their similarity of spatial 
correlation; we chose the latter, as this metric leverages information about the voxels’ 
connectivity pattern. This method allows for a choice of the number of nodes. To test 
our algorithm across a range of resolutions (i.e., number of nodes), we ran our analyses 
with 100, 200, 300, 600, 900, and 1500 nodes in the graph. 
 
For each subject, we define the nodes based on their fMRI data at a certain number of 
nodes (Figure 1A). Next, we take the mean time series of each node. We create a 
correlation matrix of the Pearson r between every pair of nodes in the graph. Next, we 
exponentially weight the correlation matrix, starting at an exponent of 1, increasing in 
0.1 steps. Each iteration uses the InfoMap algorithm(56, 129), but other graph theory 
community detection methods could be employed (e.g., Louvain). Exponents are 
increased until the number of communities requested by the user is achieved. If the 
number of communities requested is not found, we use the smallest exponent for which 
the highest number of communities was found. We chose to detect 18 communities. 
This was chosen to be in line with the resolution of other clustering techniques(56, 85, 
114, 141, 227). Given that the InfoMap algorithm is probabilistic, once the correct 
exponent is found, 1000 iterations are run, with uniformly distributed exponents in the 
range from the original exponent minus 0.1 to the original exponent plus 0.1. A 
consensus matrix is formed for each run, where nodes in the same community have a 1 
and nodes in different communities have a 0. Finally, we run the InfoMap algorithm on 
the average of those matrices 10,000 times (choosing the partition with the shortest 
map equation length, similar to the highest Q run for algorithms that maximize 
modularity) to obtain the final division of nodes into communities (Figure 1B). 
Supplemental Figure 1 shows the number of communities detected across all 
exponents and graphs. 
 
Next, our algorithm relies on consensus clustering to obtain a projection from nodes to 
voxels. Traditionally, consensus clustering generates a matrix, where nodes in the same 
community have a 1 and nodes in different communities have a 0. This is how the 
matrix was utilized above. However, at this step, we project that consensus matrix from 
the node level to the voxel level (Figure 1C, inset). We make a voxel-level consensus 
matrix for each subject; voxels in the same community have a value of 1, and voxels in 
different communities have a value of 0. We then average across these matrices. For 
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example, if two voxels were in the same community in 34 of 65 subjects, it would have 
an edge weight of 0.523. We also ignored nodes that are not in a community with at 
least 5 nodes in this calculation. We then apply InfoMap community detection, 
exponentially weighting the matrix until the number of communities the user requests its 
achieved (Figure 1C). 
 
Given this group voxel-level community assignment, we now can assign individual 
parcels to communities. For each node, we assign the node to the mode of the 
communities present at voxels in the node. For example, if a node has 18 voxels, and 
10 were assigned to a community, it is assigned to that community. We then calculated 
the participation coefficient, which measures the diversity of a node’s connections 
across communities. The participation coefficient i is defined as: 
 𝑃𝐶 = 1 −	 &'+

&'

567
.89 , 

the sum across communities 𝑀, where 𝐾1 is the sum of connectivity weights of i and 𝐾1. 
is the sum of connectivity weight of I to community	𝑀. If a region has connections 
uniformly distributed to all communities, then its participation coefficient value will be 
close to 1; on the other hand, if its connectivity is purely within a community, its 
participation coefficient value will be 0. 
 
While exponentially weighting the matrix obtains a larger number of communities, it is 
not necessary to do this to accurate capture the participation coefficient. Thus, we 
averaged these results across a range of costs, from 0.05 to 0.15. This was done for 
each subject (Figure 1D). We then average each voxels participation coefficient scores 
across subjects (Figure 1F). 
 
For comparison, we also ran more traditional graph theory analyses. We used the 900 
node atlas that was derived using the same method we applied to individual subjects 
here; however, in this parcellation the results are then averaged at the group level, 
creating a single group-level parcellation. For each subject, we built a correlation matrix 
representing the Pearson r between all pairs of nodes’ time series. Each matrix is fisher 
z transformed, and then the average is taken. We then applied the same community 
detection that we did for an individual subject’s matrix to this average matrix. We also 
calculated participation coefficient across the same range of costs and took the 
average. All results were visualized on the cortical surface with pycortex(280). 
 
Results 
 
As our algorithm is automated and requires no parameter fitting; thus, analyses and 
comparisons across different graphs with different numbers of nodes are trivial. Figures 
2-4 show the frontal, lateral, and medial views of the community detection across 
graphs with different numbers of nodes (100, 200, 300, 600, 900, 1500). Many 
subdivisions are not achieved in graphs with lower numbers of nodes, such that 
networks are not as distributed across cortex and interdigitated. For example, the 
dorsolateral pre-frontal cortex, at 100 nodes, is grouped into the fronto-parietal network; 
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however, above 100 nodes, the dorsolateral pre-frontal cortex becomes part of the 
cingulate-opercular network (Figure 3). This suggests that a distinct signal that is more 
correlated with the cingulate-opercular network exists, but, when too many voxels in that 
region are grouped together, the original signal is lost via blurring that occurs by 
averaging, and the blurry signal is now more correlated with the fronto-parietal network, 
likely given that the original signal was blurred with voxels that are actually part of this 
network. Moreover, motor cortex forms a topographic map with distinct hand and mouth 
networks(56). With under 300 nodes, this distinction was not detected (Figure 3). 
Finally, on the medial wall (Figure 4), in all graphs, the motor network or networks and 
the cingulate-opercular networks are present. However, in the graphs with more nodes 
(e.g., 900), the anterior and posterior default mode network is consistently fractioned, 
and the secondary visual network, the dorsal attention, fronto-parietal are present on 
the medial wall. Given these results and that these nodes were defined to maximize 
homogeneity in individual subjects, it is highly unlikely that nodes that are roughly the 
same size or larger and are based on gross anatomy (e.g., AAL or Harvard Oxford 
Atlas) are not blurring distinct signals and are able to accurately capture the community 
structure of the network. 
 
The participation coefficient values are shown in Figure 5 for all graphs. Interestingly, 
100 nodes appeared to capture participation coefficient values at a higher granularity 
than 200, 300, or even 600 nodes. However, the most consistent results were at 900 
and 1500 nodes. The graphs with more nodes detected areas of high participation 
coefficient in the fronto-parietal network, premotor, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, 
temporal-parietal-occiptial junction, ventral and dorsal attention networks, the 
precuneous, the cingulate, parietal occipital fissure, and the hippocampus and fusiform 
gyri. 
 
We compared these participation coefficients and community results to two other 
techniques. First, as described in the methods, we ran a traditional graph theory 
analysis. Second, a highly principled ontological model of cognitive functions was 
recently developed. This method jointly estimates cognitive functions via a hierarchical 
Bayesian model (i.e., Author-Topic model) of the task categories (e.g., n-back, flanker, 
visual pursuit) and task activation in the BrainMap. It allows for each task to engage 
multiple cognitive functions, and each voxel to be associated with multiple cognitive 
functions. Areas that are highly associated with many cognitive functions are likely 
areas of integration across functions, similar to arears of high participation coefficient 
being areas of integration across communities. This allows us to compare the 
community and participation coefficient detection of our nodeless network algorithm and 
the more traditional graph theory community and participation coefficient detection to 
the cognitive functions and areas where many cognitive functions are active (Figure 6). 
 
To compare the similar of communities to cognitive functions we used Normalized 
Mutual Information (MI). If two divisions of voxels into communities are identical, this 
value is 1. If no voxels fall into the same community across divisions, MI value is 0. The 
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MI of the nodeless network algorithm has a MI with the cognitive functions that 38% 
higher than the MI between traditional graph theory method and the cognitive functions 
(Figure 6). Moreover, the spatial correlation between participation coefficient and the 
number of cognitive functions active at a voxel was 39% percent higher for the nodeless 
network algorithm compared to the traditional graph theory method (Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 2. Anterior (a) and Posterior (b) views of group-average community detection in 
graphs with different numbers of nodes. Each color represents a unique community. 
Higher numbers of nodes result in a more interdigitated community structure. For 
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example, prefrontal cortex splits into three different communities, and early and late 
visual cortex split into two different communities.  
 

 
Figure 3. Lateral views of group-average community detection in graphs with different 
numbers of nodes. Each color represents a unique community. Higher numbers of 
nodes result in a more interdigitated community structure. For example, the motor 
cortex separates into two distinct networks that fit the homotopic organization of motor 
cortex. 

 
Figure 4. Medial views of group-average community detection in graphs with different 
numbers of nodes. Each color represents a unique community. Higher numbers of 
nodes result in a more interdigitated community structure. For example, the posterior 
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default mode network splits from the cingulate in the networks with a higher number of 
nodes. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Group average participation coefficients across graphs with different numbers 
of nodes. In general, the specificity of the metric increases in graphs with greater 
numbers of nodes. However, the specificity of the metric in a graph with 100 nodes is 
comparable to the graphs with 600, 900, and 1500 nodes. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of clustering and integrative hub methods. Top, the communities 
and participation coefficient is calculated under a more traditional graph theory method. 
Middle, “flexible” hub regions and “cognitive components” from an author-topic model of 
BrainMap activation data. Bottom, the current method for community detection and 
measuring the participation coefficient. The current method detects participation 
coefficients that are more highly correlated with the flexible regions and communities 
that are more similar to the cognitive components. 
 
Discussion 
 
Modeling the human brain as a complex network is one of the most powerful methods to 
capture fMRI data. Here, we propose a method that allows for group average graph 
theory analyses while simultaneously allowing for a mathematically optimal definition of 
nodes—parcellations that are fit ideally to each individual subject. Moreover, our 
method allows for the highest resolution possible—the voxel level. We also propose 
exponentially weighting the correlation matrix during community detection to resolve a 
particular number of communities. 
 
Compared to a more traditional parcellation method and graph theory analysis, our 
proposed method detected communities and participation coefficient values that are 
more in line with the cognitive functions and areas that are associated with multiple 
cognitive functions detected by a large meta-analysis of task evoked activity. While the 
meta-analysis is certainly not a “ground truth”, it is a very principled model of cognitive 
functions and was applied to a very large set of data (over 10,000 experiments). 
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Moreover, our results suggest that maintaining the functional boundaries in individual 
subject data is critical, as this method resulted in a model that is more similar to a model 
of task evoked data than using a single parcellation. 
 
The maps from theses analyses are publically available (NeuroVault). These maps can 
be used by researchers as an a priori and independent identification of communities 
and each voxel’s participation coefficient. However, the code that implements this 
method is in python (available on github.com/mb3152/nodelessnetworks), highly 
automated, memory efficient, and fast. The complete set of analyses (post pre-
processing of the fMRI images) presented here complete in under a day (20 cores, 512 
GB RAM), with most of the time being dedicated to the final community detection. Thus, 
this approach is easy to implement and scales easily to larger sets of data with more 
subjects. 
 
Our method could be applied to other datasets to generate communities and a map of 
participation coefficients. This method is perhaps most useful while comparing groups. 
While many studies use a single parcellation (which was usually defined on a healthy 
and young population) for every group, our method allows for each individual to be 
parcellated, and then each group to have a community and participation map based on 
those individual parcellations. Thus, the parcellation does not fit one group better than 
the other, as each individual has a unique parcellation fit to that individual. This solves a 
major potential flaw in many network science comparisons—if the parcellation fits one 
group better than the other, any comparison across groups is invalid. Moreover, this 
method resolves the communities and the participation coefficients at the voxel level, 
allowing for a high level of spatial specificity when comparing groups. Finally, this 
method evades the issue of a researcher having to test a single hypothesis with many 
different parcellations. 
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Supplemental Figure 1. Exponentially weighting the network’s weights increases the 
number of communities detected. Left panel, each line is an individual subject, showing 
the relationship between the exponent used and the number of communities detected. 
Right panel, the group average relationship between the exponent used and the number 
of communities detected. Regardless of the number of nodes in the network, 
exponentially weighting the network increases the number of communities detected at a 
logarithmic rate.  
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Reverse Network Inference 
Max Bertolero 
Thomas Yeo 
Mark D’Esposito 
Abstract 
The practice of reverse inference–inferring that a subject is engaged in a cognitive 
process given a particular pattern of brain activity–is widely viewed as 
unprincipled,  inaccurate, and ineffective. Here, we show it can be principled, accurate, 
and effective. Given an principled model of brain activity and an ontology of cognitive 
functions, reverse inference can be accurate and can progress our understanding of the 
brain. Here, we develop a method for reverse inference–jointly and probabilistically–
based on the intuition that task evoked brain activity is the result of the activity of 
multiple cognitive functions, each of which is subserved by a network of brain regions, 
some of which overlap across cognitive functions. We show that individual frames of 
brain activity during tasks can be captured with this model, and the task the subject is in 
can be decoded very accurately. Moreover, we generated two new insights into the 
brain by using this reverse inference method. First, we replicate a previous meta-data 
finding at a high temporal and spatial resolution in individual subjects. Second, we find 
that subjects’ task evoked activity can be clustered into states, each of which 
correspond to a single resting-state network or a combination of resting-state networks. 
While states are rather similar across tasks, each task has one to two unique states. 
Introduction 
Two influential articles by Mark Desposito (131) and Russ Poldrack (133) cautioned 
against the use of reverse inference — the practice of inferring that a cognitive function 
is engaged based on observing an activated brain region previously evoked by tasks 
that presumably probe that cognitive function. This inference is only deductively valid if 
the brain region is involved in only that cognitive function, and the original task 
(contrast) engaged only that cognitive function. For example, consider the language 
example from Russ Poldrack’s influential paper (133). If we observe activation in the 
inferior frontal gyrus, does this indicate language processing? In other words, we want 
to know the probability of language processing given activation in the inferior frontal 
gyrus. To compute this probability, Poldrack used Bayes rule (Figure 1) and analyzed 
brain activity maps in the BrainMap database. There are 166 language studies that 
activate the inferior frontal gyrus and 703 language studies that do not activate the 
inferior frontal gyrus. Therefore, under this method, the probability that language studies 
activate the gyrus is 0.19 (166 divided by 166 plus 703. However, there are 199 non-
language studies that activate the inferior frontal gyrus and 2154 studies that do not 
activate the gyrus. Therefore the probability of non-language studies activating the 
gyrus is 0.08 (199 divided by 199 plus 2154). Considering these non-language studies 
is critical. If non-language studies consistently activate the inferior frontal gyrus, then the 
gyrus is not specific to language processing, but perhaps some other cognitive function. 
Finally, we also have to set the prior probabilist of langue processing being engaged. If 
we assume a neutral probability of 0.5 (281), this gives us a 22% percent probability of 
language processing given inferior frontal gyrus activity. 
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Figure 1. Bayes Rule applied to language processing and inferior frontal gyrus activity 
 
However, there are various hidden assumptions in this method. First, each probability is 
computed independently, considering only language and all non-language studies. 
However, by lumping all non-language studies together, the probability of non-language 
studies activating the inferior frontal gyrus is diluted. For example, of the 199 non-
language studies, let us assume that 90 are studying the cognitive function A and find 
activity at the inferior frontal gyrus. Let us also assume that, of these roughly 2154 non-
language studies that don’t find activity at the inferior frontal gyrus, 10 are studying 
cognitive function A. Under these assumptions, the probability of cognitive function A 
activating the inferior frontal gyrus is 0.9. In fact, inferior frontal gyrus activation would 
indicate the presence of cognitive function A, rather than language processing. Thus, 
the inferior frontal gyrus is specific for function A. Language studies recruit function A 
17% of the time (a probability of 0.19 times a probability of 0.9), which is why language 
studies activate the inferior frontal gryus  19% of the time. Second, the probabilities are 
computed for each voxel or brain region independently. But observing a single region 
may not be very informative for two reasons. First, cognitive functions potentially arises 
from interacting and overlapping brain networks. We assume this model here, instead of 
the inaccurate or at least incomplete model in which single regions each execute a 
distinct cognitive function. Second, a single region’s activation, relative to a collection of 
regions’ activation, does not provide as much information when inferring whether one of 
two cognitive functions is engaged. 
 
Thus, reverse inference must utilize a model in which cognitive tasks engage common 
and distinct cognitive functions, which are in turn supported by multiple, possibly 
overlapping, brain regions. However, this model requires an ontology of cognitive 
functions. In the above example, we need to know what cognitive function A is, and 
where it is most likely to be activated, along with all the other cognitive functions, and 
where they are most likely to be activated. To achieve this, we recently instantiated a 
mathematical model that encodes this notion (151), allowing us to estimate a nested 
cognitive ontology based on the BrainMap database. The ontology consists of a 
collection of cognitive components, the probability that a task would recruit a component 
and the probability a component would activate a voxel. 
 
Here we consider how our mathematical framework and resulting ontology provide 
conceptual and computational advances over the original reverse inference framework 
described above. Our mathematical framework explicitly models how interactions 
between cognitive functions give rise to brain activation. Therefore, it is easy to perform 
reverse inference across the whole brain within our framework. Here, we perform whole 
brain reverse inference during task states on individual frames (i.e., single timepoints 
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during a scan). We characterize the accuracy of the reverse inference, both in terms of 
how well the model fits the data and how well the model can be used to decode what 
task the subject is in. We also provide two novel applications. First, we extend a 
previous meta-analysis finding—when more cognitive functions are engaged during a 
task, activity at connector nodes in the fronto-parietal and dorsal attention networks 
increases. While the original analysis looked across tasks in the BrainMap database, we 
look across timepoints in a single scanning session during multiple task states. Our new 
method also allows us to test the extent to which each voxel is dependent on the 
number of cognitive functions engaged. Second, we clustered individual timepoints into 
“states”, and find that each state corresponds remarkably well to the activation of one or 
two traditional resting-state networks, and that connector node regions are activated in 
the most states. Thus, we argue that reverse inference, when computed jointly and 
probabilistically across the brain with a principled model, is valid and can be applied to 
deepen our understanding of global brain function. 
Method 
Joint Probabilistic Reverse Inference 
To estimate cognitive functions, we used an author-topic model. This application has 
been described previously(176), but we describe it here in the context of reverse 
inference. An author-topic model defines an exact probabilistic model relating 
documents, authors, topics, and words(282). Consider a collection of scientific 
documents or papers. Across this collection, we have authors and their words. The 
author-topic model lets us discover abstract topics, which are made concrete by their 
association with certain authors and their association with certain words. An important 
point is that the topics are never observed because topics are abstract. The model 
generates what the actual topics are,  in that each topic has a probability of being 
written about by a particular author, and each word has a probability of appearing given 
a certain topic. We analyzed the BrainMap database with the author-topic model. The 
BrainMap database to which the model is applied contains 10,000 imaging experiments. 
Each experiment is tagged with one of 83 tasks. Each experiment is also tagged with 
the activated voxels in MNI space. If we think of documents as experiments, authors as 
behavioral tasks, topics as cognitive components, and voxels as words, there is a one-
to-one mapping between the author-topic model in text mining and our problem. We 
applied the author-topic model to the BrainMap database. We don’t assume functions 
like “emotion”, “language” or “vision”. The model estimates them. One parameter we 
have to set is the number of cognitive components. Here, we consider the 12 
component model (see (176) for a complete discussion of choosing the number of 
components). 
 
Essentially, we formulate an optimization problem where we want the parameters 𝜃 and 
𝛽 that maximizes the posterior probability Pr 𝜃, 	𝛽	|	𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑀𝑎𝑝	Ԑ𝑎𝑡𝑎 , where 𝜃 is the 
𝑃𝑟(𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡|𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘) and 𝛽 is the 𝑃𝑟(𝑉𝑜𝑥𝑒𝑙|𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡). This is achieved with an 
expectation maximization algorithm. Given the estimate of 𝛽, it is actually quite simple to 
perform reverse inference, as we have the probability of a voxel being active given a 
component. More specifically, for a reverse inference, we want to find the new 𝜃 ∗ that 
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maximizes the posterior probability of 𝜃 given the BrainMap estimate of 𝛽	, which was 
estimated with the author-topic model, and activation data from a new “experiment’s” 
whole brain activation; here, the experiment is a single time point (i.e., frame or volume) 
of an fMRI time series. Essentially, we find the 𝜃 ∗ that maximizes 
Pr 𝜃 𝛽, 	𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒	𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛	Ԑ𝑎𝑡𝑎 . This is also done via expectation maximization. This gives 
us, for each component, 𝑃(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡	|	𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒	𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛	𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎). Thus, for each time point 
in an fMRI time series, we have a probability of each component being engaged. This 
distribution sums to 1. 
fMRI data and preprocessing 
We used the tfMRI minimally processed data from the Human Connectome Project. For 
each task, we used the 100 subjects with the lowest mean frame wise displacement. 
We used AFNI to preprocess the images, matching traditional resting-state functional 
connectivity studies. The AFNI command 3dTproject was used, passing the mean 
signal from the cerebral spinal fluid mask, the mean signal from the white matter mask, 
the mean whole brain signal, and the motion parameters to the “-ort” options, which 
remove the signals via linear regression. The options “-automask”, which generates the 
mask automatically was used. The “-passband 0.009 0.08” option, which removes 
frequencies outside 0.009 and 0.08, was used. Finally, the “-blur 6”, was used, which 
smooths the images (inside the mask only) with a filter that has a width (FWHM) of 6mm 
after the time series filtering. Because of the short length of the Emotion task, it was not 
included in our analyses. Given limitations of the author-topic model in handling 
negative values, all values below zero were set to zero, allowing us to convert brain 
activity into “word count”. 
Fitting the model to the data 
To analyze how well the joint probabilistic reverse inference was able to accurately 
model the original data, we reconstructed the original data using the model estimates of 
each component’s engagement. For each component, we multiplied the component’s 
probability across voxels by the reverse inference’s probability for that component being 
engaged. For example, if the joint probabilistic reverse inference estimated that 
component 1 has a .1 probability, and particular voxel has a probability of .01 for that 
component, that voxel is scored as 0.001. We do this for each voxel, for each 
component, giving us 12 whole brain maps. We then take the sum across the 12 maps 
(Figure 2). We then calculate the spatial correlation between the original data and this 
map. We call this value the “fit”. To measure if the fit of the model to the data was better 
than random, we compared the spatial correlation value of the fit of the model to the 
data to the spatial correlation value of the fit of the model to all other frames (i.e., the 
data the model was not fit to). 
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Figure 2. Cognitive Components, models of the data, and original data. For each 
component, a frame was chosen for which that component was highly likely to be 
engaged. Next, a model of the data using the reverse inference probabilities and the 
cognitive components was built. 
 
Prediction of task 
To ensure that our method of reverse inference not only fit the original data, but also 
picked up on task specific differences, we used the correlation matrix of the cognitive 
components’ probabilities across time, and each component’s mean activity in the task 
(relative to the mean of that component in that subject in other tasks), to predict which 
task the subject is executing. Thus the model contains 78 unique features. We have 600 
of these feature sets; 6 per subject. We iteratively split the data into 450 feature sets 
and 150 feature sets, fitting the model to the 450 feature sets and then testing the 
model on the 150 feature sets. We did this 10,000 times, saving the accuracy of the 
model to predict the task of the unseen matrices. We measured accuracy with precision. 
The precision is the ratio tp / (tp + fp) where tp is the number of true positives and fp the 
number of false positives. Intuitively, the precision is the ability of the classifier not to 
label as positive a sample that is negative. The best value is 1 and the worst value is 
0(283). 
 
Analysis of components engaged 
One of our previous analyses (140) using the author-topic model of BrainMap showed 
that, when more components are engaged in a task, activity at connector nodes–
regions mostly in the fronto-parietal network–is increased. This analysis was across 
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BrainMap tasks, which are themselves the mean across multiple experiments, each of 
which averages across individuals, and is a contrast of that task, relative to another 
task. Here, we were able to do a more thorough analysis at a higher temporal resolution 
in individual subjects. Moreover, instead of taking the mean activity across a certain set 
of regions (as the meta-data contains a large amount of 0 values) we were able to 
simply correlate each voxel’s activity with the number of components engaged at each 
time point, which we measured with 1 minus the standard deviation of the distribution of 
component probability values. We also executed this analysis where we set voxels in 
the original data to zero if 3 or more components have a high probability of being 
engaged at the voxel (> 1e-5). This ensures that the estimate of the number of 
components engaged is driven by voxels that are relatively specialized to a single 
component, and not driven by voxels where many components have a high probability, 
as these areas overlap highly with connector nodes (140), which is precisely where we 
expect to see increased activity as more components are engaged.  
 
States 
We sought to reduce individual time-points into states. Given our joint probabilistic 
reverse inference model, for each task, for each subject, for each time point, we have 
the distribution of component probabilities. For each time point i and j in a particular 
subject and task, we calculate the correlation between their distributions. This is done 
for each pair of time points, resulting in a square correlation matrix. This matrix is then 
used to form a graph, where each node is a time point and each edge is the similarity of 
the time points’ component probability distributions. Community detection is then 
applied to cluster time points into communities. The edges weights are raised to a 
particular exponent to more heavily weight the strong connections; higher exponents 
lead to a greater number of communities while using InfoMap. The exponent is raised 
until the number of communities preferred is reached. We chose to analyze 8 
communities or states. For each community, we then take the mean of all time points in 
that community. For each of these images (i.e., all the mean images from all the 
subjects), we compute the joint probabilistic reverse inference. The same graph 
construction and community detection procedure above is then applied, treating each 
mean image from a subject as a node, giving us a final clustering of original brain data 
into states. 
 
Results 
Joint Probabilistic Reverse Inference can accurately capture which components 
are engaged and model the original data 
For each task, for each subject, for each frame, we measured the fit of the model to the 
data. The fit, on average, across tasks, was 0.29. Essentially, this value is the spatial 
correlation between the model’s reduction of the data, and the original data. In all tasks, 
the model fits the data it was fit significantly better than data it was not fit to. Thus, the 
model was able to fit the data with accuracy across tasks (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. How well the model fits the data. For each task, a violin plot that shows the 
spatial correlations between the model and the frame the model was fit to (blue) and a 
violin plot that shows the spatial correlations between the model and the frames the 
model was not fit to (green). 
 
Joint Probabilistic Reverse Inference can accurately predict the subject’s task 
state 
We were able to predict the task the subject was engaged in with between .7 precision 
to 1 precision (0.83 on average; Figure 4). The Working Memory and Language tasks 
exhibited the highest precision. The Motor and Social tasks exhibited the median 
precision. The Gambling and Relational tasks exhibited the lowest precision. 
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Figure 4. Precision accuracy while predicting which task the subject is engaged in. The 
distribution across 10,000 trials is shown for each task. 
 
Activity in fronto-parietal control and dorsal attention networks correlates with 
number of components engaged 
Next, we measured which voxels correlated with the number of cognitive components 
engaged at each time point. We calculated this correlation for each subject in each task, 
and then took the mean for each task. In every task, we saw positive correlation 
between the number of cognitive components engaged and activity at voxels in the 
fronto-parietal network and dorsal attention network. We observed negative correlations 
between the number of cognitive components engaged and activity at voxels in the 
default mode network. These results are shown in Figure 5 for every task. Moreover, 
results were practically identical when ignoring voxels where more than 3 cognitive 
components had high probabilities during the joint probabilistic reverse inference. 

 
Figure 5. Correlation between brain activity and the number of cognitive components 
engaged in each task. The average across subjects is shown. 
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Brain states reflect functional connectivity networks and are unique across tasks 
We clustered subjects individual time points into group-wise task states. In each task, 
states appears to be combinations of, or single, resting-state networks (Figure 5). 
Moreover, across tasks, similar states appeared (Figure 6). For example, in the Motor 
and Working memory tasks, 7 of the 8 states were highly similar, with the Motor task 
having a state that was highly specific to the ventral sensory motor network, likely 
because, in the Motor task, subjects are presented with visual cues that ask them to 
move their tongue, while subject presumedly are not moving their tongue in the Working 
Memory task. Interestingly, our method is able to pick up the tongue movement state, 
and, while all the other states were similar to the working memory task state, the tongue 
state did not exist in the working memory task. The same phenomena was observed in 
the Language task; while states similar to the overlapping states in the Working Memory 
and Motor tasks were observed, two unique tasks were observed (Figure 7). 
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Figure 6. Eight states from the Motor and Working Memory tasks 
 
The same phenomena was observed in the Language task; while states similar to the 
overlapping states in the Working Memory and Motor tasks were observed, two unique 
task states were observed (Figure 6). The first state involved activation at the frontal 
aspect of the fronto-parietal network, the inferior frontal gyrus, and the lateral temporal 
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lobe, an area known for semantic processing. It also involved deactivation of the default 
mode network. The second state involved deactivation of the fronto-parietal network, 
and activation of the inferior frontal gyrus and the same lateral temporal lobe region as 
the first state. Finally, in the Gambling task, we observed a unique state, where the 
fronto-parietal network and the medial aspect of the default mode, two networks that are 
typically anti-correlated (284), are active. However, the orbital-frontal cortex aspect of 
the default mode network has been associated with representing value (285), while the 
fronto-parietal network has been associated with decision making (286) and potentially 
controls the default mode network (287). Thus, these two network likely interact during 
gambling tasks. 

 
Figure 7. Unique States 
Discussion 
The ability to observe brain activity and, with reasonable certainty, know the subject’s 
mental state, is highly sought after. However, the accuracy of a reverse inference is 
typically low. Given that a single region can be activated by many different cognitive 
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tasks, in general, observing that a single region is engaged provides limited additional 
evidence for the engagement of a cognitive function(288). Moreover, the applications of 
reverse inference has, so far, been rather limited to practical business applications 
(289) or outright abused(290). While the selectivity of brain regions to particular 
cognitive processes has been studied (291), reverse inference has not been widely 
applied to progress our understanding of the brain. The inaccuracy of reverse inference 
and the dearth of fruitful scientific applications are both due to the false assumptions 
that typically underlie reverse inferences. If the reverse inference is not based on how 
the brain actually functions, it likely won’t be accurate, and its utility certainly cannot 
progress our understanding of the brain. 
 
While many cognitive processes are certainly localized, there is no simple one-to-one 
mapping between every cognitive process and a brain region. Many cognitive 
processes studied in psychology are likely not natural kinds (9) and others are highly 
distributed (16). An emerging idea is that most cognitive processes (besides, for 
example, edge detection in visual cortex) are the result of the combinatorial interactions 
of relatively stable functional networks that each have a specific function(140, 194, 196, 
227, 292). Most notably, previous work termed this idea network co-occurrence, and, 
similar to the current work, modeled task activity by combinations of canonical brain 
networks(292). The upshot of this work was the ability to model task activity with 
combinations of networks. 
 
The previous network co-occurance work, however, was focused on modeling the 
activity differences between two tasks states, relying on traditional group-level task 
contrasts (e.g., math versus language processing). Here, we presented a reverse 
inference method that is based on network co-occurance, but we focused on modeling 
the raw individual frames of individual’s brain activity during cognitive tasks. We lend 
further credence to the network co-occurance model of brain activity–our method fits the 
data and was an accurate method of detecting which task the subject was engaged in. 
Thus, a network co-occurance model can accurately capture individual frames of data 
as well as differences in activity across different cognitive tasks. 
 
The ability to, given a principled model of the brain and method of reverse 
inference, gain further insight into the brain was also demonstrated. We presented two 
novel applications. First, we replicated a previous finding at a much higher temporal 
resolution in individual subjects, rendering more detailed information about which 
regions of the brain are sensitive to the number of unique cognitive functions engaged. 
As the previous analysis looked across group-level activation maps, one could only 
conclude that, in general across tasks, when more cognitive functions are required, 
activity in the fronto-parietal network is increased. However, we demonstrated here, with 
increased spatial resolution, that this phenomenon exists on the sub-second temporal 
resolution. Second, we used the cognitive component probabilities to detect discrete 
states that occur during cognitive tasks. We found states that were present across 
tasks, as well as states that were unique to that task and reflected the processes unique 
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to that task. While much research has been done to study the dynamic interactions 
between brain networks(293-295) the temporal resolution of functional connectivity does 
not allow for analysis of these interactions at high temporal resolutions (i.e., what 
happens in each time point and changes from timepoint  to timepoint), and there are 
many methodological issues(296). Our method to detect states found unique 
interactions between networks that are likely not captured by dynamic functional 
connectivity methods. Moreover, out method depends on univariate activity, which 
eludes many of the methodological issues of dynamic functional connectivity. For 
example, in the Gambling tasks, we observed a state that was unique to the Gambling 
task, and involved two networks–the fronto-parietal network and the default mode–being 
active together, despite these networks traditionally exhibiting negative functional 
connectivity 8. Moreover, each states boundaries (where activity transitions from high to 
low) overlap highly with functional connectivity networks. This suggests that we observe 
functional connectivity networks because there is repeated transient activation of each 
network (or combinations of networks). 
 
In conclusion, we presented a principled model and method for reverse inference. This 
method was able to accurately capture individual timepoints of data and predict which 
task the subject was engaged in. Moreover, we demonstrated that this method can be 
used to process our understanding of the brain. 
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Summary  

Modularity  
Different parts of the brain do different things. But what boundaries can we carve the 
brain up with to define these parts? The current work answered this question in further 
detail than previous work (56, 72, 73) defining the boundaries around the parts of the 
brain that are dedicated to specific functions. We used functional connectivity to define 
the “parts”. Functional connectivity between two regions simply measures how strongly 
correlated the two regions’ activity levels are across time (e.g., the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average and the Standard & Poor’s 500 are strongly functionally connected). We build a 
network model of the brain, where brain regions are nodes and the strength of 
functional connectivity between those two nodes is the edge that connects those two 
nodes. We then group nodes into sub-networks by maximizing the extent to which each 
sub-network coherently activates and deactivates together (i.e., strong functional 
connectivity or edges between nodes in the same sub-network) and the extent to which 
the pattern of each sub-network is unique to that sub- network (i.e., weak functional 
connectivity or edges between nodes in the different sub-networks). In the human brain, 
we typical find 12-14 sub-networks. The sub-networks’ coherent and unique activity is 
always present, regardless of what a person is doing, only retreating upon death(297). 
Because of the sustained, coherent, and unique activity of each sub-network, we 
hypothesized that each sub-network executes a discrete cognitive function mostly 
autonomously. Simply put, if a sub-network of regions is firing at different times and in a 
different pattern than other sub-networks of regions, that sub-network is probably up to 
something unique.  
 
To test this hypothesis, we needed a model of which cognitive functions exist and which 
parts of the brain execute them. Thus, we leveraged the application of the author-topic 
model to the brain (151). The author topic model was originally designed to find literary 
topics (282) Imagine a library. What are the topics that exist in all the books? What 
words are associated with which topics? What authors write about which topics? Of 
course, you could make a reasonable guess. For example, Hemingway writes about 
war, and the word “death” usually appears in war related works. This is what librarians 
used to do. However, the author-topic model can discover topics based on the data. 
The author-topic model defines an exact probabilistic model relating authors, topics, and 
words. Each topic has a probability of being written about by a particular author, and 
each word has a probability of appearing given a certain topic.  
 
We have the same problem in cognitive neuroscience. Similar to how the first librarians 
organized libraries, we have been guessing as to which cognitive functions exists, which 
tasks tap them, and which parts of the brain execute them. Our library is a large amount 
of cognitive tasks with a large amount of brain activity evoked by those tasks. Just as 
each author writes about multiple topics, each task likely utilizes multiple cognitive 
functions. Just as the model estimates the topics, as well as which authors write about 
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them and which words are associated with them, the model can estimate the cognitive 
functions, as well as which tasks tap each cognitive function and which brain regions 
execute that cognitive function. Thus, we do not have to make the inaccurate 
assumption that each cognitive tasks taps a single cognitive function, nor do we have to 
guess which cognitive function each task taps. Best of all, we do not even have to 
guess about which cognitive functions (e.g., working memory, vision) exist. The model 
discovers them. Thus, the mental kinds as natural kinds problem goes away, because 
we do not posit mental kinds. We discover them based on the data. The critical insight 
into why this model works is that it defines the brain’s components in the context of 
those components functioning together as a large scale network. This is how ones 
carves the brain at its joints.  
 
The model estimates 12-14 cognitive functions and which parts of the brain execute 
each cognitive function, essentially dividing the brain up into sub-networks (151). When 
we look at these sub-networks, and the functional connectivity sub-networks described 
above, they are very similar; if two brain regions are in the same functional connectivity 
sub-network, they are also likely to be in the same cognitive function sub-network. Thus, 
when we claim that different parts of the brain do different things, we now know how to 
divide the brain up into those parts–functional connectivity sub-networks. This 
knowledge is essentially the beauty and utility of the author topic-model combined with 
the explanatory power of knowing the neural mechanism–coherent and unique activity–
that defines the boundaries of the cognitive functions that the author-topic model 
discovered.  
 
While it is certainly interesting that each sub-network, which coherently and uniquely 
activates and deac- tivates together, executes a discrete function, how dependent is the 
processing of one sub-network on the other sub-networks(26)? One computational way 
to test this is to ask if adding more nodes or sub-networks to a network increases the 
computational complexity of the network. Thus, we grew (i.e., added in nodes and 
edges) a network of concepts and relationships between concepts (i.e., ‘dog’ and ‘cat’ 
are connected in the network, as they are both animals), and measured the 
computational complexity of an inference in the network as the network grew. The 
relationship between the size of the network and computational complexity was 
logarithmic. This suggests that, at a certain point, even in a network with many edges 
and nodes, computationally complexity does not increase as more nodes are added.  
However, we wanted to test this in the brain. We used a very similar logic: when more 
sub-networks are engaged in a task, if their processing is dependent, then activity 
should increase in all the sub-networks as more sub-networks become engaged. For 
example, if the motor sub-network is engaged, and then the memory sub-network 
becomes engaged, does the motor network have to process any of the additional 
information that is computed by the memory network? Does any part or parts of the 
brain have to? We used network science to quantify which regions do and do not 
increase their activity as more sub-networks are engaged in a task. We found that 
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nodes that are only connected to a single sub-network (provincial hubs or regular 
nodes) do not. This suggests that most of the brain’s processing is modular, in that it is 
mostly informationally encapsulated or autonomous.  
 
However, nodes that are connected to many different sub-networks (connector nodes) 
do increase their activity as more sub-networks are engaged in a task. Thus, connector 
nodes are sensitive to the amount of global information being processed. Integration is 
a computation that is necessarily more complex as more sub-networks are active, 
because there is simply more information that must be integrated. Thus, the increased 
activity of connector nodes as more sub-networks are engaged is highly consistent with 
their putative integrative role. Another role that fits with this evidence is that connector 
nodes coordinate the interactions between sub-networks. When there are more 
networks to coordinate, the computation is necessarily more complex.  
 
Integration in Modular Networks  
We found evidence that suggests that connector nodes integrate information or 
coordinate communication across the brain. An additional and more speculative notion 
that these analyses generated is that connector nodes are actually necessary to 
maintain a modular network. This notion also has support from lesion evidence, which 
shows that the extent to which the network’s connectivity is modular (i.e., how unique or 
different the activity profiles of each sub-network are from one another) decreases when 
connector nodes are damaged (152). Essentially, if you do not have connector nodes to 
integrate across the modular sub-networks, the sub-networks interact directly in a more 
holistic and less modular fashion. Thus, we wanted to gain more insight into the role of 
connector nodes in maintaining the modular nature of the network. We did this in three 
different ways.  
 
First (Chapter 2.1), we investigated the interconnectivity of connector nodes, along with 
high degree nodes (the nodes with the most edges or connections). Both connector 
nodes and high degree nodes have been proposed to perform integrative and 
coordinative functions. One property that has been claimed to be evidence for high 
degree node’s integrative and coordinative properties is the fact that they form a club of 
highly interconnected nodes termed the rich club (142).  We measured the 
interconnectivity of both connector nodes and high degree nodes. We looked at a 
variety of networks–the c. elegans, the macaque brain, the human brain, the United 
States power grid, and global air traffic. In all networks, connector nodes were more 
strongly interconnected than high degree nodes. Moreover, we found that in silico 
damage to connector nodes in each club decreases the network’s efficiency more than 
damage to the high degree nodes. Critically, we found that, if we simulate natural 
selection in networks for a balance between modularity and efficient integration, a highly 
interconnected club of connector nodes, but not high degree nodes, emerges. Thus, the 
connector nodes and their interconnectivity potentially evolved via selective pressures 
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that favored both modularity and efficient integration.  
 
Next, we dug deeper into the notion that connector nodes both integrate information 
across sub-networks and coordinate connectivity between sub-networks, and that these 
two functions serve to maintain the modular structure of the brain’s functional network. 
The logic was that, when connector nodes are connected to many sub-networks, they 
can integrate information and coordinate connectivity optimally, allowing other regions 
to perform more modular local processing. Across subjects, we found that the increased 
strength of connector nodes’ connectivity to many sub-networks is correlated with 
increases in the modularity of the global network. Moreover, we found that the 
enhanced modular architecture afforded by strong connector nodes is accompanied by 
enhanced cognitive performance (i.e., fitness). These analyses further demonstrated 
that connector nodes integrate information across sub-networks and coordinate the 
connectivity between sub-networks, which maintains the modular structure of the 
network. Additionally, our analyses showed that connector nodes function is critical to 
optimal cognitive performance.  
 
Finally, in order to further understand the connectivity of connector nodes, we studied 
the functional connectivity of the fronto-parietal sub-network, which contains the highest 
concentration of connector nodes, and the thalamus, a sub-cortical structure that has 
been shown to exhibit connector node properties(197) We found that every sub-network 
in the brain has a distinct region in the fronto-parietal sub-network for which it is strongly 
functionally connected. These distinct regions become interdigitated in the fronto-
parietal sub-network, forming a gradient towards convergent regions where the fronto-
parietal sub-network is functionally connected to many different sub-networks. 
Moreover, for each sub-network’s region in the fronto-parietal network, there is a 
corresponding region in the thalamus that that sub-network is strongly functionally 
connected to. For each sub-network, these two regions (fronto-parietal and thalamic) 
are functionally connected. Finally, functional connectivity between the fronto-parietal 
network and cortical sub-networks and the functional connectivity between the thalamus 
and cortical sub-networks similarly predict the functional connectivity between sub-
networks across individuals.  
 
This connectivity pattern is a more granular look into what allows connector nodes to be 
integrative and coordinative. The combination of discrete and convergent connectivity in 
the fronto-parietal sub-network allows information flow to be bi-directional. Information 
from all sub-networks can be transferred to the fronto- parietal sub-network via distinct 
pathways that exists between sub-networks and the fronto-parietal network. Information 
is then likely integrated in the convergent regions of the fronto-parietal sub-network, and 
can then be sent back to specific sub-networks via the distinct pathways that exist 
between the fronto-parietal sub-network and specific sub-networks. The thalamus likely 
plays a critical role, potentially mediating connectivity between the fronto-parietal 
network and other networks, aiding in information integration and signal propagation 
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across cortex.  
 
More speculatively, it has been suggested that thalamocortical interactions provide 
synchronized signals across cortex that coordinate the development of cortical sub-
networks, and these signals aid in organizing connectivity across the massively 
expanded human cortex (220). The fronto-parietal- thalamic connectivity, and their 
similar relationship to cortical-cortical connectivity, found here supports this idea. This 
connectivity pattern also generates the idea that an evolutionary older integrative 
structure—the thalamus—might have been “copied” (i.e., it performs similar functions 
and has similar connectivity patterns) and expanded in the cortex as the fronto-parietal 
sub-network, and these two integrative structures now function together. Thus, the 
fronto-parietal network might have been naturally selected because it allows for greater 
control over the connectivity between sub-networks both during development and 
ongoing cognition, allowing for more complex computations to occur. It is then no 
surprise that this network is often referred to as a “control” network and its activity is 
related to “top down” regulation of other networks. It is also not surprising that similar 
global network changes (decreased modularity) occur when regions of the thalamus 
and the fronto-parietal network that are functionally connected to many sub-networks 
are damaged(152, 197). 
 
Network Discovery and Models  
Given the focus of many of the analyses on sub-networks and connector nodes, we 
developed a new method for capturing sub-networks and connector nodes. Typically, a 
single set of nodes is used for a large group of subjects. However, every brain is slightly 
differently; thus, for each subject, we developed a set of nodes that ideally work for that 
subject’s brain. Just as a custom orthotic fits better than the one off the shelf, customs 
sets of nodes that fit each subject are better than a single set of nodes for all subjects. 
This increased fit allows us to best measure the network structure of different brains. 
Moreover, in order to still observe group-level network properties, we created an 
algorithm that averages the information across these different sets of nodes, giving us 
sub-networks and the location of connector nodes at the highest resolution possible. 
Under this method, functional connectivity sub-network’s boundaries align even better 
with cognitive functions’ (from the author-topic model) boundaries than we had 
previously found.  
 
We also developed a new method for reference inference–predicting which cognitive 
functions a subject is executing based on that subject’s brain activity. Typically, reverse 
inference is executed by observing that a brain region that is associated with a 
particular cognitive function is active, and thus that that subject is executing that 
cognitive function. However, this is simply looking at the flawed look- up dictionary I 
presented in the Introduction. Cognition arises from interacting and potentially 
overlapping sub-networks. Thus, we utilized the author-topic model of cognitive 
functions described above, which models brain activity as the joint combination of sub-
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networks, to do reverse network inference–what sub-networks are engaged together? 
Thus, the reverse inference method reflects how the brain actually works.  
We were able to accurately model individual frames of data, suggesting that this 
network model of the brain captures how the brain activates at any given time. 
Moreover, we were able to predict which task the subject was in almost 100 percent of 
the time. Finally, we used this model to replicate our previous findings; when more sub-
networks are engaged, activity is greater at connector node regions. As the previous 
analysis looked across group-level activation maps, one could only conclude that, in 
general across tasks, when more cognitive functions are required, activity at connector 
nodes (essentially, the fronto-parietal sub-network) is increased. However, we 
demonstrated here, with increased spatial resolution, that this phenomenon exists on 
the sub-second temporal resolution in individual subjects in different tasks.  
Finally, we used the method to detect brain states–patterns of brain activity that repeat 
during cognition. Each state’s boundaries (where activity transitions from high to low) 
overlap highly with functional connectivity sub-networks. All states were either a single 
functional connectivity sub-network or a combination of functional connectivity sub-
networks. While most states were present in all tasks, each task typically had 1-2 states 
that were unique. This suggests that we observe functional connectivity sub-networks 
because there is repeated transient activations of each network or unique combinations 
of networks. Thus, sub-networks do not only emerge as units because of their coherent 
and unique activity across time. Sub-networks also activate as potentially overlapping 
units at any given time.  
 

Conclusion  
Brain regions cluster into sub-networks based on their unique and coherent fluctuating 
activity. Each of these sub-networks executes a discrete cognitive function. Each sub-
network’s processing is modular, in that the computational complexity of processing in 
that sub-network is not dependent on processing in other sub-networks. Somewhat 
counterintuitively, what appears to allow for this modular processing is a select set of 
nodes that have connectivity to many sub-networks in the brain and form a tightly 
interconnected club. These nodes are connector nodes. This mix of interconnectivity 
and wide connectivity across the brain allows connector nodes to integrate across the 
sub-networks and coordinate information transfer between sub-networks, maintaining 
the modular structure of the brain. Why does the brain function like this? It appears that 
a club of highly interconnected connector nodes is nature’s solution to achieve 
modularity–which is computationally attractive–and integration–which is required for 
more complex computations. We observe this solution in many different species, and 
even in man-made networks like the power grid. Strong connector nodes actually 
increase the modularity of the network and the cognitive fitness of the subject. At a 
more granular level, the combination of discrete and convergent connectivity of 
connector nodes to the rest of the brain allows for integration and for information flow to 
be bi-directional between connector nodes and other sub-networks. Cortical connector 
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nodes also function with, and might be an evolutionary “copy” of, an evolutionary older 
brain structure–the thalamus, which also exhibits connector node properties. Cognition 
appears to arise from the integrated and coordinated activity of multiple functional sub-
networks. The brain is not like a network. It is a network.  
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